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A fixed mind in an ever changing world…

50 YEARS A FATS
DOMINO FAN

I can still recall my astonishment in 1956 when I
discovered, on buying the EP “Blues for Love vol.
2” that he was black! There was his photo on the
cover (a rather slim Fats) so there could be no
mistake.

by Neil Foster
As I write, Domino’s 78th birthday has just
passed, 2006 is the 50th anniversary of my first
purchase of a Domino disc (“Blueberry Hill” on a
78) and there are news items about Hurricane
Katrina and how President Bush was warned
about it in advance; also, how New Orleans has
defiantly held its annual Mardi Gras Festival (but
there is a lot of damage and destruction in the
Crescent City that has still not been cleared.)

I was abysmally ignorant then – I didn’t know what
R & B was, or the Blues, or Jazz. I had no idea
what a chord was and was extremely puzzled by
journalistic
complaints
about
“three-chord
rubbish”, when they mentioned Rock’n’Roll.
(Would four chords be all right? I wondered.)
The B-side of “Blueberry Hill” was “I Can’t Go On
(Rosalie)”and a family friend commented on
hearing this, “That’s a three-chord song.” So it is,
but a lot subtler than it seems to be, if you listen
closely to the way Domino sings around the beat
and the similar way the tenor sax varies the
driving solo.

I read with incredulity on Keith’s website that two
readers visited New Orleans some time ago
(before the floods, of course) and were astonished
to discover that the local Tourist Office had never
heard of Fats Domino: to many of us the symbol
of the city! Furthermore, the people who rescued
him from his mansion after the floods didn’t know
who he was, either!

The next record to
engage my attention was
“When My Dreamboat
Comes Home”, which
was once played on the
BBC’s “Two Way Family
Favourites”,
probably
because of the message
in the title (that’s also
why they played Pat
Boone’s “I’ll Be Home”).
At the time, like a lot of people, I used to listen to
Jack Jackson’s “Record Roundup” on Radio
Luxembourg and he always used to end his
programme with “So Long” by Fats. It was with
great joy that I discovered that was on the B-side
of the 78 I had bought.
When I met John Day, the leader of the
Rock’n’Roll group I was later to join, he told me
how much he loved that record. He was an AngloIndian, born in Bombay (or Mumbai, as they now
call it). He told me how he used to cycle through
jungle paths to a café which was one of the very
few places to have a jukebox and on it was “So
Long”. Naturally, he had little money but used
what little he had to play that record.

I think the trouble is that Fats is too self-effacing
and modest and always has been. He lets his
music speak for him.
So, what can I do to trumpet the merits of the
man? Well, I am not going to regurgitate the
biographical/discographical details that you have
read a thousand times but what I can do is to tell a
few (true) stories from my past involving him.

I saw “The Girl Can’t Help It”, of course, with the
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unforgettable scene where the camera moves
through the swirling dancers and alights on
Domino’s smiling face, pounding out “Blue
Monday”.

chosen. (Incidentally, I noticed a copy of this book
going for $199.95 on Amazon if anybody really
feels they must have a pristine copy – H)
Of course, he has his detractors, like Dr John
(Mac Rebennac) who seems convinced that Fats
has never acknowledged his debt to Professor
Longhair. I also have a vivid memory of standing
in a Toxteth pub in the late ‘60s when “Blueberry
Hill” was playing and listening to the conversation
of two baffled and scornful, middle-aged regulars,
who obviously only knew the Gene Autry version
(1941). I was almost tempted to join in the
conversation by quoting the title of a Fats’ record,
“I Want You To Know” but it was obvious that
these old vegetables
never would know.

I soon discovered that his records were good
double-siders: there was often a boogie-woogie
instrumental on the B-side like the superb “La La”,
the flip of “Ain’t That A Shame”.

Fats Domino – I
salute you! If it wasn’t
for you, I would never
have learned about
the Blues, Rhythm
and Blues and Boogie
Woogie piano. I would
never have become
interested in the tenor
sax (the neighbours might have welcomed that!)
and my life would have been a lot poorer and less
fun. Hope you live to be a hundred!

When I eventually joined John Day’s group, the
first number I played was an instrumental version
of “I Want To Walk You Home”, as it was another
three-chord song I could easily play on the sax.

THE END

There are so many other tracks I could mention:
“I’m In Love Again” with its wonderful interplay
between sax and piano, “It Keeps on Raining” (I
used to know a girl who bought two copies of that
record, in case one wore out!), “Whole Lotta
Lovin’”, “Be My Guest” (interesting story about that
one: the guy who wrote it, Tommy Boyce, was
facing being thrown out of his house by his father,
unless he got a job. He wrote this song, pitched it
to Domino’s agent and the rest is history), “Wait
and See” (listen to the way that bass comes
padding through), “Valley of Tears” (our leader,
John Day, preferred Holly’s version but I think he
was wrong) and one of the neglected gems,
“Natural Born Lover” (yes, it’s got strings in but it
is a haunting song and very different to most of
his output).









The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club

Over the years Fats has been pushed as a
Rock’n’Roller (the LP “Fats Rock and Rollin’”) and
as a twister, even! (the LP “Twistin’ the Stomp”)
but it’s still the same old Fats playing in the same
old way. His sole concession to fashion, as far as
I know, was when he changed his distinctive “flattop” hairstyle to an Afro-Cuban cut, on the advice
of some members of his band.
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John Broven’s book on New Orleans music has
the title of one of Domino’s pop-oriented hits,
“Walking to New Orleans” and a photo of the
great man on the front. I can’t think of any other
New Orleans artist that the author could have
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Peter Brough

or so later at the long gone Music Machine at the
unfashionable end of Camden Town where
Camden meets Somers Town, otherwise known
as Mornington Crescent. The man of attitude in
abundance was louder still, destroying one
speaker completely. Outside after the gig a girl
stood upon the steps maternally cradling her
boyfriend’s head whilst he poked his fingers into
his ears, no doubt in a vain attempt to make them
function. “Not so loud tonight, was he?” I said
mockingly to the pair as I passed, leaving them to
gaze incredulously at each other as I disappeared
into the darkness.

(via the medium of Archie
Andrews) says

Fast forward three decades; 'Tales From The
Woods's veteran contributor Shaky Lee Wilkinson
and I were at The Garage in the Highbury Corner
area of old London town. A 73-year-old Link was
in town without his luggage (lost by the airline
company), in studded black pants and leather
jacket - black naturally - he cussed out the airline
in language not suitable for your grandmother. He
prowled that stage like a caged wild animal whilst
kicking out tortured riffs laced with tons of
feedback. I would not see ‘The Rumble’ man
again but what an abiding memory.

“HOLD THE THIRD
GAGE!”
'Tales From The Woods' raises a glass and says
farewell to the legendary Link Wray who died
upon the 5th November 2005 (although the news
was not released to the press, for reasons
unknown, for around two weeks), aged 76 from
natural causes.

A vast collection of Woodies would witness a very
frail, sick looking Link unable to walk without the
aid of crutches at the 2005 Ponderosa Stomp,
New Orleans, Louisiana. Still angry, still
untameable and still too loud. Going to miss you
Link, you were one of my heroes if you ain’t
already guessed.

Link certainly brought out conflicting opinions
within the Rock'n'Roll fraternity regardless of age.
For the most part the broadsheets got it all wrong
in their otherwise well-intentioned obituaries; I
don’t know if he got a mention in the redtops but
somehow I very much doubt it. Me, I loved him,
the man was addicted to noise; a seventy plus
year guitar hoodlum, irascible and possessing
Rock'n'Roll attitude in surplus.
The first time I got to see Link Wray was way back
in the seventies; the rockabilly revolution had
reached its zenith, the gig was at the Dominion,
Tottenham Court Road, the darling of the ‘billy
crowd, seen as the great hope for the future of
rockabilly/Rock'n'Roll, Robert Gordon was in town.
The former punk from New York City had cut a
couple of albums with the guitar icon who
represented the ideals that Gordon wished to
translate into another place in time. Whirlwind
were the support act, young and good-looking, it
was, looking back, easy to believe that we stood
upon a volcano which would gush forth a second
Rock'n'Roll golden age.
'Tales From The Woods's very own marketing
Manager, Ken Major, a talent of magnitude
decades before this bible for Woodies was
conceived, was in the audience that night. “Too
loud, too heavy”, Ken did say. Well he was
certainly loud, the loudest stuff I have heard since
The Who played the Club Norvik back in ’64. For
me, Robert Gordon was never as good again as
he was that night, maybe because Wray projected
the stage persona lacked by Gordon.

Fred Lincoln Wray was born at Dunn, North
Carolina on 2nd May 1929, his parents were semiliterate street preachers, his mother a Shawnee
Indian, his father half Shawnee. In interviews Link
would say he spent his childhood sleeping in
barns and avoiding the attention of the Ku Klux
Klansmen, learning to play the guitar from
Hambone, a black musician with the Barnham &
Bailey circus. Wray’s father suffered from shellshock as a result of his experiences in the first
world war.

I caught them both in action again maybe a year
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Rain’ and ‘Fire And Brimstone’. Another
homemade album, ‘Beans and Fatback’ (1973),
was licensed to Virgin by his management much
to Wray's displeasure.

Growing up Shawnee poor, there would be no way
he could escape conscription had he wanted to wrong time to be a certain age, he soon found
himself fighting in the Korean War and,
contracting tuberculosis, he was forced to have a
lung removed. Back on Civvy Street, deciding to
try his hand in the music business he formed a
band with his brothers, Vernon and Doug, calling
themselves the Palomino Ranch Hands, making
their first recordings for the Starday label in late
1955. Through much of the following year tracks
recorded did not wander too far from the country
vein.
Come 1958 an instrumental appeared on the
Cadence label out of Washington DC credited to
Link Wray and his Ray Men which was altogether
a different bag of beans; combining an hypnotic
Mississippi, hill country style, blues edge with
crashing power chords, Wray’s guitar given a
distorted fuzz tone which had never been heard
before, at least to such extent or intensity, created
by all accounts by punching a hole in his amplifier
with a pencil - deliberate or otherwise is open to
speculation but he certainly picked up immediately
on the potential of this distinctively unique sound.

The same year saw him signing to Polydor and
within a couple of months put out ‘Be What You
Want To’ recorded for the most part in San
Francisco with Hippie guru Jerry Garcia, he of
Grateful Dead fame, and roots rockin’
Commander Cody lending a hand. ‘The Link Wray
Rumble’ (1974) features Boz Scaggs and the
Tower of Power horn section and ‘I Got To
Ramble’ is dedicated to the memory of Duane
Allman.

The track, of course, for those handful of readers
who will not know, was entitled ‘Rumble’, a
creation of sound of atmospheric menace of a
street gang out on the prowl and looking for
trouble. Too successful in its imagery maybe as it
found itself banned from airplay on many radio
stations throughout the United States, yet this
could not prevent ‘Rumble’ from becoming a Top
20 hit and eventually a million seller, inspiring
young lads all over the world to pick up a guitar,
preen a mannered attitude and attempt to copy
the distorted sound.

Despite the falling out a couple of years earlier,
Wray made an album with Virgin in 1976, ‘Stuck
In Gear’ cut entirely in the UK at a studio, near
Dorking, Surrey. Teaming up with the
aforementioned rockabilly new generation man
Robert Gordon for two albums, the selfexplanatory ‘Robert Gordon with Link Wray’
(1977) and ‘Fresh Fish Special’ (1978).
The final album of the seventies saw him back on
his own again with the somewhat heavier
‘Bullshot’. Albums continued into the eighties;
‘Live at the Paradiso, Amsterdam’, recorded in
1979 but released in 1982, ‘Apache’ (1989), the
title track being a distorted take on the Shadows'
hit of the very early sixties, the sleeve design by
our very own and sadly very sick Ray Topping and
the ‘Wild Side Of The City Lights’ (1990) both put
out by Ace Records and recorded at Pathway
Studios, London.

The success of ‘Rumble’ led him to signing with
Epic Records where a distinctive Wray formula
was about to be set with another big selling
instrumental, ‘Rawhide’, before they attempted to
clean up his act. Radio friendly and far less
controversial, Wray took to his heels and signed
with Swan, doing good business with ‘Jack The
Ripper’ (1962) although the personal favourite of
this editor boy would be the raucous, over the top,
take on the Willie Dixon penned ‘Hidden Charms’.
His final flirtation with the Billboard Hot Hundred
came in 1965 with a version of ‘The Batman
Theme’.

The early eighties would find Link marrying a
Danish student he had met in the course of her
studies into Native American culture and moving
to Copenhagen where he would remain for the
rest of his life. In later years his powerful early
instrumentals have been much in demand for film
soundtracks including ‘Johnny Suede’ (1991),
‘This Boy’s Life’ (1993), ‘Pulp Fiction’ (1994),
‘Twelve Monkeys’ (1995), ‘Desperado’ (1995),
‘Independence Day’ (1996), ‘Blow’ (2001) and
‘Confessions Of A Dangerous Mind’ (2002) which
all helped to keep the endless flow of compilations
of early and often rare material.

As the sixties drew to a close, Link was
complaining about his copyrights being stolen and
rarely given monies due, he quit to a farm in
Maryland where he built a studio in his shed and
played in local bars. Returning to the spotlight in
1971 with the mostly self-penned album ‘Link
Wray’, writing for the most part about his
frustrations in a rootsy, countryish and blues style
a radical departure from his past. The Neville
Brothers have recorded two tracks from it, ‘Fallin’

In 1997 his final album was released on Ace,
recorded in Rickmansworth, ‘Shadowlands’ was a
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well received swansong proving, if we needed to
be reminded, that age had not tamed him. In the
sleeve notes the author suggests that a great
photo opportunity was lost at the aforementioned
Music Machine gig when Bob Dylan turned up to
pay homage to the man (incidentally Dylan
opened his recent shows in London with ‘Rumble’)
suggesting also Sid Vicious. Well actually, no!
You are getting Sid mixed up with Johnny
Thunders, formerly of the New York Dolls who
jammed with Link for a couple of numbers. Photo
opportunity lost? No, not at all, I got at least three
of the Linkster and the Yorkie Doll. Thanks for all
the great memories.







only recording studio in Mali. Soon he was
sending tapes to France along with photographs
of himself. Picked up by Sono Discs, a series of
albums, all simply entitled ‘Ali Farka Toure’ were
released aiming naturally for the French/African
market.
The 1986 ‘Red Album’ (called so because of its
red cover) cam e to the attention of the British DJ
and roots music champion Andy Kershaw. He
played it on his show and the reaction was quite
remarkable. A representative of the world music
scene set out to Mali to track him down. By this
time he had returned home after abandoning his
job at the radio station and he was found only
after a live appeal from the radio station he had
departed from.



'Tales From The Woods' raises a glass also to the
man referred to as the godfather of the desert
blues, Ali Farka Toure who has sadly died of
bone cancer on March 6, 2006 aged 66.

Once becoming a cult hero in Britain his life was
indeed transformed. Come 1987 he would travel
to London to record his first album for the World
Circuit label catching the tide perfectly, the African
and world music boom was just starting and
Toure became one of its leading celebrities.

26th September 1939 was an auspicious moment
in time; a proud father held his son up to the
midnight cosmos and, in recognition, this babe
turned out to be one of the most influential African
musicians of all time.

There can be no doubt that Toure was strongly
influenced by the late legend of the blues, John
Lee Hooker, whose intensely rhythmic style
strikes a common chord with African listeners, a
comparison that first boosted Toure’s career and
then later infuriated him, stating in interviews on
more than one occasion that he played African
music, not the blues and that “This music has
been taken from here; I play traditional music and
I don’t know what blues is, for me blues is a type
of soap powder”.

Born in Niafunké, Toure earned his nickname of
Farka or Donkey (which, unlike North Africa, is not
considered the ultimate insult in Mali) because of
his strength. He was the first surviving child in a
family where nine elder brothers had died in
infancy. Starting out life as farmer, boatman,
mechanic and tailor, he became interested in
music after watching religious spirit ceremonies
on the banks of the Niger, learning firstly to play
such traditional instruments as the lute-like n’goni,
the djerkel, which is by all accounts a traditional
single string guitar and later the njarka violin,
finally switching to the guitar after hearing the
acclaimed Guinean guitarist Keita Fodeba.

Though Toure was the first of a long line of great
musicians from Mali to find fame in the west, he
insisted that music was not the only interest in his
life. He toured the world and won his first Grammy
award for his 1994 collaboration album with Ry
Cooder, ‘Talking Timbuktu’. Ry Cooder was
interviewed by the British Folk Roots magazine at
the height of the album’s success and the
comparison between Toure and Hooker would
find itself forever joined. Cooder stated “Mali
musicians regard Hooker as some kind of
messenger, a presence beyond being a blues
guy. He plays irregularly, his bar count is funny, he
doesn’t change the chords in a normal sort of way
and they don’t either so they see something
familiar in that. All Farka Toure plays that way, he
really is a mirror image of Hooker, he is like the
backward version.”
Despite being at the peak of his career, Toure
retreated to his home town of Niafunké, where he
devoted his time to farming and his role as the
local mayor, spending the money he earned from
his albums on irrigation and development
schemes that transformed the region, making it
self-sufficient for food.

His musical career began when he moved to the
capital Bamakoto to take on yet another new job
as a sound engineer on Radio Mali. Once
broadcasting he was able to record his own
songs, the radio station owned what was then the
5

In 1999 he released the ‘Niafunké’ album,
recorded in his home town at a time when people
thought he has been lost forever to other needs
and passions. Not to last however for the following
year, 2000, he had given up performing but last
year released his album ‘In The Heart Of The
Moon’ recorded with the world’s leading Kora
player Toumani Diabate and last June the duo
played together at The Barbican in London. Last
month he won a second Grammy for the album
with Diabate but he was never to see the award. It
was being taken out to him along with the final
mixes of his forthcoming album by Nick Gold of
the World Circuit label around the period of time
he died in his sleep. Gold was quoted as saying
that “Ali found things easy for much of his life,
confidence to succeed at almost anything he
attempted despite the fact he never went to
school and could neither read nor write”.

THE EDDIE COCHRAN CONNECTION
For the fans, by the fans

UK Subscription £5.00
Cheques to W H BEARD at
15 St Clements Court, Mardyke Park,
Purfleet, Essex RM19 1GL

He is survived by a wife and eleven children.

Keith Woods
















An Angry Letter (well,
postcard) to the Editor

Colin Taub

Exclusive Tailor for Edwardian Teds
Specialising in mainly Teddy Boys Suits

Dear Editor,
in the December 2005 issue is the Mr Angry
article a joke or what? If it is “what”, then
Rock'n'Roll does not wish to be associated in any
way with your magazine and we declare you are
all a bunch of (I couldn’t read that last word – H)

Colin Taub is a
specialist tailors and
has been long
established as a
family business for
over 30 years in the
east of London

Yours, Rock'n'Roll.
P.S. Don’t mention Rock'n'Roll in any future
issues, thank you.

Edwardian Suits
Drapes and Drainpipes
Western Jackets
Box Jackets
Gambler Coats
Tail Coats
Ladies’ Jackets
Pencil Skirts
We may also create from your own design

(I must say that this is a somewhat self-defeating
request as, in order to print it, I have had to
mention Rock'n'Roll three times – oops, make that
four times – and therefore am unable to comply
with this polite demand – H)

Unit 11, Broadway Market Mews, Hackney E8 4TS
Tel: 020 7275 9735 Mobile: 07801 549251
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more pleasant. I suppose if you're a horse lover
then you don't mind the smell but hey, I'm a city
fellar and am more used to the smell of buses and
cars.

Scottish Mickey is let loose in
New York
(Mike McDonald spent ages recording his recent
trip to New York and we continue the serialisation
of his exploits with his next five days. More next
issue. Words and pictures by Mike.)

Time was getting on and I had a busy night ahead
of me. So I get ready for my big night out. I have
been dreaming of this night for years. This is a
milestone in the annals of showbiz variety, as it is
such a famous night and has produced so many
fine acts over the years, including Marvin Gaye
and Gladys Knight. Yes, it's Amateur Night at the
Apollo… one mic… one stage… one chance. It is
now in its 71st year. Well this was true
entertainment from the old school. I won't spoil it
for you and tell you how the evening pans out just
in case you would like to experience it for yourself,
but right from the beginning, it was great fun and
yes, the audience and only the audience get to
pick the winner of the evening. The comedian
MCs were hilarious, I was killing myself laughing.
The only thing I will say is don't buy a beer as it
was the biggest rip off ever.

Day 6 - Wednesday 14th September
Showtime
Today I am up early (first one up and out again)
and head for the Dakota Building as it is only a
few blocks down on the metro, (John Lennon's
home in New York). It is an amazing building and
the gates are guarded from intruders. This is only
a short walk to Big Nick’s for brekky, and then I
catch the metro downtown to view the Brill
building, named after the Brill Brothers (Sam, Max
D., Maurice and Sidney) in the 1930's who were in
the garment trade.

After the show, it is still
very early, about 9.30
pm
and
a
lovely
evening, so I head for
Bleeker Street way
down town. Luckily
enough I get a good
connection and was
down there fairly sharp.
So wandering around
Bleeker with nothing
much in mind I decide
to go into Kenny's
Castaways Pub (well
who wouldn't). They have a cover charge and
about six different bands in the line up. It's a bit
early and the music is loud, and just a bit too
much for me at this particular time. So I'm sitting
at the bar minding my own business and this chap
sitting at the bar next to me is dying to chat away.
Well, with the music blaring away it's a bit much
and I decide to get into conversation with my new
buddy. He suggests we get outta here and go
somewhere where we can hear ourselves think. I
agree and he leads the way. My new friend's
name is Goodtime Charlie. Not original, but
unexpected. We shuffle along and Goodtime
seems to know everyone around the area and
pops in for his weekly lotto (it's the big one, a
rollover and I'm tempted myself). We check out a
smart little bar round the corner and swap stories.
Charlie has been working in the Back Fence pub
for the past 24 years and he tells me a little bit of
history about it and the street. We hit another bar,
have a few more drinks, and talk a bit more and
then he heads for home and I head back to
Kenny's but it is still crap so I also make my way
back to 106th Street (Jazz on the Park). It was a
great day and a great evening.

The Brill Building entrance from Broadway
This is where some of the greatest pop songs of
the ‘60s were written by Paul Anka, Carol King
and Neil Diamond and many others. Undoubtedly,
the most memorable of all Brill labels were the
Leiber, Stoller & Goldner, Red Bird/Blue Cat 45s
of the mid 1960’s: embezzlement, girl groups,
sabotage, proposed mergers, backstabbing,
mafia, loan shark all the while "Walking in the
Sand" in "The Chapel of Love" with "The Leader
of the Pack". Back in 1973 a company owned by
our Queen bought the property that the building
sits on. It is a strange shop, not very modern and
a bit of a shambles, but there is some amazing old
trivia dating back over the days of American TV
and Pop. I spent a good hour just wandering
round looking at all the junk they had on display.
Today was a bit of a lazy day and I decide to relax
in Central Park. This park is really something
special and is much, much bigger than I ever
imagined. The other thing is that down at this end
(60th Street) which is the beginning of the park, is
where all the horse carriages ride through the
park. It stinks of horse's doovers. Hey even 110th
Street (the opposite end of the park) is much
8

handle girders all day and I
press
buttons
on
a
computer. The lads went
home about 7.30 pm and I
eventually left the pub about
8 pm. Anyway, they made
me swear I would turn up the
following day and they would
take me out on the town, as
it was the end of the working
week. Oh yeah! and I got the Dempsey T-shirt so I
was well chuffed. That was a performance in itself
as the Irish barman was in two minds whether to
give me one, as they are not displayed for sale.
He usually gives them out to locals or friends but
as I was spending the day drinking and chatting
with the locals I think he felt I deserved one. I
actually had to drag it out of him that I would get
one and eventually he gave in and told me to go
down to the office where his wife had a pile of
them and asked me what size, and I got a large
for the wee laddie (Kenny - my bro in Aussie). So I
made it home and was in bed before any of my
roomies at 9 o'clock, zonked. My second early
night but I have had pretty full days, don't you
think?

Day 7 - Thursday 15th September
The Shake
I was up early this morning, I was the first one up
and out and I thought I had better get this Empire
State Building trip done, or I would never hear the
end of it if I had gone there and not visited one of
the biggest tourist sites in NY. So right away I
head downtown to find my way up, and what do I
find before I hit the Empire, just opposite is
Dempsey's Bar. This is something I never
expected to find today. I just had to pop in and I
ask a wee lassie if she knows where I can get
tickets for the Empire and she says, just ask
behind the bar and the barman will give you a free
pass and she was true to her word. I had no
intentions of drinking this early in the daytime but
hey, this was Dempsey's Bar, so in for a penny in
for a pound and you can hear the bell ring for the
start of round one - "I'll have a pint of Brooklyn
lager please".

Well that is the first week over and there is still a
lot more to come.
WEEK 2 - Day 8 - Friday 16th September
Time for some Clubbing
Up bright and early this morning and have a quick
breakfast in the hostel then head for the
Guggenheim Museum. I have to meet the lads at
3 o'clock in Dempsey's so I want to make sure I fit
something in before I end up on the sauce again.

Hi everyone, I’m off
to the pub now.
This sightseeing
malarkey is making
me dizzy and
thirsty.

Walk over Central Park
to the east side and
make my way to the
Guggenheim. If ever
you get the chance to
visit NY you must visit
this particular museum
even if you don't like
modern art, just to walk
around the inside of
this circular round. It is
the most fascinating
The Amazing
shape for a building
Guggenheim
you will ever come
Museum
across. If you are
taken in with this then the next time you are in
Venice you must visit the Peggy Guggenheim
museum, which again is out of this world and has
some of my favourite Picassos on display.

Well I was up and down that Empire State building
faster than anyone could imagine, as the pass I
was given lets you by-pass silly queues so it was
great and I must say it is the most fantastic view
ever. It is actually about 100 times better than any
postcard or television view and I ran round it in a
fairly short time as it was packed full of folk. When
I get back to Dempsey's Bar I hand over the pass
and order a beer, I was enjoying the atmosphere
in the bar and had a crack with some Irish lassies
on hols and then an English couple who were last
here about 25 years ago. Then I got hooked on a
soccer game on TV, Galatasaray v Tromso, and
they were kicking lumps out of each other in the
rain, so had another beer and then got talking to a
few brothers who were working on a building
across the street. These guys were building
constructors / girders, Dave 1, Dave 2 and John.
Well we had a good laugh and told a few stories
and they couldn't believe I was just visiting and
spending the whole day in the pub instead of
sight-seeing. We shook hands and they were
impressed by my grip. After all these geezers

On show was an exhibition called "Russia" which
covered art over a period from 19th Century to
21st Century. If this comes to London I will
definitely see it again.
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I walk back along Central and head for The
Lincoln Center. Here I pop into Borders
Book/Music store and discover they have the box
set of "The Honeymooners" for sale. This is where
the saying "How Sweet It Is" comes from. This
was the first comedy show set in Brooklyn in the
‘50s staring Jackie Gleeson as Ralph Crandon the Brooklyn bus driver. I am thrilled at this find
and purchase my goods.

messing around and you are told to keep the
talking down to a minimum. I was riveted to my
seat and the music was out of this world.
After the show it is only 10.30 pm, I am game to
carry on, and so I make my way to Christopher
Street and find The Fat Cat Cub. Again, this is
another extremely fun venue where they have
billiard tables and chess tables and card tables all
set out, but through the back where the music is
held is something you would never expect to see
and that is a rather long elongated room that is
just covered in easy chairs. Not a handful of them
but about 40 of all different shapes, sizes, colours
and material, every one looks very comfortable.
So I settle myself down for the evening to listen to
an up and coming new combo on the block, the
Mark Turner Trio on my leather recliner. I sort of
nod my way through the performance enjoying the
show and finally find I am the last one to leave, so
head for home about 2.30 am.

I meet my French roomies for the last time as they
are heading out today. They had just been to the
music stores in Greenwich Village and bought a
bass guitar and cymbal for his drum. We say our
last goodbyes and I bid them au-revoir and c’estla-vie.
I meet up with Mark and we discuss a drink on
Sunday but this never materialises.
So I head for Dempsey's and meet up with John
and Dave 2. My other mate Dave 1 was too
knackered to go out, so he went straight home.
We exchange pleasantries and share a few drinks
together. Both of them are feeling a bit under the
weather from the night before. Seemingly, Dave 2
got home and crashed out in the chair at about 9
pm and didn't wake up until the following morning
at about 8 o'clock, still in the chair, he was late for
work. So we had a bite to eat and shared a pint or
two and then they headed home.

Day 9 - Saturday 17th September
How Sweet It Is
This morning I have breakfast in the hostel and
have a lovely chat with a young Manchester
lassie. She had been travelling the world for the
past year, was on the final leg of her holiday, and
was leaving to fly back later on today. She was
urging me to go up to Boston for a visit, and she
did make me think about it for a while but really I
still felt as if my time in New York is precious and I
hadn't done all I wanted to do at this stage, but for
sure on my next trip I am heading for Boston.
Then I had a wee chat with an Irish lassie and
Aussie Sheila who are on the last leg of their stay.
They had been working in the Summer Camps
with the young kids, and they had a ball.
After brekky I head for the Staten Island Ferry. It
was a lovely warm day and once in Staten Island I
took a local bus and made a round-trip around the
Island. This seems a very poor place and there
are no brownstone buildings here, mainly prefabs.
So it has a different feel to it than other parts of
NY. I caught the ferry back and it was great
coming in to the mainland and approaching
Manhattan from this way, as you get spectacular
views of the Statue of Liberty and the skyscrapers.
I headed back to Greenwich Village and hunted
down the Village Vanguard Club, which was
closed. Then popped round to one of my locals
The Village Bistro and visited Carla the proprietor.
Planning my evening, while I was there I decided
to head up towards 10th on 3rd Avenue. I found
the venue I was looking for, a pub by the name of
The C Note. Inside there was a real cool four
piece combo (the guitarist was a hot player and he
came down from San Francisco). Then I popped
next door to another venue, which was a classy
little bar by the name of "Micky Blues Bar" (I like
this name). This was a very pleasant setting, it
looks as though it has been recently refurbished

I couldn’t get a stool big enough to tinkle the
ivories
I decided to head for the Bluenote Club to see if I
could get a ticket for the 8 o'clock performance.
Tonight at the Bluenote is The James Carter
Organ Trio with Special Guest James "Blood"
Ulmer & Hamiet Bluiett. A real class act, in a real
class joint.
Once I have my ticket I kill a bit of time in the
Greenwich Village Bistro and meet the lovely little
landlady Carla at the bar. We have a great wee
chat and then it is back to the Bluenote for the
show and this was a bit special. First of all, it is a
very plush venue and you are guided to your table,
but I decide the bar is the best place for me. Now
they are very strict and tell you to keep the talking
down to a minimum during the performance. This
idea I love, I love the way the place is run, no
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and it has a fine selection of draft beers. I make
my way through to the music area in the back and
settled in to enjoy whatever performance would
present itself. The room was gradually filling up
and everyone seemed to know each other. Finally,
this young girl from the front table set herself up
on the mini stage. She was actually performing all
her own material and this was her first ever live
performance; she was nervous, but she was
surrounded by her friends and they gave her great
encouragement and she really was a lovely singer
and was accompanied by one of her friends on
acoustic guitar. Anyway, I headed home after that
as it had been a long day and I had to make my
way back to the west side and I was feeling tired.
Back at the hotel, I am joined in my room by three
French Canadian girls, so I step outside and have
a beer and let them get ready for bed. Finally, I
make it to bed about 1.30 in the morning.

Flatbush on 4th (not 3rd). I walk down Atlantic and
then for anyone reading this you must go down
Smith Street as it is lovely and has a very relaxed
atmosphere. I'm getting a bit peckish by this time
and so pop into a lovely little restaurant for a
Sunday Brunch Special and have the full monty
which includes a Bloody Mary at the end and that
sets me up for my walk around Brooklyn. I find
myself wandering around Brooklyn. There are
some beautiful building and streets in this area,
which has a feeling of bohemian life about it and
for the next three hours enjoying the streets and
shops and views of the city from this side of the
water. Being a Sunday, the locals are out enjoying
the day, walking their dogs and jogging as usual.
Then I head back over the B Bridge this time in
the opposite direction from last Sunday. It is
brilliant to be walking over this bridge again.

Day 10 - Sunday 18th September
Brunch in Brooklyn
Today is a big day as I head for Dempsey's Bar
for the 9 am kick off to see Hibernian v Celtic. I
arrive 10 minutes into the game and Hibs are
down 1-0. I get myself seated in front of the telly
and would you believe it the place is full of Celts
Fans and as usual, they are their usual foulmouthed selves. One lad in particular is a pure
horror, but I let him know that the Hibbys are in
town and things get a bit tense, especially as Hibs
gradually pull themselves into the game the longer
it goes on. We don't clap eyes on each other but
you can feel the hate coming out of his pores.
They and Rangers fans are the worst, most
disgusting fans in the world. At this time in the
morning, I am drinking coffee and water as I have
to meet up with a mate of mine I had met earlier in
the week, Charlie or, as he is known in the area,
Goodtime Charlie. Anyway, Celts were lucky to
hold onto their lead and as soon as the whistle
goes for full time, I skedaddle, as I cannot stand
to listen to these foul-mouthed fans any longer. By
this time, I am fuming mad and decide to head for
Brooklyn. I take the Downtown Q train and catch
the metro to Brooklyn but this time travelling over
the Manhattan Bridge.

I head up to The Back Fence for my three o'clock
rendezvous with Goodtime Charlie. He is behind
the bar doing his job and looking the business.
Today's entertainment is poetry and comedy and
the acts roll on and off the small stage all in
spirits. Hurricane Katrina and 9/11 are well
represented in the repertoires.
Two comedians in particular made a good
impression on me and we ended up having a
great little chat together about the British
alternative comedy scene. One of them, a big lad
with bushy red hair of Scottish descent, Big Mike
was in fine form and is very comical so I bought
his book. Then there was John who I think
enjoyed me laughing as much as I enjoyed his
act. There they are on the right.

The lads; John and Big Mike
Around 6 pm I headed for Washington Square
Park where my favourite Latino band, I never did
catch their name, were playing and I just couldn't
miss them, they really are something else and

I get off at the first stop over the bridge and this
takes you to the corner of Atlantic Avenue and
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they have a record
coming out next spring
so hopefully I will be able
to go back and get a
copy. Around about 8.30,
I headed for the Village
Vanguard. There was a
great trio on this evening,
which I was really looking
forward to seeing. Now
would you believe it, it
was sold out. However, the MC said if I wait
outside then I could possibly get in. This venue
only holds about 130 people and it is all seated
apart from the bar stool crowd. This is the first but
also this is the oldest jazz venue in NY still in its
original home on 178th and 7th South Street. The
décor is very old fashioned with red and green
walls and all the greats are up on the wall. With 10
minutes to go I managed to get in and would you
believe it I ended up almost on the drummer's
knees, as I was so close to the stage. What a
brilliant set from Paul Motian (drummer), Joe
Lavano (tenor sax), Bill Frisell (guitar).

The Sun Never Sets On
Those Who Ride Into It
Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to
coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, the Jive
Romeros to Matchbox, Wee Willie
Harris to Darrel Higham. With Linda
Gail Lewis, Charlie Gracie, 'Big' Al
Downing, Billy Lee Riley, Jack Scott,
Ray Campi, Mac Curtis, the '56 Blue
Caps etc. etc. From Germany, the
Lennerockers, Big Bad Shakin' and
from Finland, King Drapes etc.

On the way home I stopped off and had Chinese
Dumplin's - never again, in fact they were worse
than the hot dog I ate earlier in the week and I am
never eating one of them again. Finally made it to
my room about 12 o'clock and the girls were
asleep. I have never met so many young people
who go to bed so early, and I now realise why, in
America, you cannot drink alcohol or go into a pub
until you are 21 years old. Blimey, our kids at
home are drinking on the streets when they are 7
years old.
Mike McDonald (to be continued,,,)

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@amserve.com

'Tales From The Web'

JUKE BLUES MAGAZINE
P.O. Box 1654
Yatton, Bristol
BS49 4FD
England
Fax: 01934 832556

As I type this, Alan Lloyd is updating and
improving the 'Tales From The Woods' website. If
you wanna take a look, the web address is;
www.tftw.freeuk.com
Keep your eyes peeled for further developments.

Editor: Cilla Huggins
Reviews: Alan Empson
Subscriptions: Richard Tapp
Consulting Editors:John Broven/Mick Huggins

Also, check out Vince Eagar’s Skiffle site at
www.skiffle50.co.uk
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Mike Burns of Newport has downloaded a tape of
Jerry Lee Lewis singing ‘Great Balls Of Fire’ in
COLOUR from a 1958 Buddy Holly TV show.
Screamin’ Jay Hawkins is also on this. The clip is
only 10 seconds and Mike plays it every day – it is
fantastic. This is owned by Paul McCartney who
bought the Buddy Holly estate. Why is all this stuff
being withheld?

Breathless Dan Writes
(brief briefs, short shorts and rockin’ ramblings)
More views ‘n’ stale Rock'n'Roll news you might
have missed. Roy ‘The Hound’ Hall has a mustget CD out on Bear Family, great piano boogie
and Rock'n'Roll, many un-issued before.

On a lighter note, Lee ‘Elvis 1956’ Johanson of
Buffalo, New Jersey tells me of a type of shoe that
Gene Vincent wore in the ‘Hot Rod Gang’ film,
and also on stage when Lee saw Gene back in
1957, called ‘snap-jacks’… the front panel
snapped down taking the place of laces. Black
leather ‘snap-jacks’ were found on blue suede
shoes as well. These shoes eventually broke
easily.

Amazingly Rock'n'Roll style with 1940’s blues
from Tampa Red on a four CD J.S.P. box. This is
solid piano/combo backed boogie type blues from
a fantastic guitar wizard and blues artist who
sounds like he’s in the fifties period mostly.
Excellent Hayden Thompson CD on St George
Records (even if George Paulous ain’t no saint).
Billy Adams has a second CD to also pick up on.

Janis and Elvis 10 inch RCA/Teal 1957 South
African only issued LP was eight tracks and it was
later issued in France as late as 1986 by French
RCA.

There are 24 Carl Perkins un-issued songs from
1953 to 1959 recorded for Jaxon records and
these can’t be issued for legal reasons, great is
the pity and shame as a lot of Carl’s fifties fans
may not live to hear these. I always thought that
Carl had recorded before Elvis did; I lost
arguments about that, as I had no real proof. He
mentioned lots of song titles he’d cut that included
‘Rattlesnake Daddy’ that I assumed were for Sun
Records but in the excitement most of what he
told us in backstage or party type crowds got
forgotten as no one wanted to be writing it down. I
figured this Sun stuff to be lost or destroyed (like
so many tapes were) or re-used to record over.
There does exist a one-sided Sun demo on 78
r.p.m. of Carl doing a great hot rockabilly take of
‘Look At That Moon’ which has a spoken intro with
two great biting guitar solos… unfortunately I can’t
see this being issued.

Mamie Van Doren is still alive as is Ken Nelson,
aged 94, who Gerry Bridges recently spoke with
on his visit to California. He also spoke with
Tommy Sands, Bob Kelly and Johnny Meeks of
the Bluecaps.
There is a simply great CD of Jaxon label
Rock'n'Roll/ rockabilly on Stompertime – all their
CDs are worth getting, great sounds and with a
great sound too. Sound sounds man, like good
vibes.
Now I know all you hip
bopcats in the great big city
of London, England will
have most of the just great,
Crazy Cajun recordings that
are out on Edsel Records
this past flock of years, like
forty plus in all. Classic
Huey P Meaux Productions,
all soul-drenched excellent
recordings of the great Gulf
Coast’s beat and rhythm
artists (Huey P Meaux, the
master producer of Bayou swamp stomp and
Texas tornado music). These are not wild or
frantic Rock'n'Roll in the manner of Sam Phillips’
Sun records of that unsurpassable fifties period.
Huey P Meaux, however, produced sounds not
unlike Sam Phillips might have continued to have
done had Sam been where Huey was at that time
in the ‘60s and ‘70s (had Sam kept on recording,
that is). I am saying that Huey P Meaux is the only
one to really follow Sam Phillips in the dark lean
years when anything like good time, hot boogie, or
solid Southland stomp rarely ever again charted.
That is also why so little of this material ever saw
a release then, until now.

Jerry Lee’s new CD will hopefully be out by now –
this was the best chance for Cecil Harrelson to
have been approached for his two-sider of Jerry
Lee’s first ever recordings (again the only copy in
the world and only existing on breakable 78) from
1952 from Cosimo Matassa’s New Orleans G&M
Studios to have been put out properly before this
only copy in the world gets broken!
I received a tape of a 1956 Elvis Presley interview
thought to have been lost for 46 years. While
talking of Elvis, Mike ‘Cat’ Perry tells me Bill
Haley, Elvis Presley and Pat Boone all appeared
on TV show ‘The Pied Piper Of Cleveland’ in
1955. The tape of this was on Colonel Tom
Parker’s (André Van Kuijk) possession. Also Bill
Haley and his Comets, Elvis Presley, Scotty & Bill,
Wanda Jackson and Charlie Feathers appeared,
on Louisiana TV only, in 1955 on the ‘Louisiana
Hayride’.
A film, ‘A Day In The Life Of A Disc Jockey’, has a
‘live’ 1955 film of Elvis Presley on stage.
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Huey P Meaux must be forgiven for his private “I
am but flesh” mistakes… we all make them, even
God’s own man, Jimmy Lee “That whore she sure
could screw” Swaggart or Chuck ‘Cameras’
Berry’s upside down cake, as Raunchy Bo Diddley
of the many singing duchess sisters tagged
Chucklin’ Chuck and Little Richard of the many
black ‘brother’ lovers… the list is endless. It’s true
Huey had got worse form than most but his
achievements far overshadowed his Achilles heel.
With just a barber shop job and unfunded this
great man of our music brought it to us from the
back bayou swamp cats of Louisiana and the hot
joints of Houston and big Texas dives on across
the San Antone to the Mexican border. Man, his
music is ‘Loozeeanna Tex-Mex!’

Linda Gail Lewis: Me And The Boys In
The Band
First time I heard this CD I liked it, then decided to
write this review on second play and found fault…
now that is the truth!
‘From Sweden To Memphis’. The way this drums
loudly in the start I thought of Little Richard. This
is no mere group; this is a band, the way Little
Richard’s records on London taught us to think of
bands, a word badly abused by ‘groups’ of TeddyMods for decades now who tried to make out they
weren’t groups back in the seventies so as to gain
undeserved credibility with Rock'n'Roll fans.
‘Who’s That Guy’ is even more moving on up
tempo-wise but stops and starts annoyingly after
1:45 seconds as does track 4, ‘Honky Tonk
Boogie’, which is very similar.
Back to track 3, ‘So Good’, with its cane chopping
drumbeat is a slow Rock'n'Roll song of praise
from a feeling Linda Gail vocal but it plods on and
repeats the scant lyrics a shade; the song needs
additional varying story words.
‘I’m Burned Out’ is more pop, a very heavy metal
backing with a chorus but lacks direction and
meanfulness lyrically.
Track 6, ‘Me And The
Boys In The Band’ is a
noisy blur and the vocal
is lispy and distorted.
This Jerry Williams and
Linda Gail duet would
have been better left off
the
CD…
it
is
monotonous.
‘A Ray Of Hope’ is
Linda Gail on a ballad that is both chorus and
organ drenched with her vocal wasted on a dirge
– good Rock'n'Roll band.
‘Call Me Soon’ is a good on-stage song and is far
the better track; nice piano kicks off a Chuck
Berry solid beater, nicely worded song in the
bouncy ‘Sea Cruise’ tempo which suits this Huey
‘Piano’ Smith type orchestra/band very well.
‘The Forgiver’; I don’t dig the phoneyness of this –
these words suck big elephant d*ck! “Heck, mah
ole lady did not care if I sank, sunk or swam”. The
vocal sounds split as in dual tracking as do a lot of
these… ooh the advances of hi-tech.
‘Looks Like Love’. The backing is now becoming
very predictable as is the choice of material. It’s
okay, but gets nowhere. These songs all suck…
the writer must have bats in the belfry
‘That Much’ the entire Battersea power station
effect again on the awful metallic guitars and boss
bass and drum drone but at least it’s Rock'n'Roll.
(The song might have been called ‘That Mutt’ as
it’s a dawg, man!) I miss much a piano pounding
solo break.
‘He’s In My Dreams’ is a chronic, damn pop type
song with a Hopalong Cassidy beat; I like the
Chuck Berry rhythm guitar. Pity those responsible
for this CD did not just turn Linda Gail loose to do
14 (plus two throw in tracks – I hate this ‘bonus’

The sound and style is natural on Huey P Meaux
sessions; just listen to how well he got the best
out of Jerry Lee Lewis on the ‘Southern Roots’ LP
for Smash/Mercury at a time when Jerry was very
difficult and low down mean. These Edsel Crazy
Cajun CDs that I am happy to have, include
Mickey Gilley, Clifton Chenier, Joe Barry (two),
Link Davis, Freddy Fender (two), Doug Sahm,
Rod Bernard, Clarence ‘Frogman’ Henry, Floyd
Tillman, Dr John, Tommy McLain and Fiddlin’
Frenchie Burke (and I still need Jimmy Donely) all
of which I recommend to readers. But the most
recent one I’ve got made me write all this because
I was surprised how good this one really is. It’s
‘Crazy Cajun’s Cosmic Cowboys’ (Edsel CD 618).
The soulfulness of
this on first play just
explodes. It’s just
raw rhythm as the
first three tracks by
Freddy Fender and
Doug Sahm are ‘live’
at Armadillo. What
vocals from Freddy
and hipness from
Doug, all with that
backing! Then six by
Freddy that are both
down and up. Three more ‘live’ with Doug Sahm
and Freddy including a too funky for me styling of
theirs on ‘High Heel Sneakers’ plus Doug’s
excellent ‘Philadelphia Lawyer’ and ‘She Digs My
Love’.
The last five tracks on this 19 track CD are a must
for everybody, especially Jerry Lee Lewis fans, for
here is his early hero Floyd Tillman on one of his
rare out of retirement recording sessions doing
‘Slippin’ Around’, ‘It Makes No Difference Now’, ‘I
Love You So Much It Hurts’, ‘They Took The
Starts Out Of Heaven’ (four songs he wrote along
with ‘I’ll Keep On Loving You’) and a strong
version of Ernest Tubb’s ‘Walkin’ The Floor Over
You’. These by the great Floyd Tillman make this
CD one of the best of a superb Crazy Cajun
series.
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word) Chuck Berry better written songs than
these. I wish somebody had asked me to select
14 (plus two) by Chuck for her with piano solos or
intros in them all making for sure Rock'n'Roll .
‘They Were Rockin’. Again, strong Chuck Berry
rhythm guitar, the piano solo is okay but a lousy
chorus makes it a pub type singalong that drags
on out to past four minutes (it started to drag after
40 seconds actually). Poor material, Linda Gail,
poorly written.
‘I Never Knew What Misery Was’. Dual track or
duet splits the voice effect badly again. It runs out
of fresh lyrics and just repeats towards the end.
‘At Last’. Awful chorus drowns an electric bass,
another power station supply sapper until all the
London lights went out.
‘I’m On Fire’. A pity Linda Gail did not tell the band
to let her take this with just a light, tight drum and
bass. It’s still quite good but the backing
overpowers her best vocal efforts.
No need to buy this, do yourself a favour and go
see little Miss Linda’s show; she’s ten times better
than that buffoon, broken down Van Morris Minor
Man, yeah, him of the many grimaces and grumpy
gripewater fame. Big Sandy, Tennessee, Linda
Gail can out rock Marcia Ball and those pair are
worth going to see. This CD is pretty awful but it
shows Linda has got it; too bad she does not have
folks to guide her like Marcia has at Rounder and
Alligator Records. She needs to pick her songs
more carefully and rehearse, rehearse, rehearse
before recording.

many cats from Jackson, Tennessee. Other fine
tracks are ‘If She Looked At Me’, ‘She's A
Cadillac’, ‘Dance’, ‘On My Way To Gothenburg’,
‘Fraulein’’ and ‘Let The Four Winds Blow’. I do not
like the awful ‘Puti-puti’ otherwise all tracks are at
least good; if only Rayburn Anthony had been
allowed a Rock'n'Roll single when on Sun or
gotten there when they were in their exciting
years. Sadly, Sam must have took Dean Martin’s
advice “You gotta act positive, hang on to the
affirmative and don’t mess with Mr In Between”.

Rayburn Anthony has a
nice new CD of new
recordings (‘My Baby’s
Car Crazy’) on Rhythm
Bomb Records with a
fine Link Davis type
song, ‘A Little Boogie
Woogie’, which is good
Rock'n'Roll in the Bill
Haley and his Comets
mode. Other songs tend to be less rockin’ and
dwell too much on the he/she romantic topic, not
the Rock'n'Roll topic like, say, good old ‘Razzle
Dazzle’ does. I’ve long felt ‘Razzle Dazzle’ was
Rock'n'Roll like new style and if it had come first
could well have been the term instead of
Rock'n'Roll. A very important great dance for
hipsters and square cats too.

Here’s a CD that has
been out now for two
years on Rockabilly
Hall Of Fame #114
by
Roman
Self,
Ronnie’s son, who
wears his hair like a
cowboy down the
back under his hat.

Another must hear and
get CD on Rhythm
Bomb is by Glenn
Honeycutt and the Poor
Boys ‘Mr All Night
Rock’. This is really
great and I like all the
tracks. What a great
voice Glenn still has.
I once met him with Charlie Feathers’ help and
they both jammed for hours in Marshall Ellis’ tiny
studio for Erwin/Stompertime/Zone Records on
Chelsea Avenue, Memphis. This was 1970 or ’71
and they sang mainly country with acoustic guitars
and nobody else. I asked Glenn why he had never
done a fast song on Sun and he said that he had
but Sam never issued it… that was ‘All Night
Rock’.

This CD is amazing
and anybody who likes Ronnie will really dig it
maximum. With 13 songs written or sung by him,
outstanding is ‘Ain't I Dandy’, while Roman
compares very well with Ronnie on most of his
songs and may even just get the edge on ‘Big
Town’ because of better backing, also on ‘Flame
of Love’ it is very uplifted. Nice to hear ‘Sweet
Nothin’s’ and ‘Long Distance Kiss’ has spoken
type moments in the middle.

This ‘Razzle Dazzle’ thing was that Rayburn
Anthony had an even
more rockin’ CD on
Vampirella
(now
defunct) during 2001
called ‘Jackson Was
Jumpin’ (a long time
ago) which is worth
getting this CD for
alone. There is a great
rockabilly tribute to
Carl Perkins and the

Close to the countryness or hick found in Charlie
Feathers, this artist is a must book for Rock'n'Roll
tour shows. It’s not often a son can sing even
close to his father’s style; in fact, Roman is
unique. Did anybody see or hear ‘Alone’/’Sweet
Love’ on ABC#9768 by Ronnie Self? I don’t know
if it was issued. It is listed in those “Record Aids”
to record stores back then.
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This tune is based on the melody of ‘Settin’ The
Woods On Fire’ (not a criticism of our Keith, I
hope – H).
Keep Talking - Gordon Terry. This big tough cat
could rock. Right here it’s some good early
country boogie bop.
Why Baby Why - Webb Pierce, Marty Robbins &
Carl Smith. This is unrehearsed and Marty is
nervous and off mike with his scant part in the
song which Webb carries off from a lightweight
vocal by Carl in comparison. From this DVD I
prefer Ray Price above Faron Young who is better
than Carl Smith… but Webb
Pierce is the best.
Love Love Love - Webb Pierce.
Again Webb does his best and he
has the vocal ability to tackle this
difficult song with all its changes
and higher notes mastered.
Hillbilly Fever - "Little" Jimmy
Dickens. Nice but too short and
too neat to really be sweet. He’s
a great artist.
Kansas City Blues - Ernest Tubb.
My favourite of all his songs.
Ernest threw his son Justin in the
Tubb. What great stage presence
and a wry personality.
Mexican Joe - Jim Reeves. This
song is sprightly and it swings.
Fine, fine movin’ on up tempo
too.
Don't Let The Stars Get In Your
Eyes - Ray Price. This is even
better than the last shot slot; a show stealing
performance from a super country star.
12th Street Rag - Moon Mullican. Man, this is just
fine. Hot piano workout from the king of the hillbilly
piano players.
In all, 50 nice moments in visual time and sound.
The history we love that has taken nearly 50 years
of time go by before those of us still left could get
to really see and hear these greats.

Hillbilly Rockabillies – Stompertime
DVD 3 – Dan’s Highlights
That's Alright Mama - Marty Robbins. It’s nice to
see this but it lacks any sparkle, has no solo, is
short and disappointing.
Teenage Boogie - Webb Pierce. This is a great
rockin’ song and Webb is, for me, the best on this
DVD. The thought even that I’d ever see him sing
this on my TV.
Rock'n'Roll Mr. Bullfrog - Moon Mullican. Good to
see Moon doing some Rock'n'Roll for he is a
fifties father figure but he does
his performance with class.
I Can't Quit - Marty Robbins. This
is a much better Marty Robbins
effort.
I'm Walking The Dog - Webb
Pierce. Here again he has a very
strong appearance effect on this
programme.
Go Boy Go - Carl Smith. This is a
top moment too.
You Nearly Lose Your Mind Ernest
Tubb.
Ernest
is
convincing in his very truthful
advice lyrics and everybody else
behind him seems to be in on
this forever fact.
Sugaree - Marty Robbins. Good
Rock'n'Roll and a spirited
performance as it drives out to
the ending.
Blackeyed Joe - "Little" Jimmy
Dickens. The diminutive one gives a perky,
animated performance while there’s some
Rock'n'Roll dressed cat in red pants sat behind
him.
In The Jailhouse Now - Webb Pierce. Webb again
with a top song and style.
I've Got Five Dollars And It's Saturday Night Faron Young. Young is backed on fiddle by
Gordon Terry of Terryland, the show Jerry Lee
Lewis performed in the woods, just for Keith (you
long-term subscribers will recall the photo).
I'll Be There - Ray Price. Ray has much more feel
and vocal ability in the great, raw Hank Williams
style; excellent.
There's A New Moon Over My Shoulder - Moon
Mullican. Moon is more at home on this great
mid-tempo song, and does his best on that upright
piano.
I'm Gonna See My Baby Tonight - Webb Pierce. A
fourth fine shot of the great Webb, who looks
neat, reet petite, in colourful cowboy suit and
shirts throughout the DVD.
Pretty Mama - Marty Robbins. Fine rockabilly
song with hand clappin’ and a much different
strummed effect and piano rhythm.
Crazy Arms - Ray Price. Man, Ray is tops on this
very feelingful vocal rendition of his great hit in this
raw country style, this is unbeatable.
Goin' Steady - Faron Young. This is his best, very
good, raw Hank Williams type feel and style here.

For completeness, listed below are the
performances that make up the rest of the 102
minutes running time;
Silver Lake Blues - The Cherokee Cowboys, Car
Hoppin' Mama - Borrowing - Hawkshaw Hawkins,
So Doggone Lonesome - Tomorrow Never
Comes - I Know My Baby Loves Me - Walking
The Floor Over You - Ernest Tubb, Live Fast,
Love Hard, Die Young - Just Married - Faron
Young, Frankie And Johnny - Mr Sandman - Chet
Atkins, Railroad Steamboat - Then I'll Stop Loving
You - Caribbean - Jim Reeves, Call Me Up And I'll
Come Calling On You - Singing The Blues - You
Don't Owe Me A Thing - Time Goes By - Pretty
Words - I Couldn't Keep From Crying - At The End
Of A Long Lonely Day - Marty Robbins, If You
Want It, I've Got It - Carl Smith, Blue Tears Shine On Harvest Moon - Moon Mullican, You
Betta Not Do That - "Little" Jimmy Dickens
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Rockin’ On Ranch Party– Stompertime
DVD 1

Rock Baby, Rock It – Stompertime
DVD 2

This should be played after ‘Hillbilly Rockabillies’
as it picks up the
tempo just right.
Even though this is
not in colour, just
black and white, it’s
rockin’ rite. No good
to review it. It has
the fantastic Carl
Perkins and his
brothers
backing
with W S Holland on
drums. They played
the
most
solid
rhythm rockabilly hot
bop ever known to
man. Doing their
tough
‘Matchbox’,
more jumpin’ ‘Blue
Suede Shoes’ and
the treat of treats, a
“real” version of
’Your True Love’.
This is beautiful, not chipmunk like speeded up
tape as is the Sun released version we all know.
The brothers Jay and Clayton help Carl out by
singing harmony where needed. It’s simply fit for
inclusion in any great Rock'n'Roll film just as it is
here, it would stand comparison with the best all
time shots. This is sensational; a magic moment
forever. It’s raw, soulful and acoustic and so
natural. No praise could ever explain how good
this one is.

While you’re at it buy the best quality possible
version of the film ‘Rock Baby, Rock It’ also
on Stompertime DVD2. Rosco Gordon has
two outstandingly raw rhythm bops in ‘Bop
It’ and ’Chicken In The Rough’. Preacher
Smith & The Deacons are superb in the
great Willie Egans/Cookie and his
Cupcakes piano, saxes, heavy boogie riff
style on ‘Roogie Doogie’ and ‘Eat Your
Heart Out’. This is what I like; this beat is
my meat! The Five Stars, what a vocal
group. These cats out-sing everybody else
in the movie. They deserved to have been
big stars really. Their material, like
Preacher Smith’s, would have been popular
in rough joints and dives. ‘Hey, Juanita’ is
mighty fine, these cats sure sing and
dance; I’d have loved to have been where
they were then.
Johnny Carroll has
four songs too many
but he sure tries
hard. His voice is
very uneven and
bordering
on
gibberishness.
He
simply just cannot
sing. Very put on
Rock’n’Roll which he
throws himself into
with only the most
limited of talent. Best
of these four songs
is ‘Rockin' Maybelle’
but he overdoes the
Presley quivers and
quakes
and
mumbles
on
everything
unto
nauseation point. The Belew Twins bop dance like
Welsh valley boys done in 1957 but are absolutely
pathetic vocalists. Still, they are a rare sight. The
Everly Sisters would have sung better but not
bopped as good. I sure dig The Cell Block Seven;
their ‘Hot Rock’ and ‘The Saints Come Rockin' In’
is the great Bill Haley and his Comets type
Rock'n'Roll with a solid infectious dancing beat.
It’s odd that they do ‘Hot Rock’, one of Johnny
Carroll’s better Decca discs. Johnny did sing very
well on his ‘Black Leather Rebel’ but was all
vocally craggy and wrong on his Phillips
International 45. He did well in the Decca studio
on six cuts but is not singing well in this movie’s
studio.

There is lots more great Rock'n'Roll on this DVD
from Jeannie Mack (Class Records), Wanda
Jackson (Capitol), The Collins Kids (Columbia)
but here it’s all live. Larry Collins is truly boppin’
up a storm and he excels himself. They do nine
rockin’ songs including a stand out ‘Razzle
Dazzle’, ‘Rock A Way Rock’ and ‘Shake, Rattle
And Roll’ with Joe Maphis helping them out.
Johnny Cash & The Tennessee Two do five of
their Sun better known songs; there’s a great early
rockabilly ‘Long Gone Daddy’ by Bobby Helms;
always a treat to watch sheer excellence from Joe
Maphis and the great vocals from Skeets
McDonald.
Also great are the spots by George Jones, Patsy
Cline, Jimmy C Newman, Mac Wiseman, Jim
Reeves and Merle Travis among others. When
Joe Maphis and Larry Collins play ‘Flying Fingers’
their fingers and hands do fly from twin-neck
guitar to twin-neck guitar and then both lots of
fingers end up on one guitar. This compliments
the last DVD (STDVD3) and with 42 songs it
outplays similar ‘Town Hall Party’ DVDs like it.

Yours in Rock’n’Roll

Breathless Dan O’Coffey
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Marffa's Muffins
Guilfest 2005

The United Stoats of America was the next band I
saw that afternoon. This was probably just as well.
This motley bunch of musicians was definitely the
highlight of my festival. They brought their skiffle
versions of modern rock and pop to the masses,
including Fat bottomed girls (Queen), Still haven’t
found what I’m looking for (U2) and probably the
most bizarre offering, Whole again (Atomic
Kitten). The crazy ending of the show was almost
too odd to believe. The band was joined on stage
by the Fabulous Fez Heads (10 men dressed in
fezzes, including one wearing a camel), four belly
dancers and a Roadie covered in a body painting
of the American flag. If I didn’t know better, I’d say
someone slipped magic mushrooms in my beer!
They also played a great version of the Jim
Reeves classic Yonder comes a sucker.

Guilfest 2005 took place over the weekend of 17th
of July in Stoke Park Guildford and yours truly
camped with the masses to witness the spectacle.
Friday night brought us the Proclaimers. Yes, the
Scottish brothers are still walking 500 miles. They
played a fair amount of material including four
tracks from their new album Restless Soul
(released 8th August). Predictably the crowd was
more responsive to the older material such as
Letter from America, but new stuff was also well
received.

A trip over to the main stage found Hal just
starting their performance for the afternoon. The
Irish quartet played their 40-minute set well, and
predictably included most of their recent
eponymously titled album. Worry about the wind
had a really good harmonica solo in it. What a
lovely dance was dedicated to their long-suffering
sound engineer who was leaving them after the
show. The only real down point for me was the
fantastic Play the hits. The lead vocalist really
struggled to reach the high notes, which really
make this song work. Although he got the higher
notes in the end, he just couldn’t accomplish a
gradual build up.

Alabama 3 were next up, bringing their Acid
House Country mix to Guilford for the first time.
The crowd really liked them, but the jury is still out
as far as I’m concerned. They have some good
songs, which they played – Hypo full of love,
Woke Up this morning (theme from the
Sopranos), Converted, Ain’t going to Goa – but I
still find them a bit of a novelty act. The story of
them all meeting in rehab, and the whole gospel
style preaching on stage is a bit cheesy. That
aside, they are pretty good musicians and their on
stage antics kept people amused.
The Pogues. Last act of the evening was this
bunch of Irish reprobates. What can I say that
hasn’t been said before? Shane McGowan was
pissed, no smashed more like. Completely out of
his head, barely able to speak let alone sing, he
cast a pathetic figure staggering about the stage.
Whilst the band played with the usual aplomb, the
lyrics to the songs were sadly either wrong or
completely indecipherable. Admittedly their
performance did get better towards the end of the
evening, but it was nothing like the previous time I
saw them, Christmas 2003 at Brixton Academy.

The Subways came on to a round of applause
and wolf whistles for the rather lithe female
bassist. This 3-piece bashed out about 8 or 9
songs in their 30 minute set and got the place
rocking. The liveliness of the bassist was
something of a pleasant surprise (they normally
stand in the shadows), although she was far too
polite for my liking. ‘Oh Yeah’ got the biggest
response of the set with its dirty punk sound. The
Others were pretty uninspiring and Echo and the
Bunnymen sounded good from my tent.

This time around they played a good selection of
songs, including but not exclusively – Dirty old
town, Pair of brown eyes, Sickbed of Cuchulainn,
Turkish song of the dammed, Rainy night in Soho,
Rainy street, Irish Rover and ending with Fiesta. It
was strange not to hear Fairy Tale in New York,
Streams of Whiskey or Sally MacLennane. ‘It’s
good to be back’ said Shane, ‘Where are we
again?’

Thunder came on a disappointing 15 minutes late
for their headline set on the 2nd stage. Kicking off
with Loser, a track taken from their 2002 album
Shooting at the sun, it was evident that Danny
Bowes’ vocals were still in good shape. This
particular song, being a very emotional piece of
work wasn’t so much a warm up, more of leap into
the flames of hell. Over the next 45 minutes I was
surprised to hear that they had recorded a total of
seven albums since commencing their career
back in early 1990 with Back street Symphony.
Surprised because the quality of their
performance was so good, and also the quality of
their music, I kind of asked myself why I hadn’t
seen or heard of them since 1994.

Saturday had a strange old line up of people
playing over a mixture of six stages. First up I saw
a band called The Roosters a rocky outfit from
South London, who shouldn’t be confused with the
hotly tipped Rooster. Twenty minutes was all they
had to play with and I think that they might have
just managed to impress a fair few of the crowd.
Although their set was cut short by a technical
failure, the 3-piece had a few catchy numbers.

Love walked in is probably the best love rock song
ever written and was performed with the required
amount of gut wrenching emotion to get a few
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and to be honest I’ve never had the urge to, but at
festivals you see bands all the time that you
wouldn’t normally see. So, I found myself quite
close to the front in anticipation of a rocking (and
looking at all the amps on stage a bloody loud)
set. They opened well with Caroline, but after that
just seemed to play the same track over and over
again. To be truthful I think that they played about
6 songs whilst I watched them, but it really did
only sound like 3!

girlies crying. It has to be said, but in my humble
opinion, Danny Bowes has one of the best rock
voices around. He is of the same calibre as Paul
Rodgers from Free/Bad Company fame. The end
of the night came all too quickly for most people in
the audience, but it came with a really rocking
rendition of Dirty Love, that was full of audience
participation.
On the main stage Paul Weller had already come
to an end. I had wanted to see him too, but the
scheduling of the performance prevented that.
Speaking to people who did see him, I think I got
the better night’s entertainment.

After 30 minutes of this I decided that tonight was
going to be a bluegrass evening, and went and
found a place by the 2nd stage for Hayseed Dixie.
This band has got increasingly popular over the
past 12 months, bringing their versions of AC/DC,
Kiss, and other rock songs to a wide audience
and tonight was no exception. I have no idea what
they opened with, but they were almost ½ an hour
late, complaining of an accident on the M25.

Well, if you thought Saturday was odd, then you
had to check out the Sunday. On my way out of
the site for a shower and swim, I overheard from
the main stage the Ukulele Orchestra of Great
Britain playing Miss Dynamiteee!
I got back from my freshen up in time to see Chas
& Dave on the main stage. Yeah, they performed
all their usual ditties, Side board song, Rabbit,
Ain’t no pleasing you, Margate, Snooker loopy, but
they performed them in what seemed like a very
rushed manner to a crowd that didn’t seem too
bothered about them. Sure there was interest, but
I do have the feeling that they would have gone
down better on the 2nd stage.

The 4-piece from Deer Lick Holler in the
Appalachia mountains (allegedly), - with their bass
guitar, mandolin, banjo and fiddle - played a
selection of songs ranging from Highway to hell
(they played this twice), You shook me all night
long, War pigs, Love gun, Back in black, this goes
on…You get the picture. And ultimately they
played them well, very well in fact. They played for
about an hour in the end, and did repeat one or
two, but they put on a really good show.
Unfortunately for them though, they are (in my
book at least) a bit of a gimmick. Whilst they
(Barley Scotch, John Wayne Reno, Dale Reno,
and J D Smith) are good musicians, there is only
so far they can take this sort of thing. If they play
near you, then go and see them, you will enjoy
them I’m sure. But after that I doubt that you
would bother rushing to see them again.

After that, I watched a bit of Marillion, who didn’t
even play the three songs that I know of theirs
meaning I got a bit bored. The thought of Lulu and
Daniel Beddingfield next on the main stage sent a
shiver down my spine.
Over at the Rock Cave tent, I was fortunate to see
two cracking new acts. The Answer from Ireland
included a lead singer who looked like Chris
Robinson from the Black Crowes; he even had the
on stage swagger. Vocally he sounded very 70’s
rock a la Davis Coverdale and even Robert Plant
at times. Superb bass playing throughout their set
really helped drive the songs along and made me
feel that I would want to see them again in the
future. I’m fairly sure that everybody will be
hearing from this lot.

Guilfest 2005 came to end at 21:30 on the Sunday
night as advertised. It was a good weekend. But I
have to say, forsaking a few good acts, the rest
were very much mediocre.

CD Review
Gogol Bordello – Gypsy Punks
Santa’s sack was full of goodies this year, but
unusually only one CD was present; however what
a stunner it was!

Hurricane Party come from somewhere in the UK,
however they looked like they had just stepped off
the plane from LA circa 1985. These boys were
glam, very Motley Crue in their appearance and
also in the their sound, although one song
sounded so much like Bon Jovi it was shocking. I
mean shocking only because they could
conceivably have a future as a Bon Jovi tribute
band if things went wrong for them as Hurricane
Party.

Gogol Bordello, never heard of them? Well neither
had I, but I suppose that shouldn’t be too
surprising. This group of New York based
musicians play a brand of music that is so
different, it really has to be heard to be believed. I
honestly do not think that I will be able to do them
justice, but here goes anyway.

Back over at the main stage, around 4000 people
were taking part in the largest ‘air guitar’ solo
ever! Last act of the night on the main stage was
Status Quo. I had never seen the Quo before,

In a musical cauldron add some Eastern
European folk music, and mix it with a liberal
dosing of Punk, a touch of Ska and Dub, a
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smattering of jazz and a touch of Electronica. The
finished product is Gogol Bordello, a group of
people from Ukraine, Israel and Russia that have
managed to generate a vibrant, raucous and
tuneful sound that has so much originality, but
also so much influence from others.

Godfather of Chaotic Fun") for successfully pulling
together a wild and woolly Skiffle night at the
Water Rats Theatre Bar on 28th January. I had
such a good time I fell over at some point during
the evening, out of order, beyond redemption, and
had to be taxied home by my long-suffering wife
Linda.

The lead vocalist – Eugene Hutz – sings with a
broken English dialect, creating on some tracks a
similarity to early Clash material; yes I know the
Clash were English, but they did mispronounce
lyrics and words often. Other songs sound like
The Pogues from the Hells Ditch album. Indeed
on most tracks there is an overriding fraternisation
with the Irish reprobates; the enduring folk styles,
including the use of many similar instruments
make a direct connection inevitable.

Unfortunately I didn't get to see any of the
performing artists because the show room was
jam-packed solid. Over-subscribed is possibly the
term. I look forward to reading a review of what
was happening on stage while I was becoming
increasingly incoherent in the adjacent bar.
‘Tales From The Woods’ tells us "You're only
young twice". At the age of 60 I'm still wondering
what it will feel like when I finally grow up.

Australia’s Living End, England’s Asian Dub
Foundation, and maybe even a bit of the now
disbanded King Prawn, are bands that sound like
they have had an influence over this collective.
Fiddle and accordion play large part in songs’
structure, but there is also lots of percussion,
bass, guitar, electronic samples and woodwind
involved.

Yours, not yet in the Rest Home for wayward Old
Gits.
Cliff White
London E12
- - - - - - - - - - - - Keith,
Just a quick note to say well done and thank you
for organising the 50th Anniversary of Skiffle. I am
sure there was a lot of blood, sweat and tears but
from a punter's perspective it was a fabulous
evening - one to remember.

Track one, ‘Sally’, starts with beat box style mouth
percussion, leading in to a violin and accordion
duel with dub echoes coupled with Clash style
vocals; one line from the lyrics is very clever, ‘they
were always afraid that I was schizophrenic’ Hutz
then continues to sing in a one of the band’s
different tongues. On ‘I would never wanna be
young again’ there are some wicked screaming
affects that could have come straight out of a
Hammer House of Horror film. Musically it sounds
like it should be backing an old black and white
film where a heroine is chased by some sort of
monster. ‘Not a crime’ has more dub influence
(Asian Dub Foundation style) paired with charging
violin amongst a plethora of other instruments and
electric saws! ’60 Revolutions per minute’ reminds
me a bit of King Prawn; but half of it is sung in
Spanish.

Although I though that the event was going to be a
one-off, I hope that, in fact, there will be other
occasions to hear some skiffle - I thoroughly enjoy
the music.
Anyway once again thank you, and also thank
you, of course, to my 'cous Ken' for all the hard
work.
All the best.
Brenda Gunn
- - - -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Hi Keith,
Just a quick note to say "Thanks". I think I speak
for the rest of Eastside when I say that we all had
a great evening on the 28th and that goes for our
family members and friends who also attended
the Skiffle 50 night. Some are already asking
when the next event will take place.

Other great tracks on the album are ‘Dogs were
barking’ (about marriage), ‘Start wearing purple’,
‘Underdog world strike’ and the last track ‘Mishto’.
To be fair though, the whole album is very good
and well worth a listen
They play the Mean Fiddler in Charing Cross
Road on the 10th March. I’ve got my tickets
already!

Best regards
Trevor. (Eastside)
- - - - -
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Wow, Keith









What a great gig last night: Barrence Whitfield
and the Hemsby House Band were soooooo
good!

Letters to the Editor
Congratulations

to

Mr

Keith

Woods

I came down with my girlfriend Carole (she runs

("The
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Swamp Rock http://www.swamprock.org.uk/) and
we are so glad we did! We wanted to say “hello”
at the end but you were busy busy busy struggling
with a backpack!
Sometime soon…
Nigel Bewley
- - - - -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

both men and women just a few days after
denying he was 'gay'. Mr Hughes was, as
politicians say, being 'economical with the truth'.
He wasn't 'gay', he was 'bisexual', you see the
difference don't you? But this sticks in the gut
because of the homophobic election campaign in
Bermondsey in 1983 which helped Simon
Hughes, then a closet bisexual, get elected as an
MP instead of the 'out' gay Labour candidate
Peter Tatchell. Very generously, Peter has now
said he holds no grudges against Simon, who has
since apologized for the homophobic campaign 23
years ago.

-

Dear Keith,
Have just read and thoroughly enjoyed Ken’s
accurate assessment of Shakin’ Paul’s 60th
birthday bash last year. However, I seem to
remember that on the night there was a live band
(don’t recall the name) and I’m positive that one
Mark Lamarr was a party reveller. Anyhow, let’s
chase-cut; as I took in Reaper and Reaper Jr.’s
intention to rid the planet of horrible, nasty, yucky
CDs, a tear or two fell steadily down my nose, lips
and chin, I think in that order. Yet, one burning
question continually haunts me; Whose CDs were
smashed?

All this leaves me in a quandary as to who to vote
for in the next election. Will the LibDems have a
credible leader? Have all these mishaps damaged
the Party irretrievably? Well, they came back from
the Jeremy Thorpe / Norma(n) Scott affair, so I'm
sure they'll come back again. Meanwhile 'Ming'
seems as good a leader as any, certainly better
than the alternatives of New Labour's Brown or
the Conservatives' Cameron. At least until a good
Socialist party comes along which is not totally
anti-EU, I'll probably vote LibDem once again as
the most leftwing of the three major parties.

If these were albums/singles/compilations of a)
Robbie Williams, b) Eminem, or c) Madonna, then
I recommend the Rockin’ Reapers be taken to
Buck House and receive knighthoods from Little
Queenie real pronto. Now, that’s worth rapturous
applause!

Unlike many people, I always vote for the Party
most likely to increase taxation. I don't want low
taxes. I want enough money put aside by the
government for good education for everybody, for
a good national health service, good public
transport, and a decent State pension for
everybody when they retire. All these things have
to be paid for, and the country is awash with
money. Most people, and companies, can afford
to pay more tax to pay for these things.

Stay loose Mother Goose,
Bunter









Political and Topical
Comment

As to expecting people to provide for their own
pensions when they retire, this is absolute
nonsense. I was earning £4.50 a week when I
started work in 1961. My mother started work in
1928 - goodness knows what her wage was in
those days. How could she, or I, possibly have
provided for our pensions in the 21st Century with
inflation making our contributions back then totally
negligible? And why should we be forced to
gamble our pension funds on the Stock Exchange
to try and get a decent pension? (My pension fund
lost £30k of my money thru this practice, and I
didn't even want it gambled on the Stock
Exchange, but I was given little choice in the
matter!)

(well as topical as TFTW publication
schedules allow!)
The poor old LibDems have had a difficult time of
it recently. First Charles Kennedy was forced to
resign after he admitted he had an alcohol
problem, which he was trying hard and
successfully to overcome. Just think what he was
doing for the economy though - all that Inland
Revenue he contributed via the bottles of booze
he consumed. Alcoholics and chain smokers
should be given awards for their services to the
Chancellor of the Exchequer.
Then we had the 'three-in-a-bed' revelations about
Mark Oaten, ex-Liberal leadership candidate and
ex-Home Affairs spokesperson. I have it on good
authority that Mr Oaten managed to negotiate a
very good deal from those male sex workers - two
for the price of one! He should be made LibDem
Shadow Chancellor of the Exchequer. Free sex
on the NHS, that's what we want! No sex worker
need walk the streets or be unemployed again.

No, it is the civic duty of the current working
population to provide for the pensioners of today,
even if the numbers of pensioners as a
percentage of the population is increasing. While
people are still able to afford expensive meals out,
second cars, second homes, expensive holidays,
the latest expensive I-pods, mobile phones,
plasma-screen TVs and other gadgets, and
designer label clothing; whilst companies are
making huge profits, their directors getting

Then Simon Hughes, also a LibDem candidate for
the leadership, admitted he has had affairs with
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enormous salaries (and huge pensions when they
retire); whilst the government is wasting millions
on a totally ineffective nuclear deterrent and
threatening to waste even more on a replacement
for Trident, I refuse to believe we can't afford a
decent State pension for everyone.

Finally, the Papard nomination for biggest
disappointment of the year so far goes to George
Galloway, MP. For the very first time I watched
Celebrity Big Brother, mainly to see how George
and Michael Barrymore fared, since I was a fan of
both of them. At first George was very supportive
of Michael, and a good organizer of all the
housemates. He entered into the spirit of things,
and whilst it was embarrassing watching him purr
like a cat after lapping imaginary milk from the
hands of Rula Lenska, prancing about in a
leotard, and dressing up as a Rocker and boppin'
to Jerry Lee's 'Great Balls of Fire' I thought it was
really cool of a politician to let his hair down like
that. But sadly things changed and one by one
George turned on nearly everyone in the house first stabbing Rula Lenska in the back, then
having a really cruel stab at Michael Barrymore 'poor me, poor me, pour me a drink!' This was a
reference to Michael's near nervous breakdown
and former alcoholic problems. I'm glad George
got voted out, and that Michael was voted top real
celebrity and hopefully can rebuild his TV career
again. Willie Jeffreys tells me Chantelle and
Kandyfloss have been booked for Hemsby in
October. (She can't sing, but she's cheap and has
a bubbly personality, and a very good figure!)

Now some nominations of my own for political
positions: I nominate John 'Mr Angry' Howard for
the post of ambassador to the Republic of Ireland.
His diplomatic discourse on the lovely Irish people
in the last TFTW was so sensitive and politically
correct, I'm sure he'd do wonders for British/Irish
relations. As a start, I've booked him into a chalet
at Ritchie Gee's Wildest Cats In Town Weekender
#6 in July sharing with Sinn Fein's Gerry Adams.
Oh, yes, and I've booked in 20 Irish Travellers to
share the chalet with them. God Bless dear old
Ireland! Wrap the Green Flag round 'em and
shower 'em with shamrocks for good luck!
How about our Editor, Keith Woods, for Minister of
Arts and Culture? The splendid gigs he has put on
this year make him the ideal person for this post.
Dr Charles Dale for Minister of Health. Frankie
Jean Lewis for the Ministry of Truth. Mary Jean
McCall (Linda Gail's daughter) for Chancellor of
the Exchequer - all holidays to the USA will be
subject to £300 tax as was Peter Checksfield's
U.S. trip last year. I appoint myself as the newly
created Minister for Civil Partnerships and Civil
Separations/Annulments. Just think of all the
alimony gays can claim from their ex-partners for
the first time. What a bonanza this is for young
gold-diggers - find yourself some rich old
queen/old dyke, move in with them for a few
months, arrange a civil partnership, then split up
and claim half their dosh. The enterprising young
man/woman could make a career out of this have several civil partnerships going (under
different names of course) at the same time. True
equality at last - gold-diggers of the UK unite, you
have nothing to lose but your heterosexual
reputation.

Oh, just one point Michael B. - it was NOT a good
idea when arguing with George to make that off
the cuff remark about 'they can go jump in the
lake'. Should that perhaps have been 'go jump in
my swimming-pool'? But better let that tragedy lay
firmly in the past - Michael was never charged
with any offence, and I'm sure it was not his fault.
Many of the press stories about this tragedy were
inaccurate. Once the tabloids get their claws in a
victim they never give up - look at Jerry Lee and
all the bad publicity he's had over the decades.
Parting
thought:
Princess
Diana/President
Kennedy - will we ever learn the whole truth about
their deaths? I'm firmly in the conspiracy camp on
these two tragedies. I hope the facts come out
some day, but I wouldn't bank on it.
Tony Papard

Which brings me back to Mark Oaten and Simon
Hughes. Why were these MPs still in that stuffy
old closet? We are in the 21st century for
goodness sake, and living in the UK not under
some repressive homophobic regime. Why do so
many famous people (and some who are not so
famous, including many on the Rock’n’Roll/roots
music scene) choose to stay firmly in the closet?
Time to come out, stand up and be counted! I
came out on the Rock’n’Roll scene over 14 years
ago and have never regretted it, though of course
some people sussed me out over 20 years before
that. All you're likely to suffer are some mildly
homophobic jokes and digs from Tony Wilkinson,
and I'm sure you can all cope with that! And who
knows, you may end up in a blissful civil
partnership with someone who actually shares
your taste in music.









It’s All Greek To Me!
At the '50 Years of Skiffle' night, which I greatly
enjoyed by the way, Ronnie introduced me to two
Anglo-Greek friends, the two girls who sang
'Nobody's Child' and another number together.
They spoke to me in Greek, thinking I'd
understand. I had to explain that although my
father was Greek-Cypriot, I never learned the
language, apart from a few odd words here and
there. They seemed to think this was unusual.
Of all my Greek-Cypriot, or part Greek-Cypriot,
cousins who were born in England, most speak
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fluent Greek and English. However there is one
essential difference between them and myself BOTH their parents were Greek-Cypriot.

brothers and father, all policemen, got heavy with
him. Forced marriages never work, that is what I
have learnt from bitter experience.

My brother and I had a Greek-Cypriot father and
an English mother. A cousin of mine, who has
been to some of the King and Queen gettogethers, had a Greek father (my great uncle)
and an Irish mother. Alex was brought up by
English step-mothers, his father was absent. My
brother and I were brought up by my English
mother and English grandparents, our father was
also totally absent from our childhood. So neither
myself, my brother Philip nor my cousin Alex
speak any Greek.

One day my father turned round to my mother and
asked why his sons didn’t speak Greek. My
mother said because he was never around to
teach them. She probably got a slap in the face
for that 'insolent' remark (he often beat her up
when he was drunk), but certainly she was told in
no uncertain terms that it was “the mother's job to
teach the children the language”. The fact that my
mother didn't speak Greek herself was apparently
no excuse.
This is absolutely typical of the chauvinistic Greek
or Greek-Cypriot male. Very belatedly, years later,
my dad paid for a Greek tutor for a few weeks to
help my brother with his English spelling and to try
to teach us Greek, and then encouraged us to go
to evening classes held in a State school to learn
Greek, but by this stage it was too late - we were
teenagers, and it is very hard to learn such a
difficult language at that age, especially when you
can see little reason to learn it as we hardly ever
saw my dad or my Greek relatives. He seemed to
make sure he was absent when we all lived
together, and after the separation, whenever we
visited him. Greek may well be a very ancient
language, but the fact is it is only the official
language in one and a half countries (Greece and
Greek Southern Cyprus.) It has a strange
alphabet not used anywhere else, except in
mathematics; hardly the most useful of
languages. I preferred trying to learn German and
French, which I had slightly more success with,
but the English are notoriously bad at learning
foreign languages. All that stupid masculinefeminine-neutral grammar for inanimate objects.

Even before my parents split up when I was aged
six, my father was never around. He laid in bed
most of the day (he never did a stroke of work all
the years I knew him; his two favourite phrases
were: 'Get others to work for you' and 'If you find
food, eat; if you find work, run away'). He owned
several businesses over the years, and only
turned up to collect the profits.
The nearest he got to work in those years was
managing to avoid paying taxes, and avoiding all
but the lowest maintenance possible for his
estranged wife and two children. He did give a lot
of money to the Church in Cyprus and to his
village, for which they erected a monument to him.
Little did they know he was a hypocritical atheist
who kept his wife and children short of money. I
did feel sorry for him in a way, when I realized he
was a lonely man who felt he had to buy friends.
That is why money was all important to him make lots of money and people will respect you,
that was his philosophy. He not only kept his wife
and children short of money, but swindled his
sister and treated his own mother disgracefully.
On the only occasion I met her, just before she
died, I was ashamed at the way he treated the
poor old woman. But then all women are treated
as chattels in Cyprus, or certainly were by my
father and his ilk. He once told my mother when
she asked to go out with him: “In Cyprus we have
a saying: women and dogs stay in the house!”

On the regular occasions my dad had access to
us as children, my mother would take us to his
restaurant (the now demolished one which gave
Swiss Cottage its name, just in front of the pub).
He would never be there. We'd sit around for
hours waiting for him, then he'd show up, say
hello, and then ignore us in order to speak in
Greek to his friends. We rarely saw him for more
than about an hour, and never did he try to speak
TO us in Greek, or teach us the language himself.
Nor did he ever try to get us involved in his
restaurant business. Years later he did want me to
fiddle his accounts at a belt factory he part-owned,
by keeping two sets of books to try to con the
taxman. I refused point blank to get involved in
this fraud. As a foreigner he wormed his way out
of all sorts of things - such as serving up
horsemeat as beef in his restaurant during the
war, not putting National Insurance stamps on the
cards of his employees, dodging conscription
(sending a dying man to pose as himself for the
Army medical) and avoiding paying taxes (a fact
brought up in court when my mother claimed
maintenance due to her). “No understand English

At home, even before the separation, we saw little
of him. He'd get up around midday or in the
afternoon and go out, not coming back till the
early hours. He spent most of his time with his
Greek-Cypriot friends gambling away his profits,
drinking himself almost to death (he damaged his
liver and was told to stop drinking or he'd die), and
womanising. When my mother once asked him
why he went with other women, including
prostitutes and waitresses from his restaurant,
and asked if he still loved her his reply was: 'Yes,
and I love baked beans, but I don't want them
every night!'
The only excuse I can make for him is that, having
escaped an arranged marriage in Cyprus, he later
felt trapped into marrying my mother when her
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law” was a favourite excuse, or something similar.
You can bet if I'd got involved in fiddling his books
I'd have ended up in jail, not him.

As you may have gathered, I had little love for my
father, who died in 1998. Nor for the GreekCypriot Republic of Cyprus which has no right to
be in the EU. The Greeks were the cause of the
division of the island (the fascist Greek Athens
junta organized the Sampson coup in 1974 which
resulted in the division of the island), and a
couple of years ago the Turkish-Cypriots in the
North voted FOR the Annan UN plan to reunite
the island, whilst the Greek-Cypriots voted
AGAINST. The Greek-Cypriots are therefore
responsible for the continued division of the island
and should be kicked out of the EU, and the
Turkish Republic of North Cyprus should be
admitted instead and be recognized by all
countries.

Many were the times my brother and I spent bored
stiff sitting with my dad and his friends as they
chatted away in Greek, nobody ever trying to bring
us into the conversation by speaking to us in
either Greek or English. You can't learn a
language unless people speak to you, perhaps
using sign language to help you learn. I learnt
more French in Tunisia with French-speaking
locals in two weeks than I learnt Greek with my
father and his friends/relations in over 50 years,
because they never made any attempt to bring us
into the conversation, or teach us the language,
which is best done when you are very young.

There, that's lost me any remaining Greek friends
I have and alienated me from my relatives. I don't
give a damn. Perhaps Madame Moussaka can
look into her crystal ball and tell me when the
Greek-Cypriots in Cyprus will finally grow up and
make peace with their Turkish fellow Cypriots who
they've persecuted for years.

Whenever I met up with my father, which was
usually for a few hours once a year, he'd give me
and my brother a lecture in English for about 15
minutes, even when we were in our 50s. This was
along the lines, “Why you no speak Greek? Why
you no have your own business? Why you no
have any children?” (my brother and his wife put
their careers first), and in my case, “Why you no
have a wife?” Of course he knew perfectly well
why, and didn't approve. “You must marry Greek
girl, have many children to look after you in your
old age, then you can do what you like”. They still
had arranged marriages in Cyprus, at least until
recently. He even proudly told me about a gay
neighbour they forced into an arranged marriage
with a girl - thank goodness my mother got me
away from him before he managed to kidnap my
brother and myself and take us to Cyprus. He did
try to set me up with a girl cousin once in his
sister's house in Kilburn. She came and sat next
to me whilst everyone else was talking Greek as
usual and said, “Your father thinks you should
marry nice Greek girl. I make very good
housewife, cook nice Greek food for you, give you
nice Greek children” or something very similar. My
idea of Hell! Of course my father never mentioned
the fact that he came to England to escape an
arranged marriage, and that his brother was then
forced to marry the poor woman.

Oh, and by they way, our kind of music isn't
appreciated in Cyprus either, just some awful
Greek wailing type music that sounds like a cat
being castrated. Apparently in Athens they are
more broad-minded - thousands turned out for the
Jerry Lee Lewis shows there in 1990, I've got the
video/DVD!
Tony Papard



So I don't speak Greek I'm afraid, and I have no
desire whatsoever to live in Cyprus so long as it
remains a chauvinistic, nationalistic, anti-Turkish,
homophobic backwater where the Greek
Orthodox church is so politically and economically
powerful even atheists like my father were active
in it. His father became a priest, according to my
dad, just because the Church owns most of the
land and that is where the money is. For all I know
my grandfather priest was an atheist as well.
Certainly my brother saw him walking around with
a huge bundle of currency notes under his
cassock. He peeled a few off when a farmhand,
employed by the Church who owned all the land,
asked to buy a new tractor.







Blues CD Reviews
In this issue I am looking at some interesting
blues releases from the tail end of last year. Some
T.F.T.W. readers will have been impressed with
Finis Tasby’s performance at the 2000 Blues
Estafette; His latest and possibly finest release,
“What My Blues Is All About” (Electro-fi 3390) is
my pick for the best blues CD of 2005.
Tasby started his musical career as a drummer;
later playing bass and singing backing vocals for a
number of big-name performers. Now he
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Williamson/Junior Wells classic “Early In The
Morning”, the album opener featuring Van
Morrison and King exchanging verses, and the
closing “bonus” track, with just King and his band.
Eric Clapton plays on a reprise of BB King’s
biggest hit, “The Thrill Is Gone”, with King taking
the vocal lead.

concentrates on his skills as a front man and
songwriter (having composed or co-composed 9
of the 12 tracks here).
The album opens with an up-tempo jump blues
“Let’s Have A Ball”, reminiscent of “Good Rockin’
Tonight”, but Tasby is equally adept at slowburning blues. One such is T-Bone Walker’s
“Mean Old World”, which provides his band
members an opportunity to showcase their
talents, particularly Enrico Crivellaro on guitar and
David Rotundo on harmonica. Another is the nonpc bonus track, “Ugly Woman Blues”, partspoken, part-sung, where he shows his sense of
humour (“I’m writing this letter real slow, cause I
know you don’t read that fast”).

Roger Daltrey and BB interact surprisingly well on
“Never Make Your Move Too Soon”, and Gloria
Estefan does a good job on the BB classic “There
Must Be A Better World”. Jimmy Rogers’ song
“Rock This House”, with Elton John has a
Rock'n'Roll feel, but is not particularly
distinguished. Mark Knopfler plays some nice
guitar on “All Over Again”. I don’t think Glenn Frey
or John Mayer add much to their tracks.

“Blues From Down Under” was written on a tour to
New Zealand and Australia, and is a powerful city
blues, and “It’s So Sad” is a moody piano-based
blues highlighting the playing of keyboardist Julian
Fauth. “Back In Love Again” is a swamp blues, the
backing in particular evoking the ethereal sound of
the old Slim Harpo records.
Also with a
swamp/Jimmy Reed feel is “Save A Place For
Me”, the singer’s plea to Jesus to find him a home
in the hereafter. “America” is about the homeless
on that country’s streets.

“I Need Your Love So Bad” is one of those good
songs that it is difficult to do badly, and Sheryl
Crow’s contribution is no exception to that rule.
Willie Nelson’s “Funny How Time Slips Away” is
another such composition. Bobby Bland, who has
recorded with King in the past, contributes to a
soulful version of this country song; this is my
favourite track on the album.
Overall the album is enjoyable. This is not a case
of younger musicians propping up a declining
talent; BB is in good form, and definitely in charge.
Alan Lloyd

There is a good cover of Percy Mayfield’s “Baby
Please”, and the remainder of the songs are up to
the same standard. Highly recommended.
*

**



*

**





BELIEVE IT OR NOT –
IT WAS ROBERT RIPLEY!

There are too many excellent re-issue CDs to pick
out one as the best of the year, but I like Ace’s
reissue of the Crown LP “Jimmy Witherspoon”
from 1958, which brought together tracks from
various sessions with a variety of backing
musicians recorded between 1949 and 1951. The
CD release augments these with 8 tracks from the
same sessions or others from the same era.
Songs include “New Orleans Blues”, “Drinkin’
Beer” and “When I Had My Money”, plus the
Witherspoon classics “Ain’t Nobody’s Business”
and “No Rollin’ Blues”.
*



by Neil Foster
One day in the early 1950s, my
next-door neighbours, who
knew of my passion for reading,
gave me an enormous yellow
hard-backed book called “The
Mammoth ‘Ripley’s Believe it or
Not!’”
I had never heard of the writer
but learned that he was an
American cartoonist who had leapt to fame
collecting strange facts and fascinating oddities
from all around the world and illustrating them
himself in his syndicated cartoon feature.

*

There has been a trend over recent years for
blues legends in their later years to record albums
with guest artists, many from outside the blues
genre (John Lee Hooker, Jimmy Rogers and more
recently Ray Charles). I approached BB King’s
“80” with some caution. While Eric Clapton and
Van Morrison have some blues credibility, and
Billy Gibbons and Mark Knopfler also have the
musical chops, Sheryl Crow, Glen Frey, Gloria
Estefan, Elton John and Roger Daltrey seem odd
choices except, perhaps for commercial reasons.

Although he died in 1949, Ripley’s legacy lives on:
there are now 27 museums (or “Odditoriums”) in
over 10 countries devoted to the bizarre and
unusual, run by the company that took over his
name and the slogan “Believe It Or Not!” He had
very successful radio shows until his death and
the formula was carried on in equally popular TV
programmes.
Later on there was even a
computer game.

Nevertheless this is an enjoyable album. There
are two versions of the old Sonny Boy

At the height of his fame he was receiving more
letters per week than any other person in the
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learned that my dictionary was not big enough –
“why” is a dialect word for a cow in some districts.

world, including at least one per week for 26 years
from an obsessed postmaster who disputed at
least one “fact” in each of his cartoons!

One of his most controversial claims was in a
1930’s book which stated that Lindbergh was not
the first person to cross the Atlantic non-stop but
in fact, the 64th. He received 175,000 letters from
outraged patriotic Americans after this but in fact
he was right: Lindbergh made the first solo
crossing of the Atlantic but the other 63 flew it in
larger groups.

However, it is the book I wish to discuss. There
were some really strange stories, like the one
about the German lunatic (no, not Adolf) who bet
someone that he could deal a pack of cards in a
certain order and then (according to Ripley) spent
the best part of the next 30 years dealing cards
until the right order came up. (Who monitored this
feat? And did the man who did, lose his mind,
also? How did the lunatic remember the precise
order of the cards he was supposed to deal? Did
he have it written down? Ripley didn’t say…)

Another striking claim was that if a line of Chinese
were to cross a road one behind the other, they
would never stop walking. (Because the rate of
increase in the population of China was so huge
but Ripley, I don’t think, ever explained this.)

Curiously, an even stranger story involving playing
cards was the tale of the man who blew himself
up with them! This was an ignorant Polish
labourer who was condemned to death for
murder. Hope gone, he sat in his cell thinking.
His only satisfaction now could be to cheat the
gallows, but how?

Another story I vaguely remember is that some
king in some part of ancient North Africa was
mobbed by so many of his subjects that he was
literally “seen to death”! I like that “literally”…
Compared to that, it was easy to believe the tale
of the World War I fighter pilot who fell out of his
open cockpit and back into it hundreds of feet
below. Or the story of the man who was watching
his house burn down when he suddenly fell
forward, shot through the heart. A loaded revolver
in his desk had gone off with the heat.

He knew that playing cards were made of
cellulose and that this was a constituent of
explosives.
He tore up his pack of cards,
wrenched off a piece of hollow metal tubing from
his bed, packed it with torn up and wet cards,
sealed the end of the tube and heated it all night
until the gases inside built up and exploded,
destroying the cell and himself. (Or so Ripley
claimed.)
There was a section of the book devoted to the
weird antics of Indian fakirs, who abused their
bodies for some supposed religious benefit, i.e.
dragging loads of heavy chains around and one
man who held up one of his arms in the air for so
many years that a bird nested in it! (Back to Adolf
again…)

Here’s a “Believe it or Not!” story of mine (true!).
About 1969 I was living in London and had just
moved to West Hampstead. I joined the local
library and borrowed a book called “London by
Gaslight” by Michael Harrison. The author
mentioned Jack the Ripper and some medical
freak I had never heard of, called the Elephant
Man, who had been accidentally discovered and
rescued from a miserable existence by a doctor
called Frederick Treves.

A French king (Louis the Umpteenth) was asked
for instructions by his guards, as hundreds of
starving peasants were besieging the palace. He
attempted to reply but was seized by a fit of
coughing and complained, “Ma sacre toux! (My
damned cough!)” The guards thought he had
said, “Massacrez tous!” (Kill them all!”) and went
out and shot the lot!

I was so intrigued by the tantalising references to
this freak of nature that I determined to find out
more about this strange man and the next day, by
a weird coincidence, I picked up in a West
Hampstead junk shop the only book in English
that could tell me all about him – “The Elephant
Man and other reminiscences by Frederick
Treves,” the surgeon who had discovered him!

Then there was the tale of the clerk in the Russian
secret service who came across the file of one of
his relatives, marked “Pardon impossible. To be
sent to Siberia.” Taking a pen, he altered it so
that it read, “Pardon. Impossible to be sent to
Siberia.”

Nor was this all. As soon as I read the full story, I
knew that it would be a winner; a modern fairy
tale, which had all the ingredients of a great play
or film. And best of all, it was true! (Remember:
the Elephant Man then was known only to medical
students.)

Some of Ripley’s statements baffled me for years.
One was, “’Why’ is not a question. It is a cow.
Look it up in the dictionary.” I did and, of course,
read the standard definition. Many years later, I
sent this query to “The Old Codgers” query
column in the “Daily Mirror” newspaper and soon

Alas, I never got around to writing the play or the
filmscript… Others did, with the results you all
know. Moral: if you want to be a writer, start
writing. Don’t wait or hesitate!
THE END
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FILM REVIEW
“WALK THE LINE”

it is the spirit of Cash.
The film certainly made me want to know more
and hear more of Johnny Cash. You don’t
have to be a country fan to appreciate it,
either.
Most film biopics are laughable
parodies of their subject (e.g. Dennis Quaid
as Jerry Lee Lewis) but not this one. I think it
is a fitting tribute to a great artist.
THE END

by Neil Foster
In general, I don’t like modern films or the modern
cinematic experience but I went along to see this
one as I had had good reports of it from friends.
Parking our zimmer frames and wheelchairs in the
cloakroom, I carried my new lady-friend to her
seat (she’s only got one leg) and sat down in the
conservatory-with-seats that they laughingly call a
“cinema” these days.









THE SAX MANIAC BLOWS
BACK!

I am not a big Johnny Cash
fan (our band-leader in
the
late
‘50s/’60s
insisted that he always
sang flat but that could
have been Cash’s very
unusual
and
deep
baritone voice) but I
found the film to be very absorbing and mostly
true to the facts. However, some reviewers
complained that the portrayal of his first wife,
Vivian, was unfair: she was always supportive
of his career, not endlessly critical of him, as
in the film.

NEIL FOSTER CHOOSES ANOTHER 20
FAVOURITE SAX TRACKS.
1. I’m a Hog For You, Baby
The Coasters.
An example of how “Less is more”. The
interplay between the guitar (hitting one
chord) and the sax is a perfect impersonation
of a grunting pig.
2. Raunchy
Bill Justis
Hypnotic guitar riff and wailing sax (Bill Justis
was quoted as saying that he was “out-ofshape” on the sax when he recorded this but
in fact, that was to his advantage as it makes
his sound so unusual).

The period covered is 1944 to 1968, the year that
Cash issued his most popular LP, “Johnny
Cash at Folsom Prison”. His international
popularity at this time was reputed to rival
even that of the Beatles.

3. Wild Weekend
The Rockin’ Rebels
Heavily amplified rhythm section and a simple
sax riff, the basis of so many good
instrumentals.

Both the charismatic Joaquin Phoenix as Cash
and the almost equally good Reese
Witherspoon (the highest-paid actress in
Hollywood!) as June Carter, give wonderful,
dramatic and moving performances.

4. Royal Blue
The Bill Black Combo
Bill Black, Elvis’s first bass-player, had more
success (and made a lot more money) when
he formed this bunch of musicians. They
became the group whose records were “mostplayed” on the nation’s jukeboxes, thanks to a
great sound and danceable beat. However,
much of the group’s later output was
mechanical and contrived. Not this track.

The scenes of Johnny Cash’s childhood in rural
Arkansas are well recreated as is the
traumatic death of his brother in a saw-mill
accident. The early success at Sun records
and the subsequent tours and the groundbreaking free concert at Folsom Prison are
also well-staged.
My only criticism would be that the actors who
impersonate Elvis, Jerry Lee and Roy Orbison
are so unrecognisable that they should have
worn badges! (Especially Roy Orbison).
Fortunately, the producers seem to have
realised this and they only appear for about
ten seconds (apart from Jerry Lee, who drinks
a lot, sneers a lot and falls over to prove it’s
supposed to be the Killer).
Both actors sing superbly (no dubbing or lipsynching) and Joaquin Phoenix even gets that
peculiar, high-slung, hunched-up way that
Cash held his guitar exactly right. I agree with
the reviewer who said that if this is not Cash,

A blues-soaked piano intro leads into a simple
yet haunting melody from the tenor sax
(reminds me of Paul Mauriat’s hit “Love is
Blue”).
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5. Stupid Cupid
Connie Francis
Yes, Connie was a pop singer, whose biggest
hits were re-worked oldie ballads like “Who’s
Sorry Now” but she also did up-tempo stuff
with a stomping Rock’n’Roll beat like “Lipstick
on your collar”, “Plenty Good Lovin” etc.
featuring good guitar solos and tough tenor
sax, like this track.

14. Shame, Shame, Shame
Smiley Lewis
Great, frantic, storming vocal (on the soundtrack of “Baby Doll”) and with an equally wild
tenor sax solo.
15. The Big Beat
Jimmy Cavallo and
the Houserockers
The first white act to play the Apollo, Harlem
(1950) but he never got the credit for it until
decades later. Twin tenor saxes (you can’t
have too much of a good thing!) and a great
stage-act.

6. Hole in My Heart
Esquerita
Little is known about Esquerita and even
photos are scarce. He was gay, he had huge
hands and was a big influence on Little
Richard’s piano-style. He was also the first
rocker to die of AIDS. The sax solo on this
recording can best be described as unearthly,
piercing shrieks but it perfectly complements
Esquerita’s demented piano-playing and
raucous vocal.

16. Giddy Up A Ding Dong
Freddy Bell and
the Bellboys
The gimmick here was the alto saxist,
doubling on baritone sax. It was the tenorman
who usually took the wildest solos but here it’s
the alto.

7. I’m Going Home
Gene Vincent
A late, great track from Gene, show-casing
the sax power of Sounds Incorporated, who
impressed Little Richard so much on his trip
here. They also had reputedly the loudest
drummer ever.

17. Go Wild Little Sadie
Nice sax break.

8. Red Hot Rocking Blues
Jesse James
Two great nifty solos, the first on guitar and
the second, on tenor sax.

19. Bust Out
The Busters
A crude, frenetic instrumental played at
breakneck speed but very exciting. The sax
hammers away on a few notes as if it really is
trying to bust out of the relentless rhythm.

Jack Scott

18. Rock Around with Ollie Vee
Buddy Holly
The version with the sax, of course! (And
anyway, the band is tighter.)

9. Night Train
Jimmy Forrest
A jazz musician who played with the likes of
Duke Ellington, Jay McShann and Andy Kirk,
this R & B version of a tune that he borrowed
from a Duke Ellington number made his
name.

20. Last Night
The Mar-keys
A steamroller sax section, a brooding bass,
organ and dramatic stop/starts, plus a superb
jazz-influenced alto sax solo.

10. Rock’n’Roll
The Flamingos
If you saw the film clip and remember the wild
stage act and dynamic footwork of this group,
there’s only one thing wilder: the tenor player,
who just keeps getting more and more
hysterical until the metal melts!

THE END









BOOK REVIEW
by Neil Foster

11. Yakety Sax
Boots Randolph
Not the kind of tenor playing I really prefer but
a very well-known track, if only because it was
the theme tune of the Benny Hill Show in the
UK.

ON THE ROAD AGAIN
- 15 Hitmakers of the
Fifties tell their own
amazing stories
By Dave Nicholson

12. My Way
Eddie Cochran
You don’t often associate Eddie Cochran with
saxes but the chugging saxes in the backing
and short, but powerful, solo really make the
record for me.

(Music Mentor Books
UK: £14.99
ISBN 09547068-2-X)
Illustrated.

13. Hard Times
Duane Eddy
Original by Noble “Thin Man” Watts but I think
this version has the edge The sax-man starts
the record and dominates it all the way, with
only a little bit of guitar. Nearly all upperregister playing.

Obtainable from Music
Mentor
Books,
69
Station Road, Upper
Poppleton, York YO26
6PZ North Yorks
Tel/Fax: +44(0) 1904 330508
Email: music.mentor@lineone.net
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The second in a series of three books (the third to
be published soon) which really lives up to the
sub-title. “Amazing stories” is true. We are all
familiar with the ruthless rapaciousness of record
companies (too much alliteration there) in the
1950’s but some of these stories beggar belief.

Cajun and Zydeco D.J. and
Frottoir artiste

The Mercury label seems to be the biggest
offender. Herb Reed, founder-member of the
Platters, tells how they were so mean that the
group had to buy their own records, even when
they were making millions for the company! Not
only that, Mercury even put out rehearsal tapes,
complete with wrong notes, stop-starts etc as
“Previously unreleased recordings by the
Platters”!

Lil' Queenie, aka Carole Lateman, is London's top
Zydeco & Cajun D.J. She has for two years run
the very successful Swamp Rock club in North
London, where she is resident D.J. She has also
D.J'd at other dance clubs, private parties and
functions.
A fan of Louisiana music for many years, she has
amassed a huge collection of Cajun, Zydeco, New
Orleans R 'n B, Blues and Swamp Pop CDs from
her annual visits to Louisiana. An accomplished
dancer and dance teacher, she is able to play
exactly the right track to get that dance floor
jumping.

His bitterness at such tactics, even now, comes
over strongly, as does the similar complaint by
another Mercury victim, Phil Phillips, who, despite
having a massive million-seller with “Sea of Love”
was never pushed or promoted by the label and
his career was killed off at the height of its
potential. Also, an LP he had recorded was never
released. This so disgusted him that he left showbusiness altogether to be a DJ and only returned
to recording a short while ago.
Not all artists in this book (who range from the
Kalin Twins to John Zacherle (even he can’t
remember who played sax on “Dinner with Drac” –
perhaps he was not human!) were so unlucky but
nearly all have the usual tale of hard times on the
road.

Lil' Queenie with Elvis Fontenot and The
Sugarbees at Swamp Rock
Lil' Queenie is also an experienced frottoir
(rubboard) player, and regularly joins bands such
as The Cadillac Kings, Whiskey River and the
Crane River Cajuns on stage for a set. She has
also played with top U.S. Zydeco bands Chris
Ardoin's Double Clutchin' and Curley Taylor's
Zydeco Trouble.

However, they all seem to agree with Joe
Terranova (of Danny and the Juniors), “Nobody
gave you any respect, except your audiences.”
Marty Wilde has some interesting anecdotes
about the early Rock’n’Roll days in Britain. He
was appearing at Sunderland Empire and had got
hold of an advance copy of “Jailhouse Rock” three
months before anyone had heard of it. He put it on
a local jukebox and had the café owner turn it up
really loud. The kids went wild but didn’t know who
it was.
He says, “Nothing – but nothing has ever come
near the impact that Rock’n’Roll had. The second
closest thing was the rise of the Beatles. That was
an exciting time as well but not in the same class
as Rock’n’Roll.” Amen. (And I’m an atheist!).

Lil' Queenie playing at The 100 Club with The
Cadillac Kings

A fascinating collection of reminiscences from the
horse’s mouth. Buy it and read it. You won’t put it
down until the end.

For further information about Swamp
Rock, see the website,
www.swamprock.org.uk

THE END

Lil' Queenie can be contacted on
cdlateman@btinternet.com
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Mardi Gras Comes to North
London

and myself to this funky little venue where we met
up with a bunch of other Lewisophiles attending
this event to officially launch their debut CD.

Swamp Rock London celebrated Mardi Gras
Louisiana style once again back in February, with
a rip-roaring Zydeco dance party starring the
amazing Whiskey River Zydeco Twisters, all the
way from the swamps and bayous of deepest
Herefordshire, on the Welsh borders.

The first surprise of the night was no piano, and it
seemed rather odd seeing Linda Gail standing
alongside her daughters throughout their
performance. In fact she said herself at one point
that she didn’t know what to do with her hands!
So we had Linda, Annie and Mary Jean on vocals
accompanied only by Ray Thompson on upright
bass and a tasteful Norwegian guitarist, Rune
Braeck.
Although I didn’t write down a set list I think they
sang nearly all the songs from the album which
ranged from the title track to ‘Johnny B Goode’ via
the gospel of ‘Mansion Over The Hilltop’, Marty
Stuart’s ‘Don’t Leave Her Lonely Too Long,’ Julie
Miller’s ‘Forever Has Come To An End’ and
several more.
I love the line in ‘Little Bit
Lonesome’ (a Kasey Chambers song) – “I
grabbed a glass and said kiss my ass I’m gonna
drink you right out of my head”. My favourite song
off the disc was featured too, a lovely rendition of
the Dan Penn/Chuck Prophet composition ‘I Got A
Feelin’ For Ya’, plus a couple of numbers they
haven’t recorded – ‘Blue Moon Of Kentucky’, and
a spiritual song which they sang totally
unaccompanied.

The evening kicked off with our newest D.J, Lil'
Queenie, who got the dancers off to a steamy
start with a great combo of classic cajun and
zydeco. The band, with thier hot new line-up
including Ted Bunting on tenor sax and Rick Buck
on double bass, as well as our old friends Aiden
Sheehan on accordion, harmonica and vocals and
Martin Blake on guitar and vocals, were joined by
Lil' Queenie on frottoir to give us two great sets of
Rocking Zydecajun blues and Rock 'n Roll.

In brief this was a wonderful evening of close
vocal harmonizing in a mostly bluegrass vein that
certainly seemed to please the attentive and
mainly local crowd at this friendly compact club.
The CD – A Perfect World –is well worth seeking
out too and should be appreciated by all roots
music lovers. It is on Castle Music which is a
label of Sanctuary Records Group.

The capacity crowd kept the dance floor jumping
all night, with special guest D.J. 'Flying Home'
providing great dance floor fillers between the two
band sets. As is Swamp Rock tradition, we
celebrated three birthdays, including Martin
Blake's, with plenty of cake. We were delighted
to welcome some visitors from across the Big
Pond, from Atlanta, Georgia, Philadelphia and
Texas, who couldn't believe they had found a little
part of Louisiana on a cold February night in
London!

Didn’t Big Chief Woody do well – artistically that is
if not necessarily financially. Two terrific shows at
the Water Rats which I am sure will be reviewed
elsewhere in the mag. It was good to see a fair
few of our readers and especially the elusive H
who is the main man in putting ‘Tales From The
Woods’ together. Anyway I would just like to say
that the Skiffle night appeared to be a resounding
success, whilst the losers at the Barrence
Whitfield gig were those who missed it. He was
steaming and rocked like crazy and certainly
justified his wild man of Rock’n’Roll tag. The
Houserockers gave good support and augmented
by piano and saxes they provided first class
backing for ballistic Barrence.

Next Zydeco dance at Swamp
Rock is on Saturday 22 April, with
Joe Le Taxi. Check out our
website, www.swamprock.org.uk
See you there!
Carole Lateman









SHAKY LEE’S MARCH
MEANDERINGS

On 2nd February I was delighted to meet and talk
with Maria Elena Holly who was over here to
promote a new UK tour of the award winning
musical Buddy – The Buddy Holly Story. I found
her to be a charming chatty lady and although she
must tire of being asked the same old questions
over and over she was extremely courteous
towards your Shaky correspondent. As Buddy is

Well, live music wise 2006 commenced with a trip
to see the Lewis 3 play a gig organised by
Maidstone Country & Roots Music Club at the
Jazz & Blues Café (formerly The Soul Café) on
Sunday 8th January. Thanks are due to Rockin’
Errol Smith who chauffeured Dashing Dave Webb
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24. I Want You So Bad - TOMMY G & THE CHARMS
25. Back Up Train AL GREENE AND THE SOUL BROTHERS
26. The Beginning Of My End THE UNIFICS

now touring through till October look out for it
coming to a theatre near you or visit
www.buddythemusical.com for more information.
Another touring musical worth catching is the new
Laurie Mansfield production This Is Elvis starring
Simon Bowman which is based around the ’68
Comeback Special. See www.thestage.co.uk for
further details

It seems the soul well has a long way to go before
it runs dry, as the world’s greatest established
soul, and other nostalgia, reissue label Ace/Kent
continue to release mouth watering selections.
This time Ady Croasdell, ably supported by Trevor
Churchill and Tony Rounce, draws together a
tasty twenty-six track pot pourri collection of
classics 60's soul, covering a myriad of soul
styles, from melodious dance floor faves to low
keyed ballads, of which the majority haven't been
out on CD before, so no played out oldies here. It
conjures up for me many memories of my ill spent
youth. The set takes us way back to the early days
of club soul, even before the term Northern Soul
had been invented, when quality was more
important than obscurity.

Had a real rockin’ good time Teddy Boying about
at Barking Mark’s 50th birthday bash at the
Spotted Dog in mid-February. Good to see
Gordon Robinson making the trek from Knutsford
plus Teds from Devon and Derby besides a
sizeable cockney contingent. Sandy Ford’s Flying
Saucers played some fine Rock’n’Roll in their
customary manner which ensured some strident
boppin’ activity on the dance floor.
Yours in Rock’n’Roll
Rubber Legs Wilkinson







From Dee Dee Warwick's opener the soul just
oozes out track after track. Pick any at random
and you are hit by a blast of soul power, each
track offering a definitive soul moment, like the
profound ethereal offering from Al Green, an R&B
hit well before his golden Hi period, or a dance
floor delight, like James and Bobby Purify's
corkeroo.



SOUL KITCHEN
“Required reading” - John Broven.
SOUL ALBUM OF
THE ISSUE

My top picks, well simply all of them. Although the
majority of tracks on here are of the more finger
clicking to up tempo grooves, there are some nice
slower offerings, such as Debbie Taylor's
impassioned tender rendition, as she relates her
sad plight. The Tommy G cover of the James
Brown 1959 hit is delightfully titillating. Leon
Haywood’s impeccably cool 'It's Got To Mellow'
has long been a favourite, as has Billy Butler & the
Chanters’ deceptively mid tempo 'I Can't Work No
Longer' written by Curtis Mayfield, and also child
prodigy Darrow Fletcher's irresistible groover,
which displays a very mature outlook on lost love.

KENT'S
CELLAR
OF SOUL
Volume 2,
Kent 255

1. We’re Doing Fine DEE DEE WARWICK
2. Sho’ Nuff (Got A Good Thing Goin’) - J J JACKSON
3. Do Unto Me JAMES AND BOBBY PURIFY
4. Let’s Copp A Groove BOBBY WELLS
5. You Better Believe It Baby JOE TEX
6. Earthquake BOBBI LYNN
7. Mine Exclusively THE OLYMPICS
8. Water GENO WASHINGTON
9. You’ve Got To Pay The Price AL KENT
10. I Can’t Work No Longer BILLY BUTLER AND THE CHANTERS
11. Can’t You Hear The Beat THE CARLTONS
12. It’s Got To Be Mellow LEON HAYWOOD
13. Never Gonna Let Him Know - DEBBIE TAYLOR
14. Come Back Baby RODDIE JOY
15. I’ll Love You Forever THE HOLIDAYS featuring EDWIN STARR
16. In A Moment THE INTRIGUES
17. The Pain Gets A Little Deeper DARROW FLETCHER
18. Drive On James KING GEORGE
19. Ready Steady Go PRINCE AND PRINCESS
20. Mr. Soul Satisfaction TIMMY WILLIS
21. Hmmm, With Feeling, Darling THE SPIDELLS featuring BILLY LOCKRIDGE
22. Love In Them There Hills THE VIBRATIONS
23. Keep On Loving OTIS LEAVILL

The Impressions sound alike the Carltons groove
nicely on their up-beat harmonising lilting floater.
The Great Bobby Wells weighs in with his
Northern type dancer, which was a huge
crossover club anthem, and has remained so ever
since it was first aired. You can always rely on
quality from the Olympics that guaranteed you clip
clopping to the dance floor. One of the true greats
Edwin Starr with the Holidays floats soulfully
along, and is a blinder. J J Jackson pops in with a
compelling perky delight. Geno Washington takes
me back to the Bexley Black Prince and the Hand
Clappin' Ram Jam days. I'm getting quite attached
to the Intrigues’ 'Moment', its a growing goody.
I would like to single out one fabulous track from
this treasure trove. The Unifics followed up to their
dramatic 'Court Of Love' hit with what was an
equally magnificent walking pace melodramatic
ballad, 'The Beginning Of My End'. Their
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miserable woeful tale "up drove the hearse" is the
deepest we get on here.

hit and fell by the wayside.
Graduating from the Falcons he embarked on a
short lived solo career. His first solo release on
Correc-Tone Records, 'Let Me Be Your Boy', was
a best forgotten messy offering, and he soon high
tailed back to the Falcon's nest, whom had now
signed for Atlantic Records, joining up with future
soul notables Eddie Floyd, Joe Stubbs, Sir Mack
Rice and Ben Night for the rest of 1962, whence
'Take This Love I Got' was a notable searing lilter.

This CD really brings the sixties club scene alive
once again, and comes complete, as expected
these days, with an extensive informative booklet.
This stunning collection is very strongly
recommended.

LOST SOULS

Still having aspirations to be a solo artist he again
tried his luck by signing in early 1963 to Lloyd
Price's Double L Records, debuting with the
classic slow burner 'If You Need Me', a wailing
revelation which began to ascend the R&B charts
before competition with Solomon Burke's Atlantic
cover version stopped Pickett's record in its
tracks. He promptly released another selfcomposition with the indispensable revered 'It's
Too Late', which reached the R&B top ten and
fifties pop. He followed up with another intense
outing in 'I'm Down To My Last Heartbreak'.

WILSON PICKETT

With the demise of Double L he once again
hooked up with Atlantic in 1964 as a solo artist.
His first couple of releases flopped, but a visit to
Memphis in May 1965, linking up with legendary
soul producer Jerry Wexler yielded plastic
dynamite. Rolling drums and chugging horn riffs
set the scene for the loping backbeat and rasped
vocals, on the acknowledged immortal 'In The
Midnight Hour', which topped the R&B charts and
went onto become an international pop smash,
going down in history as one of the all time great
soul records.

There are soul legends and then there was the
Wicked Pickett, a major giant of soul music. His
career spanned four decades, and was
considered to be the equal of such great soul men
as Otis Redding, Sam Cooke and Bobby
Womack. He was defined by his raspy voice and
passionate delivery, which introduced the
aggressive dominant rhythmic style to soul music.

This set the scene for some thirty odd subsequent
R&B/Pop hits on Atlantic over the next eight
years, turning out hits at assembly line speed,
which were often recorded with the cream of the
session musicians in Memphis and Muscle
Shoals, including the elephantine 'Don't Fight It',
the Eddie Floyd penned telephonically titled '6345789', the gutsy '99½ (Wont Do)', Mack Rice's
'Mustang Sally', which became his biggest cross
over, a revival of Chris Kenner's soul anthem
'Land Of A 1000 Dances' "na na na", and in late
1967 Dyke & the Blazers 'Funky Broadway'. He
teamed up with Bobby Womack in 1968 for
'Midnight Mover' which was another top ten R&B
hit. His last big hit record was in 1972 'Fire and
Water'. He closed out his Atlantic era with the top
thirty R&B hit 'International Playboy'.

Born 18 March 1941 in Pratville, Alabama, the
youngest of eleven children. Pickett was brought
up on a stable diet of Gospel music. Pickett got
his start singing in his Grandfather's, who was a
Baptist minister, church choirs. In his mid teens
he moved to Detroit to live with his father, where
he continued his musical grounding, singing
Gospel music with a number of spiritual groups,
the Gospel harmony group the Violinaires being
one. His reputation spread, finally coming to the
attention of the then leader of the Falcons, Willie
Schofield, who were hot with the seminal soul
wailer 'You're So Fine' on Unart Records. Late in
1961 Schofield called on Pickett to join the group.
The Falcons had moved onto Robert West's
Lupine label, and in early 1962 Pickett makes his
recording debut, singing lead vocals, with the
righteous ballad 'I Found A Love'. Pickett's
Southern Gospel wailing combined with Robert
Ward's sanctified piercing guitar, and hallowed
sanctified group harmony saw this pure church
sound sweep up the charts to top ten R&B. A
further couple of Lupine singles were similarly raw
in sound, but lacked the distinctive cohesion of the

Pickett then found his career in decline after the
advent of disco. Moving to RCA in 1975 and
placed under the wings of Brad Shapiro and Dave
Crawford who pushed Pickett towards a more Pop
slanted recording package. Three RCA albums,
along with a handful of singles only moderately
clicked, the flurry of hits were over.
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awning many styles from gospel to blues to jazz to
soul to pop. His voice had been described as
Sweet as Sugar - Soft as Velvet - Strong as Steel
and Smooth as Butter.
Born Louis Allen Rawls in Chicago on the 1st
December 1935, his early musical experience, like
so many, was the church. Raised by his
grandmother he began singing gospel at the age
of seven in the choir of his Baptist church. As a
teenager along with high school classmate Sam
Cooke they joined the Gospel group Teenage
Kings Of Harmony.
1975 saw the inception of Pickett's own Wicked
label, which apart from a minor hit with 'Best Part
Of A Man', the Wicked label had minimal success
as was the case on his next venture to Erva
Records. Later for a short period he worked
alongside Joe Tex, Don Covay, Ben E King and
Solomon Burke in a revamped Soul Clan.

Rawls’ first known recording was with the Holy
Wonders on Premium Records in June 1950 with
'I Wont Be Long'. During the fifties he recorded
one offs with various gospel outfits, The Chosen
Gospel Singers, The Pilgrim Travelers, The
Travellers.
Like Sam Cooke, Rawls had served as a member
of the Pilgrim Travelers gospel group, and in fact
later sang back up vocals on Cooke's million
seller 'Bring It On Home To Me'. During a tour of
the Southern States with Cooke and the Travelers
he was seriously injured in a car accident which
nearly ended Rawls’ career and life, putting him in
a coma for almost six days. Cooke was slightly
injured, but it took Rawls a year to fully recover.

Although he was inducted into the Hall of Fame in
1991, the nineties were troubled times for Pickett.
He struggled at various times with drugs and had
several brushes with the law relating to drug
offences. He was arrested for allegedly yelling
death threats while driving a car over the mayor's
front lawn in Englewood, New Jersey. He was
then charged with assaulting his girlfriend. He was
given two years probation and fined $1,000 for
carrying a loaded shotgun in his car. Further
arrests followed and in 1993 he was sentenced to
a year in jail after hitting an 86 year old man while
driving under the influence of drink.

Rawls makes his first appearance as a solo artist
on Shar-Dee Records in 1960 with 'Love Love
Love', with one further release 'Walkin' (For
Miles), before moving to Candix Records for a
couple of forty fives.

In 1991 his songs were introduced to a new
generation when they were extensively featured in
the film THE COMMITMENTS. His first album in
more than a decade was released in 1999, the
aptly titled IT'S HARDER NOW. On 'Soul Survivor'
"I remember 1965" he sang "Everyone was still
alive, I'm a soul survivor". The album was
honoured with a Grammy nomination for best
traditional rhythm and blues vocal performance.

He settled in Los Angeles singing blues and jazz
in small clubs. In the early sixties he attracted the
attention of Nick Venet, a producer at Capitol, who
invited Rawls to make an audition tape. He did
and Rawls was signed to Capitol. Teamed with
Les McCann results in his 1962 debut album I'D
RATHER DRINK MUDDY WATER, the first of
more than twenty albums on that label over the
next ten years.

In December 2004, 'Mustang Sally' and 'In The
Midnight Hour' were included in Rolling Stone's
magazine list of The 500 Greatest Songs of All
Time. He continued to be active touring, including
large festivals, until about a year ago when he
began suffering from health problems. He died
after suffering a heart attack on 19 January 2006.

It was 'Love Is A Hurtin' Thing' in 1966 which shot
Rawls to the top, scooping up two Grammy
nominations. From this point Rawls’ popularity
took him to new peaks creating his very own
distinctive sound with R&B hit after hit, including
the 'Dead End Street' gem. Live performances
were savoured, breaking attendance records
wherever he played, captured brilliantly on the
1966 album LOU RAWLS LIVE.

LOU RAWLS
Lou Rawls had a majestic
career spanning over five
decades, along the way
releasing an astonishing
sixty plus albums, gathering
three Grammy wins, thirteen
Grammy nominations, one
platinum album, five gold
albums and a gold single,

In 1971 he switched to MGM Records but
somehow lacked the magic of his earlier
recordings, but this period did include the splendid
'A Natural Man'.
During the disco boom Rawls’ career temporized,
until in late 1975 Rawls moved over to the
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Philadelphia International label, where under the
guise of legendary producers and songwriters
Kenny Gamble and Leon Huff pitched Rawls to
the smoother side of the Philly Soul sound, which
results in 1975 with Rawls’ biggest hit, the
immortal 'You'll Never Find (Another Love Like
Mine)'. Other hits quickly followed, particularly
'See You When I Git There' and 'Let Me Be Good
To You' in 1979.

always in great demand, and playing on many
successful tours as a local support act, backing
such headline singers as the likes of Etta James,
Wilson Pickett, Sam Cooke, Otis Redding, Mitty
Collier, Kim Weston and many others. Gradually
the group began to grow in status and in 1966
Moore added vocalist Chico Jenkins to his
distinctive tenor sax. The band eventually secured
a contract with Chess records, which results in
their debut record.

Rawls was a participant in the Philadelphia
International All Stars 1977 charity single 'Lets
Clean Up The Ghetto' along with Billy Paul, Teddy
Pendergrass, The O'Jays, Archie Bell and Dee
Dee Sharp. He went on to record for several other
labels, including Blue Note, which all sold well to
his now captured fan base.

Chess Records were experiencing a lull around
this time, but it hadn't gone unnoticed that
producer Rick Hall was already winning
recognition for his FAME recording studio down in
Muscle Shoals, Alabama, with big hits by Otis
Redding, Percy Sledge, Arthur Alexander under
his belt. In the hope of revitalising its fortune,
Chess felt the Muscle Shoals studio was an ideal
environment in which to record some of its acts.

In the eighties he branched into acting, appearing
in films and musicals. He voiced animated cartoon
characters including the feline Garfield the Cat,
Harvey the Mailman, Hey Arnold and The Rugrats
film.

Bobby Moore and the Rhythm Aces were the first
Chess act to take this route. It proved to be a
winning formula for Bobby. His self penned
composition, 'Searching For My Love' was an
instant cross over smash hit, reaching twenty
seven on the pop charts and climbing to seven
R&B. The record needs no introduction, its catchy
rhythmic horn swing, Jenkins supplicated torn up
lead vocals, and repeated hook " I'll never, never
let her go, no no no.." has to be one of the all time
sixties soul moments.

In 1999 Rawls appeared on Broadway for a stint
in SMOKEY JOE'S CAFE. His last album released
in 2003 was 'RAWLS SINGS SINATRA. He died
on the 6/01/06 after suffering from, initially lung
then later brain cancer.
BOBBY MOORE

The tracks cut at the Muscle Shoals sessions
made up the album SEARCHING FOR MY LOVE
which followed the hit single were all Moore
originals, and are a mixed bag of styles, a
pulsating ballad in "Mr Starlight", a pleading deep
soul ballad in 'How Can You Do It Baby', being the
highlights to these ears.
December 1966 sees the follow up 'Try My Love
Again' with Jenkin's superb gritty vocals to the
fore, but could only reach mid table on the R&B
top hundred, and just nibbling the pop charts at
ninety seven. Their third single, 'Chained To Your
Heart', and final R&B chart entry, struggled to
peak at forty nine.

A native of New Orleans he was born in 1931.
Generally very little is known of his early life, until
around 1952, when in Fort Benning, Georgia,
along with a few fellow soldiers he formed his first
Rhythm Aces. When Moore's army regiment was
transferred to Germany, he studied music
seriously in an army band school, where he learnt
to master the tenor sax, openly heavily influenced
by the sound of Ray Charles.

After this the Rhythm Aces failed to maintain chart
status, with Chess releasing its last record on the
group in 1970. But before then they had already
drifted back to steady bookings on the lounge and
cabaret circuit around the Southern states of
America.
A single release by a Bobby Moore and The
Rhythm Aces 'Call Me (Your Anything Man)'
appeared in August 1975 at the height of the disco
era on US Scepter Records, also out on Pye in
the UK. Featured in the Soul Kitchen’s legendary
random dip way back in issue 8. I said then, A
beautiful mid tempo laid back soul sound, that is
slightly reminiscent of Johnny Bristol's 'Hang on in

His career is patchy until he arrived in
Montgomery, Alabama in 1961 where he formed a
new group, which for sentimental reasons he
called the Rhythm Aces, this time going out on the
road as a full time musician.
In no time the cocktail lounge band became very
popular around the local Montgomery clubs,
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there baby.' The type of soul sound that sounds
as fresh today as it did back in 1975. B side is an
extended disco version with even more of the
haunting vocals from the lead vocalist of the time.

Talk Of Town, but nothing really happened, and
spent most of their time working in various roles
behind the scenes at the company.
They collaborated together, and came up with the
composition 'Back Stabbers', which Huff recorded
on the O'Jays, becoming the company's first Gold
single. Sidetracked into becoming full time
songwriters and producers the duo achieved
enormous success, helping the formulation of the
legendary Philly soul sound that dominated
turntables and air waves in the seventies. You will
find their names as writers and producers on
numerous Philadelphia International album
sleeves. Apart from 'Back Stabbers', among their
greatest achievements was Harold Melvin and the
Blue Notes’ 'Wake Up Everybody'.

Over the decades his musical pedigree and
popularity as one of the finest party bands had
kept him in regular work. One of his final
performances was opening for top country music
group Alabama at a benefit for the victims of
Hurricane Katrina

Some thirty plus Gold singles, Platinum albums
and Grammy nominations later, the duo still
wanted to make it as recording artists themselves.
They wrote and recorded in 1979, although the
company weren't keen, 'Ain't No Stopping Us
Now'. The rest is History. The follow up single 'I've
Been Pushed A Side' was a minor hit, but the next
release gave them a sizeable, and last, hit with 'I
Heard It In A Love Song'.

The RPM/Shout GO AHEAD AND BURN CD
released in 2004 is worth seeking out for a
comprehensive collection of the group’s Chess
output. He died on the 1st February 2006 of
Kidney failure.

In the early eighties they signed for Capitol, but
made little impact. They continued to produce
albums for other artists, but further mainstream
success eluded them. The duo finally split in the
mid eighties until the early nineties when they
were reunited, and continued to make a healthy
living working the lustrous nostalgia circuit and
Philly packages.

GENE McFADDEN

His long time partner John Whitehead was fatally
shot in May 2004. (For full story see TFTW
41/42). Gene McFadden died on 27th January
2006 from liver and lung cancer.
PETER OSGOOD
Gene McFadden will chiefly be remembered, as
part of the duo McFadden and Whitehead that
created the universal disco anthem 'Ain't No
Stopping Us Now', that set the world alight in
1979.
In the mid sixties along with his childhood friend
John
Whitehead,
the
then
teenage
Philadelphians, along with three pals formed the
Epsilons. Although still in high school the group
was invited by Otis Redding to become a part of
his revue. They spent a year on the road with him
during which time they recorded their first record
'The Echo' for Stax.

THE KING OF STAMFORD BRIDGE
(Are we allowed to mention football in this mag?
First Bobby Moore and now Osgood – H)

McFadden and Whitehead tired of travelling and
returned to Philadelphia around 1972. They
approached
Gamble
&
Huff’s
fledging
Philadelphia International empire, who had just
signed deal with CBS. They initially recorded as

As a life long Chelsea supporter it was with great
sadness to hear that the Chelsea goal scoring
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legend had died. One of my greatest Chelsea
memories was Osgood’s diving header in the
1970 FA Cup replay at Old Trafford to level the
score at 1 - 1 against Leeds. A David Webb
header later in extra time eventually won Chelsea
the cup and sent us deliriously high back to
London.

December 1979.
After leaving football he ran a pub in Windsor for a
while, with his old strike partner Ian Hutchinson.
He also made a living on the after dinner speaking
circuit. He was banned from Stamford Bridge,
along with many of his 1970's colleagues, by
chairman Ken Bates for perceived criticism of the
club in the 1990s. Abramovich welcomed him
back in 2003 and he took up the post as a
hospitality host on match days.

Peter Osgood was born 24 February 1947 in
Windsor. He was working as a bricklayer when he
signed amateur forms with Chelsea in 1964.
Manager Tommy Docherty soon elevated him to
the first team, making his full team debut on 16
December 1964 in a League Cup game, scoring
both goals in a 2 - 0 win against Workington
Town.

Ossie died on 1st March 2006 following a heart
attack at a family funeral.
LIVE

Following an end of season tour of Australia,
during which Osgood scored twelve times in eight
games, his next senior match was the September
22 1965 4 - 1 victory over AS Roma in the InterCity Fairs Cup. From this moment he became a
regular in the first team.

I caught KIM WESTON at the
Jazz Café on the 16th February,
and what a delight she was. Her
set included Gospel, a shot of
blues, a slice of jazz and of course her great
Motown classics. Backed up by an outstandingly
sharp four-piece group, including on keyboards
the Style Council’s Mick Talbot, she proved, as
they say, why she is still treading the boards.
Vocally she has lost nothing, her impassioned and
soulful voice is as fresh as the day she laid down
those classic records. Can she really be 68 years
old? She is well preserved.

A broken leg suffered in a challenge by
Blackpool's Emlyn Hughes in the league Cup on
the 6th October 1966 seriously curtailed his
progress. He returned from the injury to a new
manager Dave Sexton, who would often draft him
into playing in the midfield, but it is as a goal
scoring centre forward that he is best
remembered. He was up there with George Best
at his peak.

Kim in the eighties.
The true soul survivor dressed in
a dark full-length gown opens
with a raucous 'I Got What You
Need' and she sure had with her
next number, a favourite 'You're
Just The Kind Of Guy'. The
sixties irresistible flow continued
with 'Looking For The Right Guy'. The crowd were
absolutely buzzing now as the instant recognition
of her dance floor dream 'Helpless' rang out,
which glided along nicely to yester year.

In total Osgood made 380 appearances for
Chelsea, scoring 150 goals. He won a total of four
international caps for England and was a member
of the 1970 World Cup squad in Mexico, making
two appearances. He still remains the last player
to score in every round of the FA Cup.
In 1971 Osgood was part of the Chelsea team
that lifted the European Cup Winner’s Cup
defeating Real Madrid 2 - 1 in Athens, where he
scored Chelsea's second decisive goal.

She moves to the piano for 'I've Got Jesus' and a
compelling interpretation of Percy Mayfield's
'Please Send Me Someone To Love' which
dazzled all.

Following a disagreement with Dave Sexton,
Osgood, along with several other team mates,
was placed on the transfer list, being sold to
Southampton in March 1974, for a then club
record £275,000. During his time on the south
coast he won the FA Cup again in 1976, a 1 - 0
victory over Manchester Utd. He left Southampton
in November 1977, were he had scored 36 goals
in 157 games for the Saints. He also had a brief
loan spell with Norwich.

Back centre stage she recounts how, after a
recent near death experience involving an horrific
car accident, she was saved as God was on her
side and wanted her to survive to carry on singing
and doing God’s work. This leads into an uplifting
Gospel hoe down with lots of Hallelujahs and
Almightys. A nice laid back jazzy 'Stormy Monday'
followed before her biggest hit, 'It Takes Two'
being joined on stage by a rather talented
gentleman from the audience who had come
prepared with the words written down. Obviously
he was no Marvin Gaye but was the real deal on
this excellent rendition of the song.

Osgood returned to Chelsea in December 1978
following a stint in the US with the Philadelphia
Furies. On his return to the Bridge, the club were
in decline and facing a relegation battle. He again
scored on his debut to put the team ahead,
though Chelsea still lost 7 - 2 to Middlesborough.
He stayed with the club before retiring in
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20. Googie Rene

She continued to roll along happily, moving to her
smash hit 'Take Me In Your Arms (Rock Me A
Little While)' then finishing off a very enjoyable
show with the Vandella’s joyous 'Dancing In The
Street', a composition she apparently turned
down, silly girl. Tonight's show at a packed Café
was a real treat for soul fans. A marvellous night
of nostalgia.

Smokey Joe's La La
Atlantic 4076

ALBUMS
1. Various Artistes
2. Otis Redding
3. Various Artistes
4. The Four Tops
5. Various Artistes
6. Otis Redding

Solid gold soul
Atlantic 5048
Otis Blue
Atlantic 5041
The Sue story Vol 2 Sue 933
Four Tops second album
T Motown 11021
Saturday Night at the Uptown
Atlantic 5018
Soul Ballard's
Atlantic 5029

SOUL FOCUS Bits and bobs
Due to the amount of time it takes to research
Soul/ R&B released in the UK, it has been
temporally shelved and replaced by whatever...
RECORD MIRROR R&B CHARTS
Forty years ago. w/e 23 April 1966
SINGLES
1. Roy C

Shotgun Wedding

Island 273
7. The Miracles

Going to the Go-Go
T Motown 11024
8. James Brown
I Got You
Pye 8074
9. Booker T & the MG's
Soul Dressing
Atlantic 5047
10. B B King
Confessin' the Blues HMV 3514

SONGS THAT SING ABOUT SOUL 1.....
BUSTER AND EDDIE...Can't Be Still...Class 1518
Class is the name of the label and it sums up the
recording to a T
This is a straight ahead dance floor classic written
by Tommy and Eddie Williams.
"Everytime I hear soulful music, I can't be still,
I am like a man with ants in his pants, I can't be
still,
the feeling moves from my head down to my feet,
I can't be still,
cos I wanna dance, hip shakin mama when you
hear that soulful beat you can't be still"
A masterful production, drums, piano combine in
a non stop pounding beat that won't let up.

2. Phil Upchurch Combo
You can't sit down
Sue 4005
3. Isley Brothers
This old heart of mine
T Motown 555
4. Don Covey
Sookie Sookie
Atlantic 4078
5. The Temptations Get ready
T Motown 557
6. Otis Redding
Satisfaction
Atlantic 4080
7. Garnett Mimms
I'll take good care of you
U Artist 1130
8. The Four Tops
Shake me, wake me
T Motown 553
9. The Sharpees
Tired of being lonely
Stateside 495
10. Joe Tex
The love you save Atlantic 4081
11. Marvin Gaye
One more heartache
T Motown 552
12. The Markeys
Philly dog
Atlantic 4079
13. Little Mac
In the midnight hour
Atlantic import
14. Jimmy Smith
Got my mojo workingVerve 536
15. James Brown
I got you I feel good Pye 25350
16. Jerry Butler
Just for you
Sue 4009

17. Gene Chandler
18. Wilson Pickett
19. James Brown

HEMSBY SHOCK. Could soul be creeping onto
the menu? The VELOURS. In the late sixties they
reformed to tour the UK to take advantage of the
soul explosion happening here. On their arrival
they found themselves being billed as the
Fabulous Temptations and were expected to
imitate that group. In 1968 the group decided to
change their name to the Fantastics, becoming
regular visitors to the UK. They had around eleven
singles out on various labels, MGM, Deram, Bell
and Polydor, with the evergreen 'Something Old,
Something New', reaching the UK top ten in
March 1971. Members were Jerome Ramos, John
Cheetom, Donald Heywood and Richard Pitts.
Apart from Pitts they were all original members
who first recorded in 1956. I wonder how many of
these gentlemen will be at Hemsby?
The long awaited Spencer Wiggins CD, The
Goldwax Years, Kent 262, finally sees the light of
day on the 27th March

I'm just a fool for you
Stateside 500
634-5789
Atlantic 4072
The new breed
Philips 1481
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descriptions such as ‘The Silver Dagger’ as
“Shakespeare
goes
to
the
Appalachian
Mountains” and the Cheddar skeleton.
The presentation of the evening was that of a
conversation, as if chatting to a friend – ok, a
group of friends – 40ish; partly due to the venue
partly Chris’s personality. Which came shining
through particularly for me in ‘Hard’, which is a
song about his daughter’s first day at school; it’s
witty and beautifully cheeky with love; stunningly
honest from a dad’s point of view. Followed
shortly by the contemporary ballad of love set in a
chip shop which won Best New Song at the 2006
BBC Folk Awards. 'One in a Million', written by
Hugh Lupton and put to music by Chris, again,
was entertaining, touching and humorous in one
fell swoop. Indisputably deserving of the award,
it’s a shame the other nominations weren’t fulfilled
after a night such as Chris shared with us. So go
see him, buy his CDs and maybe even consider
one of his courses – going on his performance it
would be great fun.

Those of you who want more after Ms Lavette’s
exceptional live appearance last year, get another
chance to catch the great lady at the Jazz Café on
the 15th May 2006

Remember you're in safe soul
hands with....

SOULBOY

Daughters of Albion - The Barbican
A part of the Folk Britannia series of concerts.

Keep on keeping on







The Daughters of Albion were June Tabor, Norma
Waterson, Eliza Carthy, Kathryn Williams, Sheila
Chandra & Lou Rhodes, with a surprise
appearance from Vashti Bunyan. Far from being
enslaved and weeping as in the Blake poem, the
ladies were feisty and romantic, performing a
variety of songs, some from women composers
such as Lal Waterson, Kirsty MacColl and PJ
Harvey, some written themselves, and some
anonymous traditional songs from the women's
perspective.



FOLKING
AROUND…

Eliza Carthy was an excellent compere - she has
such a powerful, expressive voice and cheerful
stage presence. Hadn't seen Sheila Chandra
before - she used to be in a band called Monsoon
whom I'd vaguely heard of - but was very
impressed with her version of Reynardine.
Kathryn Williams was very heavily pregnant, and
did a rather breathy version of Kate Bush's 'This
Woman's Work' which is apparently about
childbirth. Lucky her waters DIDN'T break on
stage - that would have been embarrassing!

The pre-festival (exception being Cheltenham, of
course), post-Christmas season seems to have
snowballed. Momentum is gathering, and in the
wake of the winter tours and newly released
albums Easter approaches, burgeoning the new
festival season. In the meantime with the vigour of
the past months here are a few of this year’s gigs
and albums thus far…
Chris Wood - The Forge at The Anvil

June Tabor sang accompanied by the piano,
which I don't quite agree with - it's not a folk
instrument, not unless it's a badly-tuned pub
joanna! But enjoyed her version of Lili Marlene.
Norma Waterson was very good as well, nice to
see her enjoying duets with daughter Eliza. Lou
Rodes has a lovely deep voice, perhaps her
barefoot country-girl outfit was a bit out of place in
the concrete jungle that is Barbican! Vashti
Bunyan was a bit disappointing, she sounded
nervous and she made a mistake during her song,
coming in too early on one line. Perhaps she
needs to build confidence after her long break

Enter Chris Wood stage left…. Well, as he said, it
wasn’t quite that dramatic, but the vibrations of his
new £150 sexy guitar were! Entrance not quite so
extraordinaire was a precursor to an evening of
transcendent intimacy at the Forge in The Anvil,
Basingstoke. Chris made the evening fly starting
with John Barleycorn which set the scene as so
often the first song does for a relaxed and intimate
evening with some really classic folk songs and
some less classic, but equally folky in their story
telling, coupled with a vein of gentle intelligent
humour coursing through it all. Including
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from the music scene.

and Chris Leslie’s “Over the Falls”.

The concert had a great atmosphere - you could
see that the performers liked and supported each
other - and it was nice to feel the sisterly vibes
coming from the audience as well. The ladies got
a standing ovation at the end, well deserved too!

What worked really well for me on this tour was
the way Simon and Chris interacted vocally and I
don’t seem to remember this being so prominent
on previous tours. Ric Sanders was also on fine
from and his beautiful “Summer In December”
had the place breathless

Fairport Convention - The Anvil, Basingstoke,
Hampshire 3rd of February 2006

In short the chaps are musically in great shape
and if you’re able to I recommend that you go and
see them.
Show of Hands - Norden Farm
Show of Hands, if you don't know (and let's face it,
if you don't you must have been living in a cellar
somewhere) are Steve Knightley (songwriting,
vocals, guitar and mandocello) and Phil Beer
(vocals, fiddle and any other instrument you care
to mention!). They are superstars of the folk world
and play at sell-out gigs almost every night.

The Fairport Winter Tour has become as much a
pilgrimage for me as the summer jaunt to
Cropredy. With such a back catalogue of material
you never quite know what you’re going to get.
Previous WT’s have very much focused on the
extraordinary song writing talents of the “man for
all seasons”, Mr Chris Leslie. A lot of thought must
have gone into this year’s set list and it showed as
the songs and tunes knitted together nicely with
some real surprises like “Tam Lin”, “The Banks of
the Sweet Primroses” and “Red & Gold”

Steve and Phil gave yet another superb
performance at Norden Farm, and really seemed
to be enjoying themselves. Someone called Bill
heckled them for being late on stage, but they
seemed to know the guy so they took it in good
spirit. Apparently they have played more at
Norden Farm than anywhere else! It is a good
venue though, plenty of comfy sets and good
acoustics.

Supporting the Fairport’s was the versatile PJ
Wright. PJ has just released a new Album called
“Hedge of Sound”. Its good stuff and we’ll be
reviewing it soon on Folking.com. PJ’s set
featured some strong songs from the album like
“Wait for the Whistle to Blow” and “Random Acts
of Kindness”. It was interesting to hear the sound
striped down to just acoustic guitar rather than the
usual image of PJ strapped with electric guitar
and playing lead with Little Jonny England and the
Dylan Project

They played old favourites like 'Cousin Jack',
'Santiago', and Steve's dark take on 'Widdecombe
Fair'. They seem to have given up on the old ruse
Phil sneaking up on the audience with his fiddle,
but not Steve switching off the amplification and
relying on his powerful voice alone, and my
favourite at the moment, The Setting/Mary of
Dungloe. Steve also tried out a few new tunes, he
didn’t mention titles so I’m guessing 'Dreamers'
and 'Lost'. He has changed the lyrics of
'Dreamers' since my last Show of Hands concert,
but Steve likes to try out songs on the audience as
part of the writing process. 'Lost' was about Steve
visiting an attic where he finds everything he’s
ever lost. My other half liked this as he’s a bit of a
hoarder! 'Roots' was played as the encore, it’s a
great protest song, a rallying-cry for all us folkies
to defend our English culture.

PJ went out in style with the Fairport’s joining him
on stage for “Lily of Barbary” and I had to blink as
a Swashbuckling Johnny Depp briefly took to the
stage with sabre, only then to be replaced in an
instant by Chris Leslie on Mandolin.
Fairport kicked off with “Sir Patrick Spens”, which
got the whole place bottom shifting on their seats.
Other first half highlights for me were “Wait for the
Tide to come in”, the excellent “Banks of the
Sweet Primroses”, a bit of the old “Canny Capers”
and the welcome return of “Red and Gold”. The
boys were really tight and the sound was great
with Gerry’s percussion and Peggy’s bass under
pinning it all. The Anvil’s such a good venue,
especially if the sound is spot on and it was,
thanks to Fairport’s sixth member Rob Braviner.

If Steve and Phil are playing near you - better
book those tickets asap!

Song of the Travelling Daughter by Abigail
Washburn
You know the feeling you get when you meet your
first love and the only way you can express the
way you feel without tying up your tongue in
endless loops is to write it down… well it’s a
similar sensation I get when I listen to Abigail

The second half started with John Gaudie and
then the highlight of the night for me, Simon and
Chris singing Tam Lin. Other favourites were
Steve Tilston’s “Rocky Road”, “Western Wind”,
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Washburn “Song of the Travelling Daughter”. I
just had to put pen to paper to tell you all how
brilliant this album is.

ironic title for me (I have
an ex called Tom, who I
haven’t heard from
since
we
parted
company!) but tightens
the threads of the most
beautifully intricate of
music weaves. The
original
picture
is
stunning
and
now,
when you look more closely, there are more
elaborate details that you perhaps missed before.

When I get a new
album through I try not
to read the PR first.
This
way I
can
concentrate on the
music and the songs
and not the hype. I
instantly fell in love
with “Song of the
Travelling Daughter”
straight away. Its diversity of carefully chosen
material centres on a theme of transformation.
Washburn’s gorgeous evocative vocal and her
claw hammer banjo style turn tracks like
“Rockabye Dixie” and “Red & Blazing” into
anthems.

There are the hints and suggestions of different
styles in the album – a momentary oriental feel,
followed by a 1920’s resonance and, of course,
the Middle America sound. The album is a potted
history of the band; from Sally’s audition tape of
unaccompanied lullabies (All the Pretty Horses) to
the original demo of The Beautiful Sea, first time
playings, favourite covers (South Central Rain and
The Tennessee Waltz), extracts from Eveningland
and live recordings. A mix that is undisputedly
repeatedly listenable to. Haunting, melancholic,
Sally Ellyson’s hypnotic voice wistfully transcends
the present moment complimenting brilliant lyrics.
Backed by orchestral arrangements combined
with mandolin and evocative piano pieces this
creates a timeless album of art.

Abigail has said that she never set out to be a
professional singer-songwriter or even a person
that records music. Fate works in mysterious
ways as her life in this case was about to take a
new path. During a college summer trip to China
she found herself on stage in a smoke filled
Beijing club playing her banjo and singing old time
Appalachian mountain music in Chinese to a
packed house. A discovery of Chinese culture
followed which left a profound mark on her soul.

Freedom Fields by Seth Lakeman
On her return home to the States, she began to
examine the American culture which started a
journey that led her back to her traditional
American roots.

Devon’s
own
Seth
Lakeman, Mercury and
Radio 2 Folk Singer of the
Year nominee has his
long awaited follow up
album
to
Kitty
Jay
released on March 20th.
No one can deny that
former Equation founder
member Seth has a rare talent and is, quite
simply, a name to watch, he is nearing the top of
the tree.

The album features some top notch musicians.
The wonderful instrumental work of guitarist
Jordan McConnell (of The Duhks fame) underpins
many of the tracks. Likewise Ben Sollee’s cello,
Amanda Kowalski’s upright bass and the fiddle of
Casey Driessen are used to great effect.
Keyboard, accordion, national and steel guitar
make the perfect partners to Abi’s banjo and
vocal.

Kitty Jay was a hard album to follow, and
Freedom Fields, although trying very hard, might
not be the one to fly him to Mercury and Radio 2
next year.

Ben Sollee’s cello, and Washburn’s haunting
Chinese vocal on “The Lost Lamb” is simply
beautiful and is excellently contrasted against the
only other Chinese track from which the album
takes its name “Song of the Travelling Daughter”
which races away in time with a fast paced old
time Texas fiddle and bluegrass backdrop.

The album is fantastic, but doesn’t pack the punch
of Kitty Jay, live the band are excellent, but they
have changed some of the new songs from the
live versions, making tracks such as Riflemen at
War, Lady of the Sea and White Hare lose their
punchy sound of Seth’s violin. Having said that,
Take No Rogues is truly brilliant on the album as
is the excellent title track Freedom Fields. Band of
Gold and The Colliers are new tracks to me, most
excellent and very different. Seth did say to me
last year when he was putting the album together
that it seemed to be having a military feel towards
it, for no apparent reason. I noticed that last year

It’s a fabulous album with even a bit of Led
Zeppelin’s “Nobody’s Fault but Mine” thrown in for
good measure.
No Word from Tom by Hem
Everyone said that Eveningland had moved Hem
to the top of their game – consolidated their
sound. ‘No Word from Tom’ not only has a slightly
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Seth was singing on Riflemen a date of 1643, on
the album it is now 1653. Perhaps more research
has been done between live and recording?

I see them screech and swerve in my rear view
mirror.
Clothing manufacturers are less civilized these
days. Why else would they suddenly start labelling
a size 32 or 34 waist pair of trousers as 40 or 42?
Do they think no one notices that these things no
longer fit around the waist?

With such quality artists as Steve Knightley, John
Jones (Oysterband front man), Benji Kirkpatrick,
Sisters in law Cara Dillon and Kathryn Roberts on
this album, it has a quality of its own. Recorded
and mixed at the most famous kitchen on
Dartmoor at brother Sean’s place, who also plays
guitars on the album, then quality is assured. Seth
Lakeman
band
member’s
percussionist
extraordinaire Cormac Byrne (Uiscedwr) and
bassist and banjo player Ben Nicholls also strut
their stuff to make this album appeal to all.

The people who make bathroom scales are
pulling the same prank, but in reverse. Do they
think I actually "believe" the number I see on that
dial? HA! I would never let myself weigh that
much! Just who do these people think they're
fooling?
I'd like to call up someone in authority to report
what's going on - but the telephone company is in
on the conspiracy too: they've printed the phone
books in such small type that no one could ever
find a number in there!

A truly fabulous album that should be in every
Seth supporter’s collection.
Seth is on tour in the Spring and his dates and
album purchasing details can be found on
www.sethlakeman.co.uk He is also appearing as
support for Billy Bragg late Spring and has a busy
year ahead of him.









All I can do is pass along this warning: We are
under attack! Unless something drastic happens,
pretty soon everyone will have to suffer these
awful indignities.

LINS

Fats Domino Is Setting a Resilient Example
New York Times 28 Feb.
by John Parales

Waxo Wilko’s Tit Bits

NEW ORLEANS, Feb. 27 — Fats Domino starts
his first album since 1993 by singing, "All over the
country, people want to know/ whatever happened
to Fats Domino." It continues, "I'm alive and
kicking and I'm where I wanna be."

We Must Stop This Immediately!
Have you noticed that stairs are getting steeper,
groceries are heavier and everything is farther
away? Yesterday I walked to the corner and I was
dumbfounded to discover how long our street had
become!

That's the way he still feels about New Orleans,
although his house in the Lower Ninth Ward was
severely damaged by the flooding after Hurricane
Katrina. "As long as I'm in New Orleans, I'm not
away from home," he said in a rare interview at
the uptown club Tipitina's. He's living in a
suburban-style housing development in Harvey,
La., but he intends to rebuild his house and return
to the Ninth Ward as soon as he can. Asked
about the prospects for his city, the perpetually
optimistic Mr. Domino said, "Everything's gonna
be all right, I think."

And, you know, people are less considerate now,
especially the young ones. They speak in
whispers all the time! If you ask them to speak up
they just keep repeating themselves, endlessly
mouthing the same silent message until they're
red in the face! What do they think I am, a lip
reader?
I also think they are much younger than I was at
the same age. On the other hand, people my own
age are so much older than I am. I ran into an old
friend the other day and he has aged so much
that he didn't even recognize me.

"Alive and Kickin'," the title track of his new album,
may remind listeners of the image of Mr. Domino
being rescued by helicopter from his flooded
house on Sept. 1. But like the rest of the album,
which includes 11 songs Mr. Domino had never
recorded, it was actually made in 2000. (The
studio where it was recorded, Ultrasonic, is gone
since the flood.) After the hurricane, he said,
"everybody got interested in it."

I got to thinking about the poor guy while I was
combing my hair this morning, and in doing so, I
glanced at my own reflection... Well, REALLY
NOW- even mirrors are not made the way they
used to be!

The album is being released as a benefit for the
Tipitina's Foundation, which has aided New
Orleans musicians with everything from new
eyeglasses to more than $300,000 worth of new
instruments. available from tipitinasfoundation.org.

Another thing, everyone drives so fast these days!
You're risking life and limb if you happen to pull
onto the motorway in front of them.. All I can say
is, their brakes must wear out awfully fast, the way
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these tapes were the beginning of that process."

Mr. Dynamo passes rockabilly torch
Adam McDowell, National Post

Cash's dream finally comes true with the May
release of the two-CD set Personal File, compiled
by Geller and featuring forty-nine previously
unissued solo Cash tracks, half from July '73 and
the rest from similar, later House of Cash demos
made in the late Seventies and early Eighties.
Personal File arrives at a peak of posthumous
Cashmania, fueled by the success of the biopic
Walk the Line. The single-CD compilation, The
Legend of Johnny Cash, is selling more than
40,000 copies a week.

It wasn't easy getting through on the phone to
rockabilly pioneer Ronnie Hawkins this week. With
the word out that his concert at Massey Hall
tonight could be his last as headliner, countless
friends and acquaintances were hitting him up
with requests for tickets.
That Hawkins, who turns 70 on Jan. 10, is around
at all is something of a miracle; he left doctors
perplexed when he recovered from what they'd
told him in 2002 was terminal pancreatic cancer.
Still, while he's been able to play a few dates over
the past couple of years, Hawkins says the time
has come to submit to his physical condition.









Ken sees Charles get older

"It's been tough for the last four or five years. The
old body's shuttin' down," says the Alabama-born
musician in a southern drawl that has stuck with
him through his 47 years in Southern Ontario.
Hawkins's trademark onstage acrobatics, which
earned him the nickname "Mr. Dynamo" early in
his career, are no more. "I'm afraid if I took all the
weight off one leg, the other would snap in three
places. I'm sitting on a stool these days."
At the end of a career that saw a wild young man
bring rockabilly north when he moved to chilly
1950s Toronto, there are many who want to see
Hawkins's swan song despite his new limitations.
Johnny Cash basement tapes to be issued
Date: Sat, 04 Mar 2006

What a great night and all thanks to Keith Woods
yet again, what a superman eh? As you
remember Charles should have had his party at
Keith's TFTW King & Queen meet-up in
December. However Keith managed to arrange it
that the party should be deferred. Hence although
we did not get to see Charles’ piano teacher in
action, or Chuck Baker's Vegas show, or even
devour the £300 worth of the pub's sandwiches,
we got Surrey's Rock’n’Roll capital (Little Woking)
providing the storming rockin' and pounding piano
lady - the great Linda Gail Lewis with an excellent
back-up band - Some Like It Hot.

Revelatory, stripped-down tapes from the early
1970s discovered in archive In July 1973, Johnny
Cash spent several days in the studio at his
House of Cash offices in Hendersonville,
Tennessee, recording songs and telling tales with
just an acoustic guitar and his virile craggy
baritone. He sang Tin Pan Alley hits, traditional
folk and gospel tunes, new originals and favorite
covers by the Louvin Brothers and Johnny Horton,
among others. He recited poetry and reminisced
about his teenage job as a water boy on a riverdredging crew and the hours he spent glued to the
radio, loving and learning the very songs he sang
in these sessions.

The fancy dress request was well represented
with the local hire shops moving all the drapes,
hooped skirts, cowboy and redskin gear. Really
novel to see the real Teds wearing casual slacks
and tweeds as their fancy dress. I note that
neither Keith Woods nor Ian McNeil wore their
drapes, electing to wear casual fancy dress.

But Cash, who died in September 2003, never
issued any of these intimate performances. The
tapes were shelved at House of Cash, where they
sat forgotten and undisturbed until 2004, when his
son John Carter Cash asked Steve Berkowitz,
senior vice president of A&R at Legacy
Recordings, Sony BMG's reissue imprint, and
producer Gregg Geller for help in cataloging the
hundreds of reels stored at the Hendersonville
office. "Periodically, I would come across a white
tape box with the House of Cash label on it that
said 'Johnny Cash, Personal File,'" says Geller.
"My sense is he had a concept album in mind, and

Wouldn’t it be magnificent if the 100 plus who
supported the party could make a few R’n'R gigs?
I trust promoter Keith Woods took advantage on
the night. Well done Charles, great party, great
atmosphere. Cheers, Ken,
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slow blues, and the set concluded with a New
Orleans medley comprising “Goin’ to the Mardi
Gras”, “I Miss My Gal More Than I Miss New
Orleans”, and, inevitably, “House Of The Rising
Sun”.

For the encore, he sang “Spill the Wine” from the
American period, returned to his Bo Diddley roots
for “Before You Accuse Me”, and finished with a
good version of “River Deep Mountain High”. Eric
Burdon in 2006 is performing as well as at any
time in his career.

Eric Burdon and the
Animals at the Jazz Café
Monday 13th March 2006

The support act, a trio led by guitarist Mark Buck,
performed a jazzy set which included a variety of
songs ranging from Buffalo Springfield’s “For
What It’s Worth” to BB King’s “Every Day I Have
The Blues”.

Eric Burdon was one of the finest voices of the
British blues boom of the ‘60s, and tonight at the
Jazz Café, in the first of two nights at the venue,
he showed that he has lost none of his power.
The current version of the Animals consists of Eric
McFadden on guitar, Red Young on keyboards,
Paula O’Rourke on bass, and Wally Ingram on
drums, and the group provided a solid basis for
the vocalist’s work.

A Dingo Howls Down Under
I didn’t expect to hear much blues on my recent
trip to Australia. There is a blues following there,
but the purpose of the trip was to visit family and
catch up with old friends. I certainly never
expected to hear a genuine US bluesman in a
sleepy Ipswich suburb. But that is exactly what
Wiley Reed is, a Florida-born singer/pianist who
came to Australia in the ‘60s to entertain
American troops on R&R leave from Vietnam, and
decided to stay.

Burdon plays infrequently in London these days –
his last gig was at the same venue around a year
ago – and clearly was an occasion for a sell-out
crowd of devoted followers. He started off perched
on a stool, but spent most of the gig prowling
around the tiny stage. The set opened with Nina
Simone’s “Don’t Let Me Be Misunderstood”, an
early hit of the original Animals. From the same
period came a version of the first major hit for the
original Animals – “Baby Let Me Follow You
Down” (recorded by them as “Baby Let Me Take
You Home”), a song they learned from a Bob
Dylan LP. “I Put A Spell On You”, another song
associated with Nina Simone was the first solo
release by Alan Price when he left the original
Animals, and here Burdon did a good strong
version of the song.
From his US west coast “psychedelic” phase
came “Monterey”, Burdon’s impressions of the
1967 rock festival. To bring things up to date, we
got “Soul Of A Man”, the title song of the new CD,
where Burdon was joined on vocals by the
bassist. The most popular song of the evening
was “We’ve Gotta Get Out Of This Place”, with
the audience singing along lustily on the chorus. A
condemnation of the response by US authorities
to the hurricane Katrina led into a version of
Leadbelly’s “I Ain’t Goin’ Back To That Red Cross
Store”. “Slow Moving Train” was a piano-based

Goodna is about halfway between Brisbane and
Ipswich, and the Royal Mail pub is on the old main
road between the two cities, in a quiet part of the
suburb now cut off by the motorway. Landlord
Andrew brings in blues, rockabilly and folk
performers to entertain his customers, and Wiley
Reed fronts regular jam sessions there. On a
rainy Monday afternoon (yes, they do have rainy
days there, but the temperature was around 30),
the bluesman went through a varied selection of
songs by John Lee Hooker (“One Bourbon, One
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Scotch and One Beer”), Big Joe Turner (“Flip Flop
and Fly”, “Shake Rattle and Roll”), everybody
(“Sweet Home Chicago”), Howlin’ Wolf (“Little Red
Rooster”) and Jimmy Witherspoon (“Ain’t
Nobody’s Business”). He can also turn his hand
to soul music, like Ray Charles’ “What’d I Say”
and Otis Redding’s “Dock Of The Bay”. When a
customer asked for something by Sam Cooke, he
played 4 or 5 Cooke songs during the 3-hour set.

Kenny Barron at Ronnie Scott’s –
1 March 2006
The penultimate week before the short term
closure of Ronnie’s for refurbishment saw the
welcome appearance of that Rolls Royce of
pianists, Kenny Barron in a trio with Kyoshi
Kitagawa (bass) and Ben Riley (drums).

During Ray Charles’ “Georgia”, a female
bartender joined in on gospelly backing vocals.
She was surprisingly good, and she told me later
that she has sung professionally, most notably
touring with tribute band The Australian Pink
Floyd.

Like so many before and since, Philadelphia-born
Kenny Barron moved to New York in 1961 to build
a career in jazz. In a short space of time he was
playing and recording with many top names,
notably Dizzy Gillespie and also Freddie Hubbard.
In 1973 he became a Professor of Music at
Rutgers University, a position he held until 2000.
On the playing front, he spent time in groups led
by Yusef Lateef (1971 –1975) and Ron Carter
(1976 – 1980). In the early 1980s he was a
founder member of the Thelonious Monk
repertory
band,
Sphere,
which continued until Charlie
Rouse’s death in 1988. He
joined Stan Getz in 1986 and
remained the great man’s
pianist until his death in 1992.

Wiley’s repertoire is impressive, and he managed
to perform just about anything requested. If he
could not remember all the lyrics, he would
improvise; he could also play non-blues material
like “Knockin’ On Heaven’s Door” and “All Along
The Watchtower”. I thoroughly enjoyed his set, so
much that I went and saw him the following week.
*

**

*

A very different style of Aussie blues is Hat Fitz
and Itchy. Hat Fitz is Australian-born Darren
Fitzpatrick, who developed a love of Muddy
Waters and Chuck Berry from his musician father,
he also likes bluegrass, Irish jigs and reels and
ragtime. On stage he plays percussive guitar in a
way that reminded me of Bukka White, and is
influenced by Mississippi hill country music from
bluesmen like Fred McDowell.

Born in Japan, Kiyoshi Kitagawa is an example of
the international nature of jazz and he also came
to New York to further his career. Prior to linking
up with Kenny Barron, he played in the Harper
Brothers band and also with Kenny Garrett.
Savannah, Georgia was the birth place of Ben
Riley. He began working with the top names in
1956 and was part of Thelonious Monk’s group
between 1964 and 1967. He was also a founder
member of Sphere and has worked on and off
with Kenny Barron ever since.
This was a night of jazz of the highest order with
sumptuously lyrical piano playing from Kenny
Barron aided and abetted by Kyoshi Kitagawa and
Ben Riley who provided contributions of both
melodic and rhythmic strength.

His accompanist Itchy (Tony Eisentrager) plays
drums. I saw them again at the Royal Mail (I
guess I did spend a lot of my time there), where
they played songs like “Shake ‘Em On Down” and
“Crawlin’ Kingsnake”, plus some of their own
songs. Very loud and raw, a sort of Aussie
equivalent of Fat Possum music.
Website http://www.hatfitz.net
*

**

Kenny Barron’s absolute command in the
exposition of ballads with thoughtful and neverending ideas was amply demonstrated on
Embraceable You and The Very Thought Of You.
His own compositions, the atmospheric and
unspoilt Cook’s Bay and the beautiful Nikara’s
Song (written for his granddaughter when she was
8 or 9), compared favourably with any of the
standards on display. And when the mood took
him, he showed he could put his foot down, as on
an up-tempo version of I’m Confessing That I
Love You which broke into some atypical stride
piano.

*

The latest stage musical in Australia is “Dusty”
(based not on country hero Slim Dusty, but on
songstress Dusty Springfield). Expect to see it in
the West End here in the near future.
Alan Lloyd
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The number which ended the night was Kenny’s
tribute to ‘one of my favourite composers’
(Thelonius Monk) and was aptly titled The Only
One. Its main influence was Well You Needn’t and
re-affirmed his reputation as one of the best
performers of Monk music extant.

formed his own group, Twennynine, in 1979. He
too has played in bop formations.
Victor Bailey, the youngest member of the trio,
came to fame when he replaced Jaco Pastorius in
Weather Report in 1982, remaining until the
dissolution of the group in 1986. In the 1990s he
was a member of Steps Ahead and later joined up
with Joe Zawinul. One interesting fact is that his
father is Morris Bailey, a songwriter who has had
his songs recorded by Patti LaBelle, The
Stylistics, Blue Magic, The Spinners, Harold
Melvin and the Blue Notes, and Nina Simone
amongst others.

The support was a group called the Post Modern
Jazz Quartet. It was led by Gerard Presencer
(flugelhorn), the other members being Phil
Robson (electric guitar), Phil Donkin (bass) and
Gene Calderazzo (drums).
Also on stage was the artist, Mark Rowan Hull,
whom I had mistakenly thought had arrived early
to commence painting and decorating. Whatever
the quality of the canvasses he produced on the
night; it was at times visually distracting.

Listening to Larry Coryell begin the first number
alone, one could be forgiven for failing to
anticipate the amount of energy these
experienced musicians were about to generate.
In the ‘rock world’ they would have been
described as a ‘power trio’ (think Cream) as they
filled the Jazz Café with a density of sound
sometimes not achieved by much larger units.

Gerard Presencer, yet another to pass through
NYJO’s ranks, maintained a warm mellifluous
tone throughout and the rest of the band, all
accomplished
musicians,
gave
valuable
contributions to the whole.

Also impressive was the level integration they
achieved whilst all appearing to be jamming at the
same time. As a Larry Coryell solo ended, the
switch to Lenny White’s solo was seamless.

The variety of the songwriting skills of Gerard
Presencer played a major part. The sombre
beauty of Ballad or Tango of the Misunderstood
hinted at the sparseness of a Spanish landscape
complete with Andalucian echo.
With the Monk medley of Misterioso and I Mean
You, the ‘sound’ of the band altered with Gene
Calderazzo dominating. It may seem strange that
so many jazz musicians take on the compositions
of that most idiosyncratic of pianists. Some fail
but those that don’t find Monk music playing them.

With Victor Bailey and Lenny White as the rhythm
section, the music was highly danceable as well.
The only respite came when Larry took up his
acoustic guitar for two numbers including Theme
from Black Orpheus.
Otherwise it was a
relentless menu of jazz-rock with Lowblow, Black
Dog (Led Zeppelin) and Wolfbane all coming from
the above-mentioned album.

Larry Coryell, Lenny White and Victor
Bailey at the Jazz Café –
30 January 2006

The encore (also from the album) was a jazzfusion-blues-rock version of Born Under A Bad
Sign which would have had Albert King’s pipe
spinning between his lips.

This was an evening when three maestri of jazz
rock/fusion, Larry Coryell (guitar), Lenny White
(drums) and Victor Bailey (electric bass),
appeared on the back of their recent album
Electric.

Bheki Mseleku at the Jazz Café –
8 February 2006
This hastily arranged gig may have attracted only
those with their ears to the ground but those who
attended were mightily glad they did.

Larry Coryell was born in Galveston, Texas and
moved to New York where he joined Chico
Hamilton in1965. He later found fame in the Gary
Burton Quartet (1968 – 1968) before joining the
jazz-rock group Foreplay and then forming his
own band, Eleventh House in 1973. The 1980s
saw him playing bop and he has continued to vary
his styles up to the present day.

South African, Bheki Mseleku came to the
attention of the jazz fraternity in the 1980s when
he toured and settled in London. Whilst he did not
record until 1991, there were numerous
opportunities to catch him live although judging by
the lack of recent sightings he has not been living
here for sometime.

Lenny White, actually Lenny White III (is it only
North American parents or British monarchs who
have no imagination when naming their
offspring?), was born in New York and made his
name in 1969 with Miles Davis, appearing on the
seminal Bitches Brew album. He was drummer in
Return To Forever between 1973 and 1976 and

The evening began with Bheki at the piano and a
wistfully-sung All The Things You Are by his niece,
Demi. As she left the stage, he was joined by
Byron Wallen (trumpet), Gareth Lockrane (flute),
Simon Thorpe (bass) and Winston Clifford
(drums). This group then set about supplying the
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audience with more than an hour and a half of
some exciting post-bop music.

Dance Crusher which brought my first gig of 2006
to an end. And as I departed, the music still
playing in my head, I thought to myself ‘The rest of
the year is going to have a lot to live up to’.
Dave Carroll

Byron Wallen was absolutely comfortable in the
genre, turning in stirring solos, where he would
bend his knees and raise the angle of his trumpet,
his fingers a blur. Gareth Lockrane, last seen a
few years ago (by the Junction) when an
outstanding soloist in NYJO, demonstrated the
progress he has made by assuming his role in this
company with easy aplomb. And Winston Clifford
and Simon Thorpe formed a powerful rhythm
section to drive them all along.









Middlesex Rocks Again
Strange that when I was working in London and
living in Enfield, I considered myself a Londoner,
now I am retired and still living in Enfield “I go up
to London”.

The leader was generous with the opportunities
granted to the members but it was his melodic
and
swinging
playing,
augmented
by
characteristically Tyneresque block chords, which
set the tone. The piano trio interlude showed a
stronger blend of his South African influences and
contrasted nicely with the rest of the programme.
Any hints that there may have been of this not
being a regular grouping, were forgotten by the
time of the last number, Giant Steps, which was a
rousing finale.

Anyway, more importantly the good news is that
the Rock’n’Roll clientele of the now defunct
Enfield establishments - Townhouse, Rifles and
Tennessee Club - have found new Enfield
premises at the Holtwhites Sports and Social
Club. Located a mere 15 minutes walk from me, it
is therefore virtually impossible for anybody to
public transport in from outside of the area; great
news since flares, Moroccan hats, Essex and
Kentish accents are strictly taboo in this den of
Rock’n’Roll iniquity. If however you do try, you
need Enfield Chase or Gordon Hill main line
stations out of Kings X.

REGGAE
IRREGULAR

Terry Hooper, late of the Townhouse, runs this
monthly club (and the whole sporting complex as
the day job). Although “Holtwhites Sport & social
Club” runs nicely off the tongue, “Hoopers”
visualises a more mean collars up, velvet trim
drape joint, so in my personal gig guide “Hoopers”
it is. First Monday in the month is the important
date, and I attended the opening night with my
partner to sample some of the delicious exotic
delights created by Bert ex Cooksies of Dalston.
Aah apologies, I got mixed up with a UK Rock
special assignment and feature on Pie & Mash
shops in Ponders End.

Alton Ellis at the Jazz Café – 5 January
2006
The first gig of the year for me was a trip to the
Jazz Café to witness the appearance of Alton Ellis
and a performance of compelling quality.
This was in no small way down to his the excellent
band the Altones lead by Clifton Morison on
keyboards and including guitar, bass, drums, sax
and trumpet plus backing singer.
The only
negative was that (to my ears anyway) the horns
were ‘mic’ed too low.
Dressed in white suit, white hat and crimson shirt,
Alton launched into Rock Steady as if meeting a
dear friend. He continued in the same vein with
enthusiastic reminiscences of his Studio One and
Treasure Isle catalogue.
Girl I’ve Got A Date, Tyrone Davis’ Can I Change
My Mind, I’m Still In Love With You and Breaking
Up were just a few of the numbers which had the
audience dancing and singing along. Hat and
jacket were soon discarded by Alton whose
energy on stage belied a man who first recorded
in 1957.

So again – first Monday in the Month is the diary
date, and I attended the opening night in February
with Tony Wilkinson’s birthday band, The
Avengers. The capacity of the room is 120 but I
counted at least 100 in attendance, and there
seemed to be bags of extra room. Large bar, no
idea of beer prices but the coca cola I invested in
was not unreasonable. Low ceiling and a large

For his encore he started off with a sedate La La
Means I Love You calling on Winston Francis and
Denis Alcapone on stage to add their brief
cameos to the proceedings. Eventually it was
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stage with plenty of tables around the dance floor,
and not surprisingly a lot of dancing on the night. 8
pm – 11.30pm and £6 to enter, but more
expensive when Charlie Gracie visits on Oct 2 and
Linda Gail Lewis hopefully in December. A very
friendly venue and I have no doubt this will be a
successful venture, best of luck to Terry.

Gerard MC’d the show, and explained the
logistical nightmare which occurred when on
arrival into the UK Mr. and Mrs. Wallace and Jody
Coleman were re-routed from Gatwick airport to
Birmingham. This left no time for rehearsals, just
the sound check; however by the time the trim
looking and affable Wallace had finished the first
two or three numbers, it was obvious that he was
going to hold the audience in the palms of his
hands. Oozing southern charm (b: 1936
Morristown, Tennessee) and wise cracking with
the band and audience, Wallace made sure this
was never going to be a sophisticated set. Several
tunes needed a prior discussion with the band,
with one or two false starts but really it just added
to the intimate charm of the evening.

For those anoraks interested: first half Promised
Land, Hello Josephine, She Walked Right In,
Honey Don't, Tears On My Pillow, Rock’n’Roll
Dance (Lloyd Price), Mess Of Blues, You Never
Can Tell, Be My Guest, Sugaree, Sweet Sweet
Girl (vocal by the guitarist), Got My Sights On
Somebody New (Roddy Jackson taster for
Hemsby!), Cherokee Boogie.
Second half: The Walk, Matchbox (great), Lipstick
Powder & Paint, Lonely Blue Boy, Roberta, You
Talk Too Much, Let It Rock (vocal by the
guitarman, gourmet licks), Ain't It/That A Shame,
Rocky Road Blues (even more brilliant if there had
been a piano), Train Kept A Rollin' (probably the
only true rockabilly, slurpin' guitar), Buona Sera,
Say Yeah, Jump Jive & Wail. Encore: We Wanna
Boogie (vocal guitarman), Real Gone Lover.
Ken Major







So, who is Wallace Coleman? It was radio station
WLAC, Nashville cascading the blues, with Sonny
Boy, The Wolf, Little Walter and Jimmy Reed
wailing their stuff night after night which inspired
Wallace to purchase his first harmonica. Later it
must have been musical heaven when, in 1956,
Wallace moved to Cleveland, Ohio and befriended
many of the travelling bluesmen, including Muddy
Waters and Elmore James.



If you were familiar with any of the above
mentioned artists, on stage in the ballroom you
would be recognizing Wallace’s interpretations of
“Had My Fun” aka “Going Down Slow”, “Juke”,
“Cause Of It All” and “Who’s Been Talking”.

Wallace Coleman at the
Stamford Arts Centre, Lincs.
17.3.06

An artist featuring very importantly in Wallace’s
life was and is Robert Jnr Lockwood. (See my
TFTW article on Lockwood at the 2005
Ponderosa Stomp). Whilst Wallace was working
at a local bakery and playing during the breaks,
another blues legend, Guitar Slim, got to hear
Wallace and offered him a regular
gig at the Cascade Lounge.
Robert Jnr Lockwood who lived
nearby, then offered Wallace a
position in his band. Wallace did
not take this up until he retired
from the bakery in 1987, and
remained with Robert Jnr until
1997; although a year previously
he had started the Wallace
Coleman Blues Band when he cut
his first CD on Fishhead Records.

A few months ago, Guildford’s soul expert, Dave
Williams, phoned me to suggest a meeting
between blues enthusiast Gerard Hoffman and
TFTW, with the view to bring American blues and
soul blues artists to London. Over
the last 12 months Gerard has
rekindled his previous interest as
a blues promoter by holding
several American blues gigs in or
near the beautiful Lincolnshire
town of Stamford. That meeting
took place on the night Wallace
Coleman played the Stamford
Arts Centre, and as per my recent
TFTW email we can now all look
forward to more TFTW blues gigs
in the capital.

Back on stage and Wallace paid
homage to his 92-year-old blues
veteran friend with “Mean Red
Spider” (from Wallace’s latest CD
“The Bad Weather Blues) plus
“Take A Little Walk”, and also to
Lockwood’s
stepfather,
the
legendary Robert Johnson, with “Key To The
Highway”. Often stooping with elbows flapping,
Wallace drained some near impossible notes from
his harmonicas, and with a “Let’s do it Chicago

I expect Wallace has played
some fine venues in the States,
but I doubt if many could have
come finer than the ballroom in
the Arts Centre. With huge
chandeliers, gilt edged mirrors
and ornate architraves and covings this is a
stately ballroom by any other name, I missed the
opportunity to have kidded Wallace that in the
fens country this is considered merely a juke-joint!
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Style”, stepped off the stage and paced up and
down in front of the enthusiastic audience. By this
time the audience did not need any prompting to
clap with the rhythm, and if we were not seated
politely in neat rows I am sure many would have
been rockin’ their socks off stage-side.

Champion Jack Dupree (518518-2) which yielded
two albums issued on the legendary blues label
(“When You Feel The Feeling You Were Feeling”
cut
in
London
in
April
1968,
and
“Scoobydoobydoo”, again recorded in London, in
February
1969);
also
present are a few unissued
cuts from these studio
sessions
plus
some
excerpts from a live gig at
the
Angel
Hotel,
in
Godalming, Surrey, held
on June 1st, 1969. All told,
there’s a mixture of solo
and band performances (and the latter have the
likes of Stan Webb, Alan Skidmore and Mick
Taylor on these) and personally I prefer Jack
alone, unspoilt and entertaining. It’s worthy of your
attention, though.

A few nice song surprises included Jimmie
Rogers’ “My Last Meal”, a very funny “Big Dog
Blues” written by Wallace (both from the CD “Live
At Joe’s”), and some great blues material penned
by the delectable and talented Jody Getz
Coleman, including “Sugar To Shame” (from
Wallace’s own label “Pinto Blues Music” CD
“Stretch My Money”) and “Old Fashioned Guy”,
“Better Way To Live”, “Pretty All Over” (all from
the Bad Weather CD).
I guess another 15 or so numbers echoed around
the hall, mostly plucked from Wallace’s CDs, and
why not? Perhaps “Mojo” could be considered a
bit of a cliché to finish the show, but this was a
driving version with most clapping and joining in
the vocals.

As is Little Freddie
King’s release on Fat
Possum (FP 1022-2)
entitled “You Don’t Know
What I Know”, which
contains
some
fine
downhome Excello-style
blues, standouts for me
being “Walkin’ With
Freddie”, which is an adaptation of either Frankie
Lee Sims’ ”Walkin’ With Frankie”, or John Fred’s
“Boogie Chillun”, you takes yer choice. Another
cracker is the “Chicken Dance”, a neat little
mover. One of the finest in the Fat Possum
inventory.

Not an easy night for the band (Jeremy Watson
lead guitar, Bruno rhythm guitar, Rex Gates bass,
Rick Hudson drums), with the lead guitar having
to forgo his soul blues licks for something more
down home, and Wallace having to act out as
musical director a few times. Big Joe Louis who
was in the audience had driven across from South
London and I am sure he would have wanted to
be up there on stage. Nice to see many of
Wallace’s CDs being sold on the night,
Catch the charming Colemans next time around,
and lobby Keith for a London venue, but make
sure it is dripping ermine and gold, Wallace will
have none other!
Ken Major







Guitarman Wild Jimmy
Spruill is the solo-taker
on Wilbert Harrison’s
“Kansas City” and it
turned out that he cut
some hot solo sides of
his own, practically all
of which are featured
on
“Scratch’n’Twist”,
on Night Train NTICD
7150) There are some neat instrumentals (one of
which is a stonking cover of Lonnie Mack’s
“Memphis” and on other songs Spruill shows
himself to be a vocalist of great potency. A musthave for those who like their R&B torrid.



C.D. REVIEWS
Hard Rock Bunter, a.k.a. Brian Clark) with a look at

For those who are unable or unwilling to shell the
three-figure sum required for the recently-issued
Bear Family box set, Warners have belatedly
issued the follow-ups to the excellent 2-on-1’s of
the Everly Brothers’ first four albums for Warner
Brothers
unleashed
back
in
2001.
”Rock’n’Soul”/”Beat’n’Soul”, ”Greatest Country
Hits”/”Gone Gone Gone” are currently available
and are good, but I’ll train the spotlight on the third
release, ”From Nashville To Hollywood” (504675829-2). This is a collection consisting solely of
odds and ends (whereas the others are two

Hi folks! Here’s a look at a few crackers I’ve
recently picked up that have been issued in the
last year or so and carry my unreserved
recommendation. First some blues goodies, and a
few months back Columbia issued a double CD of
the complete Blue Horizon recordings by
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albums with bonus tracks appropriate to the time
period) including a few alternate takes here and
there. I always liked the Top 20 hit from 1962, ”No
One Can Make My Sunshine Smile” and there’s
an interesting alternate take of it there. No outand-out Rock’n’Roll on here (‘cept maybe
“Muskrat”) but high quality stuff all the same.
However, beware of “The Sheik Of Araby”.

THE (FIRST TWO)
WATER RATS GIGS

Doo-woppers will drool over the Olympics’ release
on Acrobat entitled “Arvee Singles Plus” (ACMCD
4055) containing as it does 27 tracks from their
period with the Arvee label, twixt 1959 and ’63,
plus a few tracks that only surfaced on albums.
Really, apart from “Western Movies”, it practically
amounts to a “Greatest Hits” collection; there is
“Baby Hully Gully”, “Big Boy Pete”, “Wish I Could
Shimmy Like My Sister Kate”, ”Private Eye”, and
many more. A mid-price release is this, so pick
yourself up a real bargain.

Heads went down with the
sudden withdrawal of the show’s
intended
bill-topper
Chas
McDevitt, but Keith’s initial foray
into the undeniably risky world of
promoting shows was generally
adjudged to be a success by
practically all who attended, and
there were more attendees than
© Paul Harris
had been anticipated; in fact, the
music room of the Water Rats
pub, in Kings Cross, was fairly heaving as most of
the advertised acts strutted their stuff. Both
members of skiffle outfits in the mid-late ’50’s,
Ralph Edwards and John Hills warmed things up
well in their allocated 15 minutes; they were
followed by the London Philharmonic Skiffle
Orchestra who, though technically great
musicians,
tended
to
lean
toward
a
country/bluegrass feel in their overall sound with
slightly over- elaborate arrangements. Good
visually, though.

(through my eyes)

“50 Years Of Skiffle”
(January 28, 2006)

Also invest in the Royals’ “Federal Singles” on
Ace CDCHD 1054). This group’s earliest sides
had Charles Sutton as lead, and by 1953 young
Hank Ballard had taken over as frontman, taking
the group to the top of the R&B charts with things
like “Get It” and “Work With Me Annie” (an
alternate take is included here). The group
metamorphosed into the Midnighters, scoring
many hits for Syd Nathan’s labels, first Federal,
then the major King.
Speaking of Ace, “a vital purchase” is the best
way to describe the “Best Of Eugene Church”, on
CDCHD 1067. It contains in its 26 tracks all the
recordings cut for Leon Rene’s Class label
(“Pretty Girls Everywhere”, “Miami” and others)
both sides of his 1960 single for Rendezvous, the
tracks he participated on as part of the Cliques,
plus all his material cut for King between 1961-63.
I couldn’t wait to pick up this little beauty once it
was announced, and having bought it, I wasn’t
disappointed. Neither will you be.

© Paul Harris

There was also a nice contribution from attractive
youngster Nicola Sipprell for whom a bright future
is surely predicted. The first of the “name’ acts
then took the stage, a tribute to the City Ramblers
skiffle group led by the late Russell Quaye that

Delbert McClinton’s newest album, “Cost Of
Living” (New West NW 6079) has a lack of horns
and favours a small group in terms of
accompaniment but bears the typical McClinton
hallmark of quality. It’s all great stuff but I
particularly loved the rockers in the set like “Two
Step You” and, especially, “Dead Wrong”.

© Paul Harris

Lastly, the Viper label based in Liverpool have just
issued Volume Two in their series “Out There;
Wild and Wondrous Roots Of Rock’n’Roll”. The
CD’s 20 tracks encompass country (Hank
Williams, Chet Atkins, Little Jimmy Dickens),
country blues, (Son House) rhythm’n’blues, (Louis
Jordan, Johnny ”Guitar” Watson, Dirty Red), world
music (Huichol Tribe) and gospel(Rev. Edward W.
Clayton). Available on Viper CD 033, this volume
and its predecessor are well worth checking out.
Well, that’s all for this edition, see you next time!

went under the name City Ramblers Revival.
Comprising original member (and Mrs. Russell
Quaye) Hylda Sims, plus Mark Abraham and
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washboard player for the
Vipers, John Pilgrim, they did
an excellent quarter of an
hour’s worth, with things like
Leadbelly’s “On A Monday” and
“Goodnight Irene” and a song
that
seemed
to
become
associated with the Ramblers in
the golden era, so to speak, the
© Paul Harris
jazzy
“Boodle-Am
Shake”.
Hylda remains an engaging
singer and guitarist, and Pilgrim surely earns the
title of King Washboard. Great stuff.

© Paul Harris

Following a likeable set by Rick Hardy (a member
of the Rick Richards Skiffle Group and later The
Worried Men who among their number included
Terry Nelhams who of course became Adam
Faith) it was great to see Vince Eager in the
house tonight, and he well recreated the sound of
the skiffle group that he led nearly half a century
ago, the Vagabonds. “Puttin’ On the Style” and
“Midnight Special” were well performed but best of
all was a delicious take on Dickie Bishop’s “No
Other Baby”.
© Paul Harris

© Paul Harris

As were Eastside, who are led by Ken Cook, who
in the latter half of the ‘50s was a member of the
Cleveland Skiffle Group. I had previously seen
and enjoyed this group at a pub gig in Hatfield
Peveral, and as with that show they gave the
audience exactly what was wanted; some
genuine, authentic skiffle played with heart and
spirit. Lead singer and guitarist Ken has just
enough of the Donegan sound voice-wise to keep
the punters happy, and with songs like “Doin’ My
Time”, “Streamline Train”, “Grand Coulee Dam”,
“Wreck Of The Old’97”, a medley of “This Train”
and “Mule Skinner Blues”, and “Dead Or Alive”
(thanks lads, it’s a favourite!), there was nary a
worried man (or woman) in the house.

© Paul Harris

© Paul Harris

The show closed with a few tunes from the band
from the successful West End musical “Lonnie D.The Musical” led by Lonnie’s son, Peter Donegan,
and the band’s razor-sharp tightness had provided
a huge contrast (probably too huge for some)
from all that which had gone before. All in all,
against the odds, the show was a huge success,
and, fingers crossed, there could be a “51 Years
Of Skiffle”.

Once the richly-deserved applause died away, the
guys stayed onstage to accompany the one and
only Wee Willie Harris who, as a skiffler, went out
under the name of Steve Murray, and he reverted
to the Murray persona for tonight. Now 73,
Willie/Steve showed in his set why not only he is a
true professional through and through but how
adept he is at handling skiffle material, which here
included “Jesse James”, “Greenback Dollar”, and
“Tom Dooley”. He received a great ovation, and it
has to be said that Eastside did a sterling job as
back-up.

Marketing Manager
Ken Major, Rick
Hardy and the one
and
only
Keith
‘Hats’
Woods,
looking forward to
the Skiffle night
back in December
2005.
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celebration of or a tribute to the great rockin’
rhythm’n’blues shouters of the ‘50s, such as Larry
Williams, Screamin’ Jay Hawkins and Esquerita;
Whitfield is clearly the heir apparent. His show at
last year’s Ponderosa Stomp rates as one of my
fave all-time rockin’ shows and tonight, with the
Hemsby
Houseband
(the
Houserockers
augmented by Dave Brown on piano, and the
superb Clive Osbourne and Alex Bland on saxes),
he featured many of the familiar frantic
firecrackers he usually lobs at us, such as “Wild
Cherry”, “Rockin’ The Mule In Kansas”, “Geronimo
Rock”, “Big Mamou”, “Frieda Frieda” and, of
course, “Stop Twistin’ My Arm” and “Bloody Mary”,
with top-drawer work from the Houseband. Cor!!!
Roll on May when Barrence comes over to rock
us at Hemsby!

Barrence Whitfield
(February 12, 2006)
What a super show but, sadly, a lower audience
turnout. Still, let’s dwell on what those absentees
missed. Warm-up was provided by the typically
sensational Houserockers, comprised of Rob
Glazebrook on guitar and vocals, Wayne Hopkins
on bass and Paul Atkinson on drums. “Rock’n’Roll
Ruby”, “That Ain’t Nothin’ But Right”, “Sneaky
Pete”, “This Is The Night”, “All Messed Up”, and
“Itty Bitty Betty”, among others, were included, and
everyone got right into the party spirit.

So, a great night, can’t fault a thing. Mind you, the
D.J. needs to hone his act a bit though…

© Tony Annis

After a brief-ish break the assembled gave
arguably the wildest performer (certainly the finest
screamer) in Rock’n’Roll today a rousing
welcome.
© Tony Annis

Bleary-eyed Bunter









The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods'
round up of gigs where you
really need to show your face.
Hi again folks. Well, since the last issue of your
favourite (and the world’s finest) roots music
magazine flopped upon your doormat a whole lot
has been happening out there in 'Tales From The
Woods'-land. Indeed, the first three months of
2006 has seen 'Tales From The Woods' become
synonymous with quality; not just in the contents
of the in-depth-researched articles contained
within but also the still infant 'Tales From The
Woods' Roots Music Magazine Promotions.

© Barry Dixon

Barrence Whitfield’s shows have not only been
consistently superb but, as a show, they form a
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Saturday January 28th saw the inaugural Skiffle
50 (50 years of Skiffle) at The Water Rats, Gray’s
Inn Road near Kings Cross and what a wonderful
night; a near capacity appreciative audience saw
nine acts perform with sheer professionalism, a
lesson in entertainment. Naturally I do not need to
recount the events of the evening as you will have
read (unless you start at the back of the mag – H)
the Hardrock Bunter review scripted in his usual
erudite manner, words flowing in a rhythmic
fashion from his Burrows-esque pen, leaving me
to simply say a very big thank you to all the
musicians who made it such a memorable
evening.

I need to thank a few people a great deal for
helping me out of a very sticky financial situation. I
won’t say whom as I have been specifically
requested not to but you know whom you are.
Thank you all so very much.
March 19th, two days before the first day of
spring, at The Metro, Oxford Street (formerly the
home of the famous Tiles Club for all you readers
of a certain age and who were soulboys back in
the mid to late sixties), the Louisiana legend of the
Excello sound of Crowley, the great Lazy Lester
came to play at our third promotion and was this
blues lovin’ boy proud… you bet he was. Another
superb evening; Big Joe Louis, Little George,
Wayne Hopkins and Paul Atkinson could not have
possibly done more to create that Excello sound.
With little time to rehearse, thank you soundman
for excellent sounds, it gelled perfectly.

Thank you to John Hills, the unflappable guitar
picking man from the Essex coast who worked so
hard behind the scenes, spending endless hours
each day rehearsing, accumulating songs. If
anyone had wanted to call John in the three
months or so leading up to the 28th January gig
they would, without doubt, have found his phone
engaged, seeking out which song in which key our
artist’s required, meticulously checking that no
numbers would be duplicated.

I know I am biased but I think all my favourite gigs
this year so far have been 'Tales From The
Woods' Roots Music Magazine Promotions, like I
said earlier, synonymous with quality.

To Ken Major, 'Tales From The Woods' tireless
Marketing Manager who spent so many days
desperately trying to ignite interest in an often
indifferent media, foot slogging around the offices
of both national and local press.

At this juncture, The Buzz pauses to
read a letter from a valued subscriber.
Hi Keith,
Congratulations on promoting one of the finest
blues American harmonica blues gigs ever seen
at the Metro club last night. Having seen Lazy
Lester nigh on 347 times this had to be the
pinnacle of his career, buckets loads of harp with
country guitar thrown in, one could be forgiven if
you thought your last transport home was the
Louisianan no.9 midnight pirogue across the
Atchafalaya.

To that man of mystery, the expert in the I.T.
department who works so hard behind the scenes
and without whom 'Tales From The Woods' would
struggle to exist, Harry (or H as he prefers to be
known) for his usual wonderful work and in
particular for his patience in the designing and
redesigning of flyers as names were added, then
removed, often reappearing again.

And the back-up band? Well if we can have Scotty
Moore, D. J. Fontana, Herby Hardesty, Jimmy
Burton and Dale Hawkins providing a standard
back drop at the New Orleans Ponderosa Stomp
why not the R’n'B cream of the British scene? A
little more Excello echo would have been nice
(Little George got this just right at the 100 Club on
the Charlie Gracie night), but instrumentally - spot
on. I could not and would not want to single any of
the guys out, I am sure Lester was delighted, he
certainly enjoyed himself.

To Hardrock Bunter for keeping the punters happy
between sets with suitable sounds.
To Darren Vidler for providing me with lists of
names as only a world-renowned expert on Skiffle
and British Rock'n'Roll could.
To the wonderful acts that made the evening so
memorable.
To all the good people that turned out on a bitterly
cold January night to be rewarded with three and
a half hours of legendary names from this
uniquely British art form.

The great thing about black performers with colds
is that they sound even rougher meaning better!
Another terrific show from Manuela (although I
missed the detail), took three bouncers to eject
her, and at a blues show no less, surely she is up
for a T.F.T.W. award for individuality? With Lee as
anchor man and Bunter home at last deejaying
from his own studio a great T.F.T.W. team effort.

A couple of weeks later we were back at The
Water Rats for our second promotion, that of the
Wild Man of Rock'n'Roll, the screaming caveman
Barrence Whitfield, stopping off on his way home
to the USA after a few European gigs to put on a
superb rockin’ show. Disappointed though by the
turnout at but half capacity.

So what now? Cajun, zydeo, bluegrass, whatever
Mr. Woods touches, whether skiffle, rockin' r&b or
rocking blues, it drips gold with quality - we await
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with eager anticipation his next musical surprise. I
understand Keith is giving a 10% discount off the
next gig for the best glowing review, so hopefully I
win this? In all the excitement I don't even
remember hearing "Lover - Fighter"!! Oh, and I
took photos of everybody (almost) rocking to the
main man, I'll release these in a few years time.
Rock on,
Ken

Incidentally 'Tales From The Woods' wishes to
pass in its congratulations upon your recent
engagement.
Guitar pickin’ label boss, publisher and all round
British Rock'n'Roll hero Dave Travis chose to stay
behind the locked gates of his Hampshire
mansion, not even allowing his admiring public,
who stood many rows deep in silent vigil, a
glimpse of his person upon his 58th birthday back
on the 12th March.

With apologies for this pleasant
interruption, The Buzz continues.

The 20th March saw wealthy Tony Papard allow
his 61st birthday to pass quietly at his Battersea
home despite recently inheriting hundreds of
acres of land on the sun-drenched Mediterranean
island of Cyprus.

Birthday greetings go out to one of our most
recent new subscribers and certainly our youngest
by quite a few years, Kimberly McCloud of
Dingwall up there above Inverness, north west
Scotland who celebrated her 19th birthday upon
the 19th January. Kimberly, despite her tender
years, is a Rock'n'Roll fan and an aspiring roots
music lover, introduced to the magazine by our
agent in north west Britain, Calum ‘Grunge’
Russell. A few weeks before Christmas Kimberly,
by all accounts, met for the first time legendary
Scottish Rock'n'Roll fan and Jerry Lee Lewis
fanatic Graham Knight at a Rock'n'Roll record hop
in nearby Ullapool. Quite what she made of that
encounter we can only speculate. Kimberly hopes
to make her first ever trip to London this summer
safely chaperoned by Calum on which trip she
hopes to meet up with some Woodies at one of
our monthly meet ups. We look forward to seeing
you Kimberly.

Three days later upon the 23rd March and Dave
Woodland of Stockwell, South London did not
allow his 48th birthday go by without downing a
few pints of beer both in celebration of his birth
and for recently breaking his own record of cycling
from Penzance to London on his racing penny
farthing bicycle. Dave of course, as many of you
will know, is the penny farthing cycle champion of
the United Kingdom and we are indeed proud to
announce that he broke his own record on his
most recent attempt, riding from the Cornish
coastal town to the English capital in 39 hours, 19
minutes and nine seconds.
Around the period of time that 'Tales From The
Woods' will be going to press, the 27th March will
see the 62nd birthday of our hero webmeister
Alan Lloyd to whom we here at the editorial board
are, and will remain, eternally in gratitude for
making our website the envy of our glossy
competitors. Bearing in mind it had spent well
over a year in a condition of neglect and without
love, Alan came to our rescue and changed all
that virtually overnight. Alan as a few of us know
(most of you reading will not) has recently
returned from a long holiday in his native Australia
but Alan could not laze on the beach for long and
was soon off on a 'Tales From The Woods'
recruitment drive which would soon find him lost
for days in the Tasmanian jungle. Despite being
very hot, very hungry and very lost he did not fail
to update the website on a daily basis. Indeed a
very special birthday wish and a big thank you to
Alan.

From pretty young thing to ugly old bastard, Dave
of Bromley, Kent who put in two very rare public
appearances recently, at Shaky Lee Wilkinson’s
pre-Christmas birthday bash at the Oval Tavern in
Croydon and the Fifty Years Of Skiffle gig at the
Water Rats before disappearing back to selfreclusion prior to his 62nd birthday on 17th
February.

Coming up, April 7th will see the big six oh for the
man so often described by Dr Charles
‘Ladiesman’ Dale as the ‘Peter Pan Of The
Woodies’ but then, compared to Dr Dale, God
would look youthful. So welcome to the club Nick
Cobban. Try not to despair too much; this club
has already enlisted a good number of Woodies
and an increasing number are moving to the top
of the waiting list. Have a great day Nick.

Two birthday boys discussing the pros and cons of
the ageing process. Tony has just asked Dave what
he thinks of his Botox and Dave, having misheard
slightly, tries to think of a clean reply.

Hard-working Betsey Trotwood and Water Rats
bar-person Eddie Bowser celebrated his 27th
birthday on the 7th March quietly with his girlfriend
at a cosy Turkish restaurant over in N17.

Whilst on the subject of that valued man of
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medicine, the drape wearing, pipe smoking,
encyclopaedia of wisdom, Dr Charles Dale is, as I
write, on the eve of his belated 60th birthday party
being held on home ground, a golf course club
house (naturally) in deepest Surrey, bringing to
town the little sister of the Killer from Ferriday,
Louisiana, Linda Gail Lewis along with a red hot
rockin’ band. May I take the opportunity to thank
Charles through these pages on behalf of all the
Woodies who will be attending? Thank you
Charles for what will/has been a great night (see
Ken’s comments on page 42 – H)

Talking about gigs, I went to see Jimmie Dale
Gilmore at Dingwalls on Tuesday 15th November
2005. Those of you who are in possession of an
extremely long memory or a complete collection of
'Tales From The Woods' will recall in our infant
days that yours truly covered a Jimmie Dale
Gilmore gig at The Garage, Highbury Corner,
Islington. It was surely the first, or at least one of
the first, live show reviews that appeared within
these pages. Despite some very stormy weather
along the way, we are still here, very much bigger
(oh, I really miss the days of the single page
newsletter – H), far more professional and with an
ever increasing circulation, well tenfold at least.

More exciting news from 'Tales From The Woods'
Roots Music Magazine Promotions – come 21st
April we will be presenting the full three and a half
hours of the Skiffle 50 show on film as, no doubt,
you will see advertised elsewhere in the
magazine. Therefore I won’t bother going into
detail here except to say if you missed it first time
round, don’t miss this which will be the only
opportunity to view the show in its entirety.

Back on a cold early winter’s evening back in
November, Jimmie Dale Gilmore was back in ole
London town with just an acoustic lead guitarist
Rob Gjersoe for company. At first I was a little
disappointed that Jimmie was without a band but
does he need a band with the voice of an angel
and a musician of such consummate quality as
Robbie? The answer is a big definite no! It was
helping the pocket anyway with the indeed modest
admission although it has to be said it was not
exactly packed but that for sure was due to a
distinct lack of publicity.

As we approach mid-summer we will be in
collaboration with Carole and Nigel who have, for
the last few years, run the highly successful
Swamp Rock Club in Whetstone, North London.
We will be presenting a Skiffle Meets Zydeco
night at the Water Rats on Saturday June 10th.
Now that is something different. This will be the
first time such a venture has taken place not just
in London but anywhere in the world, a true first
folks. Already booked are the highly regarded
Eastside, former Cleveland Skiffle Group front
man Ken Cook and his boys from Essex will be
appearing, following on from their success at
Skiffle 50. The zydeco band has as yet to be
finalised but we will be keeping all our
subscribers/contributors informed via emails,
flyers through the post etc during the intervening
period.

Opening up his 90 plus minute set with what is
surely a Jimmie Dale signature tune alongside
‘Dallas’, that haunting beautiful voice filled my
ears on ‘Tonight I Think I'm Gonna Go Downtown’
allowing myself a hearty yelp of approval. Jimmie
has a new CD out ‘Come On Back’ which by all
accounts he has dedicated to the memory of his
father, the songs his daddy loved.

Drawing from the CD he treated us to a heartfelt
rendition of Lefty Frizell’s ‘Saginaw, Michigan’ and
a beautifully traditionally loyal take on ‘Standin’ on
the Corner’. The father of country music, Jimmie
Rodgers, could be excused for thinking (if he was
looking down that night) that time had barely
moved. ‘Gotta Travel On’ which closed the show
(and incidentally the final track on the CD) is
certainly one of my favourites and kept me
spellbound in my chair. From the pen of
performing/writing partner Butch Hancock, a

If you want to be added to the T.F.T.W. mailing
list, just contact us at tftw@blueyonder.co,.uk
and we will keep you advised of any future
exciting developments – and it’s FREE!
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wonderful take of ‘If You Were A Bluebird’, joined
on stage by our very own genial Accordion Slim.

Deep Ellum Blues
Dallas
(If You Were A) Bluebird
Gotta Travel On

What can you say about ‘I'm So Lonesome I
Could Cry’? Even Mr Angry who was in
attendance that evening had a tear on his cheek
on the Hank Williams tune that Elvis Presley once
described as the saddest song ever written. The
Mississippi Flash himself got a mention with a
workout on ‘I Was The One’.

Last issue we included an article by Steve
Howarth listing the 70 Jerry Lee Lewis tracks
he couldn’t live without in celebration of Jerry
Lee Lewis’ 70th birthday. We now reproduce a
picture of Steve and his son picking the tracks
and toasting The Killer.

During the Walter Hyatt penned ‘Georgia Rose
(Come To My Dreams)’ you could hear the
proverbial pin drop… well, at least until some
arsehole’s mobile attempted to destroy the mood.
I glared at all around me with an expression that
would make even Mr Angry genteel. Dave ‘Jazz
Junction’ Carroll tapped on my shoulder and
whispered into my ear the least wanted to hear
words in the world at that moment in time; “I think
you will find that is yours”. Fumbling in my pocket
to silence the offending object whilst shielding my
face from deep shame and considerable
embarrassment.

I still have a vast number of New Musical
Expresses in my attic dating somewhere between
the mid-seventies through to the early nineties. If
you can come up with sensible offers contact via
the usual channels. I'm sure someone out there
MUST want these to help complete their historical
musical knowledge so please get in touch.

Taxi Maxi of SW14 has a considerable collection
of that one-time bible of the hippy movement ’IT’
(or International Times to give its full name) for
sale. Taxi phoned us here at 'Tales From The
Woods' headquarters to advise us of his latest
acquisitions which include a number of telephone
directories dating from the immediate post-war
years through to the late 1950s and around half a
dozen 14 inch high plastic Madonnas that glow in
the dark and come in various tasteful colours. If
you are interested in any of these items, or simply
want to find out what goodies he has in his
possession (Maxi’s stock gets updated on a
regular basis) you can contact him on 020 8876
1266 weekdays between 9 am and midday or 10
am to midday on weekends.

Jimmie revisited his own back catalogue with ‘Just
a Wave, Not the Water’, joined again by
Accordion Slim for the aforementioned ‘Dallas’.
Well Jimmie Dale Gilmore can do no wrong in my
eyes and upon this evening he could only
substantiate my bias and, oh yes, I did apologise
profusely to him whilst sharing a last minute beer
with a few other reluctant leavers at the bar.
Jimmie leaned on the bar, giving me a slightly
bemused look, “You know, I don’t believe I heard
your cell phone at all.”
Set list
Tonight I Think I'm Gonna Go Downtown
Ramblin' Man
Standin’ On The Corner (Blue Yodel No. 9)
Saginaw, Michigan
One Endless Night
My Mind's Got A Mind Of Its Own
Just A Wave, Not The Water
Georgia Rose
I Was The One
Banks Of The Colorado
I'm So Lonesome I Could Cry
Put It Back The Way It Was

Remember to check out all the new links on the
website (www.tftw.freeuk.com) and take a look at
all the hard work Vince Eager has put into the
Skiffle site at www.skiffle50.co.uk
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Wednesday 19 April
Cabot Hall, Canary Wharf
Glenn Tilbrook

Wednesday/Thursday 19/20 April
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Marlena Shaw
£20

Tuesday 11 April
Barbican
San Francisco Jazz Collective
Joshua Redman, Bobby Hutcherson,
Nicholas Payton
£12.50/£22.50
Wednesday 12 April
Kings College, Temple
Kula Shaker

Saturday 22 April
Jack Beard’s, Tooting Broadway
To The Bridge, Chicago Thieves,
Stuart James Band
£??
Saturday 22 April
Royal Albert Hall
The Flaming Lips
£22.50/£30

£15

Thursday 13 April
Spitz, Spitalfields
Otu Taylor
Friday 14th April
Hammersmith Apollo
Bonnie Raitt
Friday 14th April
Garage, Islington
Reverend Horton Heat

Sunday 23 April
Lakeside Café, Nene Park, Northants
Gerard Hoffman presents…
Doug McCloud (4pm start)

£10

£29.50

Tuesday 25 April
Sadler’s Wells Theatre
Buena Vista Social Club presents...
Cachaito Lopez, Manuel Galban, Guajiro Mirabal
& Jesus ‘Aguaje’ Ramos
£15/£25

£12

Sunday/Monday 16/17 April
Barbican
Christy Moore
£15/£30
Tuesday 18 April
Royal Albert Hall
The War of The Worlds
Jeff Wayne & Black Smoke Band

£15

Friday 14th April
Hammersmith Apollo
Chris Rea

£27.50

Tuesday 25 April until Monday 1 May
Jazz Café, Camden Town
De La Soul
£??
£30/£50
Friday 29 April
100 Club, Oxford Street
Nine Below Zero

'Tales From The Woods' roots music magazine
Promotions presents on
Friday 21st April 2006, from 6:45 pm at the

£14.50

Monday 1 May
Broadway, Barking
Billy Bragg

Betsey Trotwood

£20

Tuesday 2 May
Queen Elizabeth Hall, South Bank
Janis Ian
£22.50

56 Farringdon Road, London, EC1R 3BL
(opposite the Guardian Newspaper headquarters)

Film Premiere

Tuesday 4 May
Cabot Hall, Canary Wharf

the one and only full length showing of the “50
Years Of Skiffle” video as recorded at the Water
Rats on January28th

Dr John

£17.50

Saturday 6 May
Mean Fiddler, Charing Cross Rioad
Wilko Johnson, Dr Feelgood
£14

If you couldn’t make it on the night, this is your
chance to see the whole 3½ hours before it is
reduced down to the standard 90 minute
(approximately) release.

Saturday 6 May
Jack Beard’s, Tooting Broadway
Paul Lamb & The Kingsnakes
£10

Showing in the private upstairs room,
admission by donation.

Wednesday 10 May
Shepherds Bush Empire
John Martyn
£22.50
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Wednesday 10 May
Garage, Islington
North Mississippi Allstars

Tuesday 23 May
Shepherds Bush Empire
Electric Light Orchestra
£29.50
[original former members]

£12.50

Thursday 11 May
Hammersmith Apollo
Craig David

Thursday May 25
Dingwalls
Jackie DeShannon, singer-songwriter who wrote
songs for Brenda Lee, Irma Thomas
and many others
£15

£25

Thursday 11 May
Wembley Arena
Earth, Wind & Fire

£37.50
Saturday 27 May
Shepherds Bush Empire
Beverley Knight
£22.50

Thursday 11 May
Brixton Academy
The Streets

£23.50
Monday 29 May
Barbican
The Three B's - Kenny Ball, Chris Barber, Acker
Bilk
£15/£25

Friday/Saturday 12/13 May
Wembley Arena
Santana
£35/£45
Saturday 13 May
Jack Beard’s, Tooting Broadway
The Rocky Athas Group
Saturday 13 May
Barbican
Sonny Rollins

Monday 29 May - Wednesday 31 May
Royal Albert Hall
David Gilmour £30/£65

£10

Tuesday 30 May
Hammersmith Apollo
Whitesnake

£25

£32.50

Monday 15 May
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Bettye Lavette
£16.50

Wednesday 31 May
Barbican
Ladysmith Black Mambazo
£20/£27.50

Tuesday 16 May - Friday 26 May
Royal Albert Hall
Eric Clapton
£35/£65

Saturday 3 June
Jack Beard’s, Tooting Broadway
Stan Webb’s Chicken Shack
Celebrating Stan’s 60th birthday
£10

Tuesday/Wednesday 16/17 May
Forum, Kentish Town
Yeah Yeah Yeahs
£18
Thursday 18 May
Shepherds Bush Empire
Richard Hawley

Another fantastic 'Tales From The Woods' Roots
Music Magazine Promotions presentation in
collaboration with the Swamp Rock club
on
Saturday 10th June 2006 at the

£22.50

The Water Rats

Thursday 18 May
Dingwalls, Camden Lock
Jerry Reid
£17.50

328 Gray's Inn Road, King's Cross, WC1X 8BZ

Skiffle meets
Zydeco

Thursday 18 May
Castor Village Hall, Lincs

Gerard Hoffman presents…
Little Willie Littlefield

With

Hotbox/eastside

Saturday 20 May
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Robert Cray Band
£29.50

The first ever clash of the two musical styles

Tuesday 23 May
Dingwalls, Camden Lock
Jerry Reid
£17.50

Updated details will be circulated when known so
get on our mailing list NOW!
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Tuesday 6 June
Shepherds Bush Empire
George Thorogood & The Destroyers £22.50
Thursday 8 June
Wembley Arena
EmmyLou Harris & Mark Knopfler

Thursday 29 June
Hammersmith Apollo
John Fogerty

£33.50

Saturday 1 July
Hyde Park
The Who, Razorlight, Primal Scream £42.50

£35

Friday 9 June
100 Club, Oxford Street
Blockheads
£19.50
Thursday 15 June
Hampton Court Palace
Van Morrison
£45/£65
Friday 16th June
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Lee Scratch Perry
£22.50

Saturday 8 July
Shepherds Bush Empire
Ziggy Marley

£30

Monday 24 July
Hammersmith Apollo
Dwight Yoakam

£30

Monday 24 & Tuesday 25 July
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Pharoah Sanders

Friday 16 June
Hampton Court Palace
Jools Holland & his R&B Orchestra £36/£39.50

Friday-Sunday 4-6 August
Twinwood Arena, Clapham, Bedfordshire
Rhythm Festival
Arlo Guthrie, Ike Turner, Chas & Dave,
Jerry Lee Lewis & The Killer Band, Donovan,
Desmond Dekker, Paul Jones Blues Band, Geno
Washington & The Ram Jam Band + many, many
more
£75

Saturday 17 June
Twickenham Studios
The Eagles
£45/£75
Saturday 17 June
Hyde Park
Foo Fighters, Motorhead, Queens Of The Stone
Age, The Subways
£35/£45

Friday/Saturday 10/11 November
Shepherds Bush Empire
Lucinda Williams
£22.50

Sunday 18 June
Wembley Arena
The Eagles

£45/£75

The next gang meet up will be Friday 19th May, at
the John Snow, Broadwick Street, from 18:30
hours onwards. Depart for a Chinese at approx.
20:15. All are welcome to come along and meet
the regulars in an informal and relaxed
atmosphere and you may even get the chance to
buy the Editor a pint, an opportunity NOT to be
missed. For directions, use the normal contact
channels.

Wednesday 21 June
Hampton Court Palace
Jools Holland & his R&B Orchestra £36/£39.50
Wednesday 21 June
Hyde Park
The Strokes, Super Furry Animals
+ many more
£37.50
Thursday 22 June
Hampton Court Palace
Art Garfunkel
£45/£65
Friday 23 June
Hampton Court Palace
Van Morrison
£45/£65
Tuesday/Wednesday 27/28 June
Royal Albert Hall
George Benson
£24/£45
Wednesday 28 June
B.I.C. Bournemouth
Bob Dylan

£35
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Let’s finish off with a few pics – first up we see
Shaky Lee, the pub landlady, Chuck Baker
(who had flown over specially) Bunter and
Brian Jessup having a really good time.
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Barry Dixon’s pic shows that Barrence was
enjoying himself back in February









If you wish to subscribe or advertise in the UK's
fastest-growing in-house magazine, write to;

‘Tales from the Woods’
25 Queen Anne Avenue
Bromley, Kent
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Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
Remember – you’re only young twice
Keith Woods
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